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ALBUQUEKQUE MOBNING JOURNAL.

CITY

YEAH
VOL. CLXXI. No. 36.

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, November

FORTY-SKCON-

VIRGINIA BY 15,000
REPUBLICAN CLAIM STAB

WASHINGTON IS

STATE DEPARTMENT OF

v

SHOCKED BY THE

EDUCATION UNDER FIRE
FDR POOR BOOKKEEPING
MEETING BEING HELD TODAY AT
CAPITAL TO TAKE ACTION UPON
REPORT OF TRAVELING AUDITOR

TOUT

Irregularities in the department of education have
been so frequent and extensive that a special meeting of
the state board of education has been called at banta t e
today to consider the report of the state traveling auditor,
A. G. Whittier, covering the operation of the department
from January 1, 1917 to June 30, 1921.
A traveling account which, during the period, totals
$36,713.91; vouchers not itemized totaling $9,143.91;
items labeled "differences found" which mount to
the salary of one official which increased 450
per cent in five years; an hotel bill for seven days
amountine to $177 for one person with $21' extra for
telephone calls during the same time these are a few
of the highlights in the lenghty document prepared by
the auditor.
$7,-753.1- 8;

of vouch- - chased

Under the classification
era not itemized are listed expenses
by former state superintendent Jonathan H. Wagner, John V. Conway,
the present superintendent, Mrs.
Ruth ti Miller, director of vocational education, and there is further a miscellaneous column.
. Mr. Wagner drew out on unltem-Ize- d
vouchers from the certification
fund, $1,880.53: from the contingent fund, $3,716.91, and from the
vocational education
fund, 3785.
waking a total of $6,322.44 In
that was not properly
vouchered.
Mr. Conway's
total Is $790.18
and Mrs. Miller's total is 911.9?
Under "miscellaneous," the total Is
$1,119.84.

Referring to the contingent fund,
the auditor says on pago 28 of his
report:
;;. "The fund was handled by
Mr. Wagner during his first
year very satisfactorily, but
during the sixth, seventh 'rnd

eighth fiscal years, discretion
was thrown to the winda and ',
all the rules of properly a
.counting for monies were vlo--- la
ted."
The certification fund, which accumulated through the fees for issuance of certificates to teachers,
has been without any check. There
Is no record of the funds received
except the deposit slips from banks.
which total more-tha$30,000-fotne period. There are reported to
be no books at all for the vocational fund.
n

r

Transfer From Funds. .
To the certification
fund,
was transferred from the
contingent fund and $8,482.35 from
the vocational fund. The record
shows that the certification fund
paid back $3,995.61 to the voca-

tional fund.
In the Items labeled "differences
found" the auditor explains that
they should be refunded unless adequately explained. Here are some
of the Items In Mr. Wagner's accounts which are objected to:
He drew a salary of $1,500 a
year as executive secretary of a
branch when the rules prescribed
for 1919 and 1920 $600 per year.
He borrowed money to travel and
charged the Interest to the state.
He drew six vouchers for paying
for the grading of examination
papers and presents no evidence of
payment.
His settlement voucher No. 67
failed to credit six payments totaling $302.99.
He failed to make out a settlement voucher for the eighth fiscal
year but drew $2,857.65.
Mr. Wagner is assumed to have
paid these amounts but there is no
definite record showing how the
money was expended.
On page 2$ of the report, the
auditor says:
Mileage Book Mlx-n"Many mileage books were pur
p.

(by Wagner) and presumably used, aB this office is in pos
session of some thirty stubs, and
vet his settlement vouchers invar
lably have railroad fare charged" in
each Instance for all items, appar
ently an oyerchirgo."
On a trio to Chicago from Feb
ruarv 21 to March 1. 1919, Mr.
Wagner spent $177 for hotel bills
and $21 for telephone calls. Figurine in the, time he must have
spent coming and going, he would
only have spent seven days In Chicago, making an average of $25 a
day for hotel bills and $3 daily for
telephoning.
On a trip from October 15 to
October 18. 1919. he visited Ainu
aueraue. Belen and Socorro. His
hotel bill was $35.
He left the office on June 25
1919, and returned on July S. The
intervening time, excluding time
In
spent In traveling, waa spentwere
Milwaukee. At most, ten days
mil
spent in the city. His. hotel
was $191.65. with en additional $10
for miscellaneous expense.
'.been
education
director of vocational
She km also director of Industrial
education and supervisor of home
economics. The auditor was un
able to .find her exact total salary.
' "Oil
pare MIT Me' pdints out that
her salary as director of vocational
education' Ha advanced as ronows:
1017 tROO:
19U. $1,200: 1919,
$S,S00; 1920 $3.0fl0l' 192t. $3,600.
Half for Overhead.
'
'
On page '36 'of this report' Is
statement:this
'For the whole perioa or mo
apdU. the, .direct, payments , fo,
schools (for vocational education)
'.totaled J5S,32.23 as.agalpst .$55,- 521.95 for all otner purposes, alliven admost, an even break
ding In ten claims not yet paid,
the percentage of amounts actually getting Into schools is 66 per
.

....

cent."

Quoting from Mrs. Miller's expense accounts, the auditor cites
her trip to Atlantic City and Washington, lasting ten days. Her mileage cost was $180; Pullman was
$39.78: hotel was $183.74;
tips
cost $13.60; taxi and baggage,
miscel$8.90; guests, $53.60 and
laneous, $30; making a total of
$509.62 for the ten days, and average of $50.96 a day.
The report goes Into a vast number of details. It is expected that
several days will be spent in its
consideration. While no announcement has been made, It Is assumed
that the meeting of the board win
he open. It Is understood that Mr.
Wngner has made plans to attend.
Representatives of the press In
Santa Fe have been attempting to
secure a copy of the report for sev
eral days, but have been denlel
the privilege until after the open
lng of the board meeting.

MRS. OBENCIIAiri COLLAPSES AS
SHE IS TAKEN INTO THE GRAND

JURY ROOM; IS SOON EXCUSED
Writes to the Foreman Asking an Opportunity to Be Heard But Is Unable to Stand the
Ordeal; Motion for Dismissal of the Murder
Charge Is Continued Until Monday.

.

1

:

.

fBV T1IK ASWM
JjOB Angeles, Calif., Nov. 4. Mrs.
Madalynne Ooenchaln today got the
opportunity she had -- ought to appear before a grand Jury and be
heard but was unable to utilize It

IATKI) PRESS.)
because of a physical collapse. The
same collapse caused -- ostponement
of the case wherein she was charged with the murdpr In connection
with "the death of, J. Belton Kennedy, when it came up In court today.
t
Mrej. Obenchain wrote
to the foreman of the grand .Jury
asking an opportunity to be heard.
In case it .took any. further action
regarding her. As a result of the
request a summons was sent to the
Jail for her today.
Mrs. Obenchain
collapsed soon
after the summons arrived and was
was
when
taken Into
she
weeping
the jury'room. She proved- unable
to answer any questions there and
soon was excused.
Physicians who examined her
told the court she would be unable
to stand the strain of appearing today and the motion of her attorneys for dismissal of the charge
against her which was to have been
argued today ', was continued until
next Monday.
Her attorneys expressed hope
she might be able to make a statement to the grand Jury before that
Umo.

a Serious Loss.

Last-nigh-

WEATHER
FORECAST.
Colo., Nov.. 4. New
'Denver,
Mexico and Arizona: Fair Saturday
and Sunday; not much, change In
.
temperature.
.

.

IOCAIi ItEPOlMV
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
.

hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday:
70
Highest temperature
82
lowest
Ilnnge
Mean
66
Humidity at 6 a. m.
11
Humidity at 6 p. w.'
None
I
'Jtnximum wind velocity
West
Direction of wind
Clear
Character of day

........
........

....

when the Japanese delegation is
for the Washington
assembling
conference and when Japan is intensely Interested in the international issues In which
Premier
Hara has until now taken such an
been
He
had
important part.
urged
to head the delegation to Washington and, for a time, had the matter
under consideration, but finally decided that his services would be
better employed at home during
the discussions at Washington.

Premier Hara

E

Lee Trinkle (above) and Col
Henry W. Anderson.
For the first time in many years
the republicans have hopes of carrying a state election in Virginia.
Their candidate for governor, at
Is
Col.
next Tuesday's olection
Henry W. Anderon...Jll.4emo.
cratlc opponent is former state
Senator E. Lee Trinkle.

JUG0-SLAVI-

a
of
tomorrow.
Since
his arrival here he has resumed
active direction of affairs.
and
rest
Necessity for quiet
after an operation performed upon
him during his Illness early in July
an his desire to bring to a happy
conclusion his courtship or Princess
Sophie, second daughter of Prince
Emmanuel, Duke of Vendome and
of Alencon, a member of the Bourbon-Orleans
family, appear to have
been his reasons for his long stay
in Paris. It appears at present
that his courtship has been broken
off because of religious difference
and the reluctance of Princess
Sophie to live In Belgrade.
Jugo-Slavi-

the foreign office service.

During

a later interval in his political career In 1896-- 7 he was chief editor
of the Osaka Mainichl and took
up again the chief membership of
that paper for a time before enteras minister
ing the Saionjl cabinet
of the interior In 1906.
In May. 1B20, a plot was discovered to assassinate Premier
Tiaro
the details coming out in
November last by publication of
the findings of the preliminary
court, which tried a former artilleryman

named Ito, charged

with

against the
planning an attemptSeven
bombs
premier's person.
in the
were to have been employed

attempted assassination, on which
May
was to have taken place
19 SHOT, 40 SENT TO
8, 1920, the court findings showed.
came
to
Ito
was
asserted
that
It
PRISON FOR THEFTS
Tokio and purchased a revolver
and explosives, making his bombs
(By The Amoelntfri Prm.)
Nineteen men out of bottles and boxes. On takMoscow, Nov.
have been shot and forty men and ing them Into the streets, however,
women sentenced to prison terms, he was knocked down accidentally
after conviction before a Moscow by an automobile and the police
court martial for thefts of dia- discovered the Infernal machines
monds, platinum and old silver he had devised, and unraveled the
and Jewelry from the government plot.
stores,
l hese stocks were taken The assassination of Premier
over by the soviet from shops and Hara recalls a similar dramatic instores at the beginning of the bol- cident when Premier Clemenceau
of France was shot and dangershevik! regime.
ously wounded at a time when the
8.--

GRKB VIS DECISION'.
.
New York. Nov. 4. Harrv
Pittsburgh light heavyweight, toCharles Weinert,
night defeated
Newark, receiving the Judges' decision after a fifteen-roun- d
bout.

peace conference, of which he was
presiding officer, Was at Its height
This occurred February 19, 1919,
while Clemenceau was going from
his home to the American head- (Continued on Page Two.',

GIVE US THE TRUTH.

J
'

At a late lionr last night camo a reliable "leak"
concerning
tlie report of Slate Travelling
Auditor Whittier on the state
of education. The report Itself was not accessible.
Great secrecy Is being maintained.
An effort Is
made to
make the session of the State Board of Kd neatbeing
ion
an
executive session. Tlio powers that be In New Mexicotoday
are
to prevent the scandal which ts about to break. If the
Board of Education lends Itself to any such scheme Its members
will stamp themselves ns unworthy.
The report, a brief review of which is given In another column. Is a public scandal. The money
of the
was
thrown to the four winds In an orgy of high living taxpayers
nt public ex.
No
were
pense.
adequate records
kept. Money was bandied
about from one fund o another to suit the whim of tho profligates. The whole thing is a .startling example of the most reckless handling of public monies
If the state treasurer attempted to put a
hand on
the spendthrifts, it docs not appear from suchrestraining
data as the Journal could gather last night.
Tho whole rotten mess has just begun to come out. All effort at repression will fall. The publlo must have tho facta. The
Investigation must lead where It will into other departments.
Tho episode- brings every department of the state government under suspicion.
The Journal has been called a Bolshevik because It has
criticized tho conduct of some of the state
Our
attitude toward the school book adoption calleddepartments.
down on ns the
vituperation oj officials. This scandal makes an Investigation of
that whole transaction Imperative.
The lateness of tho hour last night and the comparative
of our data on Auditor Wlilttlcr's one hundred pose report, makes more detail this morning impossible.
The pcoplo of the state demand an Immediate, open and thorough investigation of the wliote matter. If evidences of criminal conduct can not be- explained away, a grand Jury should be
called at once. Judge Holloman owes it to the people to keep
his eye on this thing. Ho has tho courage and the ability to do
.

,

SOLD.
1.
Vn
The

or Charleston, seven
miles from here, was today sold to
a land and cattle company for 1342.
Cahrleston, In the early years of
silver mining in Arizona, was one
of the biggest and most active of
the "Mushroom" communities. ToIt Is distinguished
from the
day
onrrfiilrwllr...... rail.
- - . ....... ,-Q U I, .... J k..j H Hn
road station' and a few
crumbling
anooe walls. Charleston was uic
...

A

Asso-cinte-

DEBTSJJF ALLIES

irh

frequently

dressed the Japanese diet concerning the serious work ahead for
Jupan's chief aim would be to put
an end to race barriers. He later
conferred with the American ambassador at Tokio and the premier
soon afterward
announced at a
meeting of the government party
that Japan was willing to compromise on the Shantung question
with China which had long been a
main subject of controversy.
Premier Hara declared in recent
statements that Japan was ready to
accept a limitation of her naval
establishment along with the rest
of the world, and always keeping
in mind the necessities of her national defense.
Takashi Hara has been premier
of Japan since 1918, when he form
ed a canine' after tne fall ot tne
Terauchi ministry, the Sleyu-Kparty, of which he was a leader,
taking control.
The position of the premier and
hla party was confirmed by the
general election in May. 1920. that
party securing a great majority.
Tbe premier has had a long and
distinguished political career. Born
in 1854, he was for some time in
the foreign office service both at
home and abroad and was vice
minister for a time in 1895. He
Joined the late Prince Ito in organparty in 1900
izing the Selyu-Kand shortly afterward became min
ister of communications in tneeaD.
Inet. Later he served as head of
that denartment of the government
cabinet of 1906-0in the Eeiyu-Kresigning with the fall of that minand
istry and trnvetVng.in Europe 1908
America In the latter part of
1909.
In
and
On his visit to this country he
was received by President Roosevelt In Washington, in September,

KING ALEXANDER WILL
1908.
TAKE OATH AS RULER
the cabinet
M. Hara
as minister of home affairs
In
OF
TODAY and1913
formed the cabinet
In 1918
now in office.
(By Tttr Amwrlnlrd rrm.i
Whpn a vouth M. Tiara studied
d
Belgrade, Nov. 14 (by the
law for a time but early foresook
Press). King Alexander it for Journalism, through which
will take the oath of office as ruler work came hl introduction Into

0ri

OLD TOWNSITE

ad-

ai

d.

(Br Toe AnflclBtwl TrMS.)
T.nndon. Nov. 4. Steps toward
adjustment of war debts
reaching Killed
nations are urged
hntwurn
in resolutions sent to the chancellor of the exchequer by the Brltlsn
national committee of the interna
tional Chamber of Commerce. The
resolution advocated the "desirability of negotiations In order to
obtain the benefits which, In the
committee's opinion, would accrue
if the war debts of the allies to
Great Britain were reduced or cancelled on terms to be agreed

BYDEFENDANT

Less Than Ten Years
Imprisonment is the Penalty; Sentence Will Be
Passed This Morning.

The assassination
of Premier Not
Hara comes at a dramatic moment

count for the fact that the Japanese
nnoui
embassy tonight was still
official announcement of the assassination of the premier. It was,
however, decided In view of an official message received by the state
the death,
department announcing
to cancel the official reception
which the delegation had arranged
for tomorrow evening. All Japanese
official dinners also nave oeen
Sennosuke Tokota. chief of the
legislative bureau of the Japanese
cabinet and a personal representative of Premier Hara at the con
ference, decided to return to jutmn
Immediately.
Threatening; Letters.
Before the Japanese delegation
left Japan threatening letters were
received by Its members. Including
prince Tokugawa, to whom were
forwarded suggestive and sinister
drawings of the assassination rev
the
uiniiinr fnrl In 1889. and millioncent murder of Tasuda, a
aire banker.
The receip1. of threatening letters
signed by Ko- alleged to have been
tha American author
ities to adopt unusual precautions
duWng the Journey of the delegates
from Seattle to Washington.

URGES ADJUSTMENT OF

0FEM0TI0N

arrested.

e.

Timlitnn

II!

RECEIVER ASKED FOR
RICKARD INTERESTS
BY NEW YORK BROKER

of Edward F. Meyer, Her events, Frank D. toArmstrong,
have the
broker, today sought
Fourth Husband,
promoter and two corporations in
Into

Press. Premier Hara was fatally
stabbed in the breast today at the
railroad station in Tokio. He died NO SIGN
an hour later. The assassin, who
Is 19 years old and demented, was
SHOWN

iff

--

'

IS VERDICT

TE

(Dj Tbe Aiioclnted Prcm.)
Tokio. Nov. 4 (by the Associated

-

upon."

R

Johnson-Jeffrie-

(By Tbe Associated I'renO
Washington,- Nov. 4 (by the As

WAR

CHECK OFF SYSTEM

SO-CALL-

Japanese Premier Stabbed
SOUTHARD CASE
in the Breast at the Rail- (By The AKunrlntM Frmi.)
New York, Nov. 4. In an efroad Station in Tokio;
to recover money said to have
fort
Woman is Found Guilty in been loaned to Trx Rickard for
Dies Within an Hour.
s
of the
Connection With the Death promotion
bout in 1910 and other big sporting

.

Loose Handling of Accounts, Excessive Expense Items and Absence of Vouchers for
$7,753.18 Are Features Mentioned By Whit- tier; $9,143.91 in Vouchers Not Itemized.

TO

P4L

Japese Delegation Is Thrown
Into Sorrow and Confusion; Premier's Death Is

sociated
Press.) The
Japanese
delegation to the armament conference was thrown into sorrow
and confusion, end official Washthe
ington, includidelegates
from other lar
the conference,
was profounT. nocked today by
k from Tokio, that
the announc
Takashi Hthe Japanese preassassinated.
mier, had.?
ron Kato, the rankAdmlrg?
ing menv. tot the .'apanese deleMr. Hara's moBt intigation,
mate f JV was so uffected by the
.ent that he burst into
annoy
tear?
.icthing most unusual for
Be
a J'
is trained from
. d to who
chi'
conceal his emotions.
Present Harding expressed his
horror at the outrage. It was an
unhappy, discordant note, he said
in a formal statement, at a time
when all were seeking to come together around the conference table
and add to the good understanding
and good will throughout the world.
Secretary Hughes went lmmelately
to the Japanese embassy and expressed his condolences to Baron
Shidehara, the Japanese ambassador. Later, he cabled to Ambassador Warren at Tokio, to express
to Count Uchlda, the foreign minister, his profound distress, and to
say how much the news had caused
a feeling of deep sorrow throughout
the United States.
A Loss To Japan.
The death of Premier Hara, who
had attained a dominating political
influence in the Japanese empire
and who was expected personally
to shape from Tokio, the Japanese
policy at the forthcoming conference, is a very serious loss to Japan
at a time wtien that country is
inpassing through a period of
tense transition. Emperor Yoshi-hit- o
is incurably ill, mentally and
physically, and is not longer able
ot carry on his duties.
It Is understood that plans navo
been under consideration to establish a regency under the crown
prince, Hirohito, who recently returned from a tour of Europe. Mr.
Hara and Viscount Wakino, the
household minister, have been try
ing to solve the problem of modern
izing the Japanese court and seeking means to bring it nearer to the
people of Japan, who are clamorof ther
ing for .a development
country along the lines of democracy. , New social ideas, even bolshevistic, have been coming in.. In
the people,
fluencing the thought ofare
aoio io
95 per cent of 'whom
read and write.
In
referred
Mr. Hara frequently
public addresses to the dangers of
a too rapid absorption of western
social Ideas into Japanese life, believing that his country could not
qatekly digest successfully, western
concepts of society. Gradually his
influence grew until-thJapanese
began to look upon mm as a popular leader at a rather critical moment of their history. It was a
common saying at Tokio that Hara
nlonn was running Japan and that
it. was his decision alone that al
He succeeded in
ways obtained.
indncinir General Tanaka. until re
cently minister of war, to bring
about a more straighforward cooperation between the military elem
ments and tne civic Drancnes
the government. It was Hara who
framed the policy of accommodawhich the
tion and' conciliation
plenipotentiaries an
Japanese
nounced as their comerence puutj
when they entered this country.
Social Functions suspenueu.
Tmnnrtant nubile Dersonages in
Japan are never announced as dead,
tne em
although actually so, until
peror has been notified or tne this
and It is possible that
ancient Japanese custom may ac

mca-gcrnc- ss

-

his duty.

.

,

I

.

COURT SUSPENDS INJUNCTION OF
ANDERSON SO FAR AS IT APPLIES

MURDER IN THE

FATAL TO HARA;

JTt

U

DEATHJJF

Ilii

c;EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Mali, 85c a Month
Hingle Copies 6c

5, 1921.

IS

CITY

Tho sessions of the board todny most ho open. Tho people
will tolerate npthlng else. The board must not adjourn until it
has sifted tho matter to the bottom. Ix't the chips fall where
they may.

(By The Aasmlatrd Prtm.)

which he is interested thrown
the hands of a receiver.
Upon Armstrong's application,
Supremo Court Justice Hotchklsa
signed an order requiring Rickard,
tho Madison Square Garden corporation and the Madison Square
Garden Sporting club, Inc. , to
show cause next Monday why a
receiver should not be appointed
for their interests.
In his complaint Armstrong statRickard
ed ho had advanced
$10,000 to aid in promoting tho
Johnson-.Toffrio- s
contest, also that
he helped tho promoter when he
n
bout in
managed the
Goldfieid, Nov., and when he obtained the lease on Madison
Square Garden.
The two corporations named In
the complaint, Armstrong alleged,
owed Rickard $290, (100, but Rickard had told him he had no money
to pay his debts. The complainant
added that upon his recommendation, William W. Armstrong, president of the National Copper bank
of Salt Lake City, also had loaned
money to Rickard.

Twin Thalia THnhn. Knv. 4. Mrs.
Lyda Meyer Southard was found
or second uegree murnui
guilty tViia
nftomnnn In nnnnectiOn
horn
of Edward F.......
with the , death
Meyer,
I.
u, an
ner louiin iiuauanu.J rPU
out twenty-thre- e
hours.
The verdict was returned at 3:55
o'clock. The defendant showed no
sign ot emotion and did not raise
her eyes from the floor when the
verdict waa announced.
d
A
crowd was in the
court room when the verdict was
announced.
The verdict carries a penalty ot
nilH'IfiOIl- ntt Inc. than fan
ment. Sentence will be passed at HUNGARIAN
ASSEMBLY
:3U a. m. novemuer i.
xu.
Trial Ilcgan T.ir.ln
September Semih
MOVES TO DETHRONE
Vira nf
M.u.r
CHARLES
ard on the charge of causing the
Clans-Nelso-

X

1

fair-size-

rr-i-

ha. ftlt.th

.lAntl.

l.tictm

11(1

llll- -

ward V. Meyer, foremin of the Blue
Lakes ranch, Twin nans, uy
of poison, suiil to have
h.cn rlnrlvrl frrim nnisnnnns 111IllSeCt
the
nnPnprf .
.vlupntlnnlltr
..
T)nl.
.1.
mm- w.
district court, juuge
26
nn Knntpmher
ni. nablrtirtcy
I
Luvn
I'.
Counsel for tho prosecution con
sisted or iranK Ij. niepimn,
Kails county
attorney; Koy L.
Black, state's attorney general, and
E. A. Wiilters, former district court
P.
Judge. For the defense W.
(iuthrie. Homer C. Mills and A. R.
Hicks appeared.
Three Venires irawn.
aa nf iiin outenrifld notoriety
engiven the case difficulty was
countered In Impaneling a Jury, a
In
that
week being consumed.
period three special venires were
names, xnv
crawn, each of tony
riiHm!snf-r- i
nir
because
.t... ui
in. nc ...iu
liiai
Sheriff
E. K. Sher
of ineligibility of
as
to
man
act
summoning oiirar.
W. O. Thompson was scieciuu ui
the court as elisor, the two special
being UroUKnt into court uy
to these
hat officer. In addition
.niiiioni.il thn nricinal linn- 'seventy-five
men.
el consisted of
enure loiai oi
Practically tne
exhausted before the
r.nniPH
completion of the Jury..
Witnesses From Four mhich.
rnltrxt fmm Mis
inin..,.. tTennessee
and Cal
souri, Montana,
ifornia. In all 182 witnesses were
named to appear on both sides, but
ot an were caiieo ui mo
t.A
lictni 1di witnnsKPn on
the indictment, while the defense
amed about forty. Jtypotneucai
uestions, together with clin'.c.il
iscussions consumed tho greater
orlion of the five weeks devoted
trial Many physicians,
to the
chemists and similar professionals
ere canea upon io give lesuuiuuj
s expert witnesses.
lPfTFlI
rrViA trtnl
bnttie
nrivpil
from the start, with counsel lock- g horns on scores ot lmporium
losH.inn nrlslnff dutinir the prog
ress of evidence taking. Probably
nver
tiottlo wnn
i.a liiHai-D- t
the state's request for permission to
to
evidence
introduce
relating
TiiioKiltiHa nf tha flCCUSed
other than the one named in the in
The court ruleu mis
formation.
testimony admissible.
Contradictory Testimony.
Physicians in some Instances contradicted testimony of other expert
witnesses, especially on the question of death cause. Th.- defense
In all
throughout maintained thatresulted
instances involved death
causes.
from natural
made
by Herman
Anaylsis
Harms, Utah state chemist; E. V.
state chemist of
Rodenbaugh,
Idaho, and E. K. Dooley, Twin
fail flti. rhsmlnt. nil ntrreed as to
the presence of poison in all bodies
exnumea.
On the stand the accused woman
maintained an unperturued attitude through a long grilling by the
nrnuKiiiInn nrhlph failed to derive
any important admissions from, hor.
Every session or tne irmi toivunu
cathe court auditorium filled
pacity, principally by women and
girls.

..

!

(By The AwinciHfed PrfM,)

Hunga
Budapest, Nov. 4.
rian national assembly today passed
two readings of the bill calling for
the dethroning of former Emperor
It then adjourned until
Charles.
Sunday when the measure will
come up for third reading and final
passage.
Count Stcfnn Bethlen, the prethe bill
mier, who introduced
Thursday, is expected formally be-to
resign immediately the bill
comes law, and aftrewards
the cabinet.

,
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OPERATORS WILL
OBEY

ORDER OF

United Mine Workers Hail
the Decision as Decided
Victory; Appeal Hearing
Granted for Nov. 16.
(By Tha Astoclatrd

rrmO

Chicago, Nov. 4. Action of the
United States court of appeals
here today In suspending that part
of the injunction Issued by Judge
Anderson of Indianapolis applying
to the check off system until further order of the court, was acclaimed tonight by officials of th
United Mine Workers of America
as a decided victory.
Tho nullifying of the part of the
writ of injunction applying to the
check off system allows this system of holding out union dues an 1
assessments from tho coal miners-pato be continued by the operators temporarily. An appeal hearing was granted the union for
Wodnesday, November 18.
May Reopen Fntire Case.
Union leaders professed to see in
the action today a reopening ot
the entire case and attorneys for
the mine workers said tonight tha:
they would present all the testimony presented at the hearing before Judge Anderson, to prove that
the case had not been handled
thoroughly.
The action today, union leaders
said, would do much to clear up
tho labor situation In the mining
industry and would help to hold
In linn miners who had been quitting work without authority.
Operators, on the other hand,
said they saw In the action of the
court of appeals, only a delay of
the final issue. They said that it
would be belter to have the Issue
of the check oft system decided at
once rather than delay the decision until cold weather If there is
to be a cessation of work over th-- j
action.
Sporadic Wnlkr.nls.
The writ of injunction issued by
Judge Anderson forbade the operators to withhold from the miners' pay union dues and assessments, as the operators had agreed
with tho unions to do. Union officials asserted that compliance by
the operators with the decision of
the court would precipitate a
strike and In states where operators have decided to follow tha
court's decree, there have alreadv
been walkouts and miners In other states have had sporadic
STATEMFIVT FROM FNIOX
CHIKFS FXOHTAIXABI.E
Ind., Nov. 4. No
officers of the
United Mine Workers of America
was obtainable here tonight as to
the effect of the court suspension
Of
tho "Injunction
against the
union's check off that threatened
n nationwide strike but It was said
Indianapolis,

statement from

JUDGE MIDERSQNI

Owners authoritatively that strike developMine
would bp in abeyance awaitVote, to Abide By Decis- ments
ing further action by the federal
ion Enjoining Collection of circuit court of appeals at Chicago,
unless operators voluntarily stop
Dues From Union Men.
the check off of union dues.

Pittsburgh

President John I.. Lewis was on
his way to his home In Springfield.
The
Cleveland,
III., nnd Secretary William Green
was said to have gone to Ohio. Vice
Pittsburgh Vein operators association voted today to abide by the President Philip Murray, who Joindecision ot United States District ed last Tuesday In sending the
of Indianap- message that threatened tha strike
Judge A. I!. Anderson collection
of in sixteen states by advising local
the
olis, enjoining
union dues by means of the "check union officials to regard disconmines In tinuance of the check off as breakoff" system. Seventy-fiv- e
eastern Ohio, employing 20,000 ing the existing wage agreement,
wns said to be in Pittsburgh.
miners, are affected.
with
With these officials absent other
No action In conjunction
the union to seek an appeal on persons connected with the miners'
be union declined to make any formal
Judge Anderson's ruling will
taken by tho association. Michael statement but It was pointed out
said.
that the original message of the
Gallagher, president,
President Gallagher said he did officers left strike developments to
not nnticlpato any strikes in the the decision of local officials in the
sixteen states with their decision
association's mines at present.
awaiting action of operators stopping the check off.
WALKOUT OF 43.000
MIXFRS IS FOHF.CAST
(By The

Aocin.ro rre.)
4
Nov.
O.,

LLOYD

GEORGE

WILL

Altoona, Pa., Nov. 4. The CenATTENDC0NFERENCE
tral Pennsylvania association today adopted a resolution abolish(By Th Associated rress.
ing the "check off" system. Many
of the operators expressed the beLondon, Nov. 4 (by the Assocfrom
lief the action would result In a iated Press.) Two weeks
strike of 4.r,0n0 bituminous min- tho present is the earliest date now
considered possible for prime miners in this field.
ister Lloyd George to go to WashSVSTFM
TO CONTINUE
ington for the armistice conferUNTIL 1TKTIIFH ORPKIt ence, according to his secretary,
who stated this afternoon, that alChicago, Nov. 4. The check off most every preparation except tho
due
union
out
actual booking of passages had
system of holding
and assessments from coal miners' been made, and should the present
the prime
pay, against which an injunction obstacles be cleared,
was handed down by Judge A. B. minister will mnke quick work of
conAnderson of Indianapolis, will
his leave taking.
tinue until further order ot the
TO RETURN FORT.
United States court of appeals, tho
court held today In suspending
Nov. 4. Historic
Washington,
that part of the Injunction apply- Fort Henry, Maryland, will be reoff.
to
the check
turned by direction of Secretary
ing
The appeal hearing was granted Weeks to the city of Baltimore, as
the union for Wednesday, Novem- soon as the public health service
ber 16.
vacates the reservation.

FOCH CARRIES
AWAY THE KEY
BOND TURNOVER III NEW YORK IS
TO ST. LOUIS
$22,000,000; VICTORY 3 3-(By Th Amoclatfd Prei.)
4S

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 4. The
large
"key to St. Louis,"ten a Inches
brass key about
long, has been carried away
by Marshal Foch of France.
The key, which customarily is
presented to the city'sas distincusguished guests, and
tomarily returned, was handed
to
tho marshal yesterday.
When the special train depart-aonA of the mar
loaf tiip-hshal's aides had the key on his
belt.
A

REACH HIGH MARK OF THE YEAR

4s

Is Also
Thursday's Record of Par for
Repeated; Many Railroad Securities Rise
to the Highest Prices of the Current Movement; Industrials Are Active.

(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 4. FerNew York, Nov. 4. Trading in many railroad bonds rose to high
dinand Foch, marshal of France,
tobonds
of
all
here
was the guest of Indiana
descriptions In the est prices of the current moveday, and thousands of people from open market and In private nego- ment and in some instances to
Among
every nook and corner of the Hoos-le- r tiations today was the largest In their best of the year.
state gathered to bid him wel- scope and volume of almost anv these were the underlying or conconsession this year, in marked
come.
vertible Issues of roads traversing
Elaborate military ceremonies, trast to stock dealings, which we:e western and southwestern territoan automobile race, formal and in- moderate and irregular.
ries.
On the stock exchange the turnformal receptions, a banquet and
Even industrial bonds threw oft
over In bonds approximated slight- the apathy of heaviness shown by
a great parade were held.
won
was
race
more
of
The automobile
than $22,000,000 and
by ly
stocks of that character, equipsixty-fiv- e
Eddie Hearne, who drove the this total almost
per ment, rubber, copper, oil, tobacco
miles at an average cent represented purchases Llbertv and utilities bonds making notetwenty-fiv- e
97.5 miles an hour. bonds and Victory notes.
speed of
worthy advances.
also scored a
Accumulations
of high grade
Howdy Wilcox was second and
Victory 3
Monte Roberts third. A thrill in maximum quotation for the year at bonds encompassed issues of South
the race came before the half-wa- v
American
$99.98 and the 4
countries, as evidenced
repeated
mak, when the car driven by yesterday's record price of par, in- by the buying of new Chilean
Charles Vanranst caught fire and cluding one lot of $1,000,000,
eights. These sold at a
swerved from one side of the track which sold slightly under the rec- slight premium over the price at
to the other. He finally righted hi? ord price.
which they were offered at pubcar and extinguished the flames,
Although tho demand fur rail- lic sale by a bank buying syndij
but had to drop from tbe race.
road stocks was desultory at best, cate yesterday.
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STAGED

AT THE ARMORY

ever

seen a battle

to The Jonnul 1
Las Cruces, N. M., Nov. i. "3
anything the matter with the old
town?
Not so's you'd notice It!
Vis and
buildln?
When a responsible
firm submits a bid on public work
at figures lower than the engineer's
estimate and takes bonds, runnlns
:i
years at 8 per cent at par, tnen
we have yet once again a practical
exemplification of the spirit of
confidence, local pride and progress.
That's nreclscly what became of
a matter of official Record in Las
Cruces when the board of town
trustees awarded a contract to the
v
Construction
Kroeger-Haynto nave twelve blocks of
streets In the residential district.
The engineer's estimate for the
work was $37,226, plug the Incidental legal and engineering fees.
The company's bid was $37,063,
exclusive of the customary fees.
It is announced that work on
the paving will begin about November 15.
Frank M. Hayner of Las Cruces
bought the bonds at par, which in
Itself is a matter worthy of publlo
notice In these days of financial
stress throughout the country The
fact that a local company will do
the work, means, so far as pcsl-bllocal workmen will be employed. Thus more than $15,000
will find Its way Into the pockets
of men wno live in Las cruces.
Capt. Charles Mill, a trustee.
said today that the board contemplates Improvement In other parts
of town; "but whether we will b?
able to carry them out depends,"
he added, "entirely upon the atti
tude of property owners In the
streets under consideration."
(StMclnl rnrrMmindrar

CUTWEfffl E

t:

Five Men to Enter the Ring House of Commons Unan"
at One Time as a Feaimously Adopts a Resolution Approving the Apture of the Caldwell-- ;
.Jones Program.
proaching Parley.
Have you

yfv

-

v fill

(By The AMwintrd FreaO

London, Nov. 4 (by tho Associated Pitsh.) The houao of com
to
the
be
of
them
One
sn'ng
mons today unanimously adopted
feature of the boxing program to be tho motion presented
by lubor
held at the armory the evening of members "warmly approving" the
limitaon
conference
November 10 by Benny Cordova, Washington
armaments and Far East- tion
Five men will tern of
boxing promoter.
problems. The vote came afenter the ring and to the victor ter two
and a half hours of discuswill belong the spoils.
In which numerous speakers
sion
If you have never seen one It
the resolution and
will be worth the price of admis- supported
hopes of tho conference's
sion. If you have aeen one It will voiced
be worth more. There's plenty of success.
Trimo Minister Lloyd George
action In a battle royal and the still
it will be possible to
littlest bird usually carries home mrry hopes
out before long his Intention
the bacon.
of going to Washington and takGorilla Jones and Walter Calding the leadership t.f the British
well, who will Rtage the main
Idegatlon at the armaments conbout, are both In the city ference,
Austen ChamberThe lain, tho declared
and have taken up training.
government leader in the
boys are now in the pink of condi- fiouse of commons today.
tion from training for other bouts
Mr. Chamberlain made this
and ore simply rutting on the finIn the deba'e
in
ishing touches here. A free public In the housespeaking
on
forthcoming
workout will be staged at the Moose conference in the the
American caphall this evening at 7 o'clock. ital.
Jones will work out for about
The debate was opened when
thirty minutes and Caldwell will John Robert Clynes moved
the resprobably got into action at 7:30 olution introduced by himself In
o'clock. The free exhibition was association with the other labor
set for Saturday night In order to leaders.
Stephen Walsh, J. H.
rlve every one a chance to witness
Arthur Henderson and
the boys In action and to decide If ThomRS,
Thomas Shaw reading:
they will ret their money's worth
ap"That this house warmly
on the night of the tenth.
proves of the meeting of the inCaldwell has been a favorite ternational
Washconference
at
among local fans for some time, al- ington and trusts that a
suprem?
though he has only been seen In effort will be made to arrive
at
action here a few times. Probably such
a
measures
of
agreement
his best performance was when he will secure a substantial
and
proknocked out Kid Ooorge In the
gressive reduction of the crushing
bout some time ago. George burden
of armaments."
Caldwell
stuck with tho rangy
There were protests against the
, longer
than nny one else who has introduction
of the resolution, but
met him here, for every one of
were futile. Debate on the
them have taken the count In the they
question of tho renewal of the
of the battle.
'early part
Gorilla Jones is known through- -' to have been alliance was believe!
prevented, however,
out tho west. When we saw him
Austen Chamberlain,
covern
last he had pep. punch, courage by
ment
who
that such
leader,
and plenty of science. He claims a discussion wouldasserted
"be contrary U
he i In tho best condition of his
career and Caldwell has decided the public Interests."
he can put him away along about
the tenth round. It ought to be STAB WOUND IS
f well worth seeing.
FATAL TO

royal?

;

.

:

;

BEATTY SAYS GREAT
BRITAIN AND AMERICA
MUST STANDTOGETHER

(By The Amwrhitril Trm.)
Chicago, Nov. 3. Expressing the
conviction that Great Britain and
the United States must stand to- gether "for fellowship's sake," Ad- miral Beatty, first sea lord of the
British admiralty, In an address to- , nlRbJ'serted
that if the two
s
great English speaking nations did
keep together, they had nothing to
fear In the world.
Speaking of the conference on
limitation of armaments, he said
that "it 1s full nf hnna nnrt noti.t
that great things shall come out of

(,

:

submission

In

six

OMAX SHOT AX KILLED.
Vancouver, B. C Nov. 4. Mrs.
!May Young was shot and killed at
hotel here today and L. D. Dillon,
;abelieved
by police to have done the
ishooting, was near death In a hospital from a
wound.
No motive for the shooting has
been assigned. Dillon's chances
recovery were said to be slight.
j

just mmm
SO WEAKENED
Florida Lady Was In a
erable Condition, But Says
She Found Cardui Help-fu- l,

and Got Well.
Blountstown, Fla. In explaining
how she found Cardui so helpful
during change of life, Mrs. Ella M,
Bailey, of this place, said:
"I became so weakened It was an
effort for me to get around. I knew
what was the matter, but I felt like
I couldn't give .:p.
"I Just dragged, and I certainly
was nervous. I was so restless
could not sit down yet to weak I
couldn't get about. It Is a most mis
erable and such a helpless feeling.
"I would get depressed and out

(Continued From Page One.)

at the Hotel CrllHn.
quarters
Springing from behind a kiosk th?
would-b- e
slayer, Emil Cottln, fired
a volley of pistol shots at the aged
statesman, two bullets taking effect, one In the shoulder and another In the breast near the lungs.
The victim's life was despaired of
for a time, but his Iron will helped
carry him through and within
three weeks he resumed His plae
with the peace conference, v.hlch
had been threatened with disruption, by the Incident.
The Vienna congress, after the
Napoleonic wars was similarly diss
turbed, first by a series of
and then by Naneoleon'n
dramatic stroke in escaping from
Elba and returning in triumph to
Paris.
awass'-nation-

4. When
Nov.
Washington,
President Harding learned of the
assassination ho expressed his profound sorrow.
"I am profoundly
said
the president. "Of course, every
one in authority Is horrified
to
hear of such outrages,
at a time like this whenespecially
wn urn
all seeking to come to gather
around the table and add to th"
good understanding and good will
throughout the world. It Is an unhappy, discordant note."
Secretary Hughes, after his visit
to the Japanese embassy, sent the
following cable to the American
ambassador at Tokio:
"Please call Immediately on the
minister of foreign affairs and say
to him that I am profound!'.-shockeand dhftressed to learn of
tho premier's assassination.
The
news of this outrage has caused n
of
feeling
deep sorrow throughout
the United States. You will
to
the minister that I extend tosayhim
on behalf of the president and th- government of the United States
expressions of deep sympathy and
condolence."

HARDING URGED TO
APPOINT WALDO TO

PHILIPPINES
(Bj The AmwUltd
Washington, Nov.

POST

Trem.)

4
Appoint
ment of Rhlnelander Waldo
mer police commissioner of New
York as vice governor general of
me
was urged upon
President Harding tndav by Representatives Fish and Husted of New
York.
The president Is understood to
have Indicated
no appointment
would be made until Governor Gen
of heart.
eral
I Began to feel, after awhile, erence.wood iiad signified his prefthere was no use to try to get well.
This to all wrong, for It makes a APPLICATIONS
FROM
person worse.
BREWERS APPROVED
"I had heard of Cardui, and
thought It might strengthen me. A Washington. Nov. 4. Prohibition
neighbor had used it with good re- Commissioner Haines approved to- sults.
oay me nrst two applications from
for permits to manufacture
"I took one bottle (of Cardui), brewers
and sell beer for medicinal pur
then I saw I wasn't so nervous, so poses under the new
treasury
kept It up.
The applications were from Jos.
"Gradually the nervousness left
me. I began to eat and sleep bet Schlitz, of Milwaukee,
and Plel
ter, was soon well, and all right. Brothers, of New York, and offi"Cardui did wonders for me, and cials said the permits for them to
I certainly do recommend It."
engage in the medical beer business
Thousands of other women have would be
at once.
written, to tell of the beneficial re
sults obtained by taking Cardui,
OF
and to recommend it to others.
BANK UNDER ARREST
Cardui haa stood the test of extensive use, for more than forty
years. In the treatment of troubles Lincoln, Neb.. Nov. 4. Dr. F, P.
common to women.
Dwlggins. former nresident of the
Good druggists, everywhere, sell defunct
American State bank, was
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Try it. arrested last night at Ban
Francisco
on
a charge of borrowing
'
A Timely Suggestion.
funds from a bank while an officer
: This Is the season
of the year of the bank, according to a mes
when the prudent and careful sage received
State Sheriff Gus
housewife replenishes her supply Hyers Friday by
morning. The tele
of Chamberlain'
Cough Remedy. gram stated
Dr.
that
It Is almost certain to be nseded would waive extradition. Dwlggins
before the winter is over and results are much more prompt and
HKSOI.I TION SIGNED.
Satisfactory when it is kept at
Washington, Nov. 4. The reso
hand and given as soon as the first lution of congress declaring Armis-daindication of a cold appears and
November 11, a legal holiday,
before it has become settled in the was Blgned today
by President
system. There is no danger in giv- Harding. Ho is expected soon to
to
children
It
as
it contains no issue a proclamation on the sub.
ing
.
opium or other harmful drug.
Ject.
;
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THREE SACKS OF MAIL'
DISAPPEAR FROM THE
STATION AT MARICOPA
(Br The Awiclnlrd PrM.)
Phoenix, Ariz.. Nov. 4. Three

sacks of mail, Including one pouch
of registered matter, disappeared
from the railroad station at Mari
copa, thirty miles south of here,
esterdny, according to reports re
ceived here today. Postotflce of
ficials here refused to discuss the
theft but It Is known that postofflce
nspectors and deputy sheriffs are
n Maricopa.
The mail Is said to have been
at Maricopa bv a Southern Paslfi'
train to be brought to Phoenix by
n Arizona Eastern train.

e,

TAX RATE iff ALL EXCEPT TWO

MTIES

1MI MM
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com-nan-

er

Charles Erbstcin (left) and Ralph Obenchain, photographed in Los
Angeles.
The towering fijnire at the trial of Mrs. Madalynne Obenchain,
charged in Los Angeles with the murder of her suitor, J. Helton Kennedy, will be Attorney Ralph Obenchain, the lover of college days, the
forsaken husband of later life, who now comes forth as the defender of
the woman who cast him aside. Obenchain has employed several atmost prominent among
torneys to aid him in the defense of his
them being Charles Erbstoin, one of the most successful lawyers in
Chicago.

HARA;
Y0UTH ARRESTED

Referring to the great part of
the British navy in winning
the
world war, he asserted that Eng.
must
also
have
a large fleet
;land
In peace times, pointing out that
if England were cut off from the PRESIDENT KXI'RFSSrS
HIS rROFOFND SORROW
rest of the world, "she. would b
starved Into
weeks time."-

TAKES BONDS AT PAR
TO PAVE 12 BLOCKS OF
LAS CRUCES STREETS

HUSBAND MADAT.YNNE ONCE SPURNED
LEADING FIGHT FOR HER FREEDOM

BRITISH

BATTLE ROYAL

November 5, 1921.

iOSlE

M'KWLEY COUNTY
C. OF C. DRIVE
GOES OVER TOP
-

The following- telegram was received last night by the Mornlns

Journal:

"The chamber of commerce campaign for McKinley county went
over the top big today. Expect to
reach yearly budget of over 120.- 000,
Appreciate Albuqueraue In
terest and
The message was signed by tho
McKinley
County Chamber
if
Commerce, Gallup,

M1MKOURAPH
TVPKWBITEK
CARBON PAPERS
Tou can't get anywhere In the
business world unless you are
properly trained.

This school offers superior advantages in DAY AND NIQHT
SESSIONS. Special Speed Classes
Private Instruction to backward
students In all grades of public
school work.

Advertise in the Morn
ing: Journal for best
results.

TUBERCULOSIS

BINDERS
STATIONERS

208

West Gold Ave

iztec Fuel Company

01n hti toputltiv
eur
ii abl
by lnhlaU''D
tubrcull
In
proof h

any oilman.
Fop further Information
addrcaa THIS T. F. OLASS
INHALANT CO.. MASON
BUILDING, I.OS ANGE
LES CAUFOBNIA.

Phono 251

LURIRPR

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL, OFFICE

ne

PRINTERS

Gallup Egg

Or.

VK7

Albright

ALBUQUERQUE

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT, PLASTER.

LUMBER COMPANY

423 NORTH FIRST STREET.
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A Reduction

In Our Candies
From 12 to 30 Per Cent
Effective Today

k'

This is the second time this year we have taken the lead in
bringing candies back to pre-wprices. We have given you the
benefit of every reduction in the cost of materials, and also the
saving which is derived from our increased production. Figure
these reductions in percentage and see the big saving for you.
A PARTIAL LIST IS HERE GIVEN:
ar

The taxes to be paid In 1922 are
now being certified to the county
commissioners by the otate tax
commission, and will be extended
upon the 132. tax rolls unless np "
,riia hik iimue lu iiik mrtlB
commission for increases In thei
levies, says a bulletin Issued by tho
Taxpayers Association of New Mex

there Is given bolow a comparison
of the tax rate per $1,000 of valua-

,

Citizens and taxpayers still

hav-th-

opportunity of securing changes In the 1921 levies by taking up

the matter with their boards of
county commissioners,
according
to the Taxpayers' association. Notwithstanding a loss of $40,000,000
In the state's valuation, lower percentages of tax collections and
general economic conditions, the
amount levied for all governmental
purposes in New Mexico is practically the same as 1920.
The state tax commission has
done its best to reduce budget estimates and it is now "up to" local
citizens who pay the bills to satisfy themselves that levies cannot
be reduced. As has been been said,
there is time for this to be doni.
If steps are taken immediately.
To show the big increase In tax- levies between 1916 and 1921,

PRICES OF WOMEN'S
CLOTHING
CHEAPER
IN SPRING, CLAIMS

n.n,n

1

1

9

24.04 12.69
9.17
24.69 15.52
Colfax
10.17
18.14
28.31
Curry
De H.aca
22.27
J5.66 15.26
Dona Ana . .10. 10
14.35
27.02 12.67
Kddy
8.18
'Grant
19.29 11.11
.
26.03 14.79
.11.24
Guadalupe
,. 22.58
Harding
21.35
Hidalgo
26.92
Lea
13.38
27.27 13.89
Lincoln
11.22
20.79
9.57
Luna
18.73 10.15
McKinley ... 8.58
Mora .1
29.99 18.69
..11.30
13.30
27.00 13.70
Otero
13.02
30.40 17.38
Quay
Torrance ...10.15
30.95 20.80
12.63
30.43 17.80
Union
Itio Arriba. .12.35
26.64 14.29
Roosevelt ...12.80
29.78 16.98
9.125
22.84 13.715
Sandoval
30.01 15.13
San Juan . , .14.83
San Miguel. .11.00
26.19 15.18
.
.
Ke
30.37
15.67
Santa
,14.70
11.07
23.92 12.85
Sierra
11.99
27.50 15.51
Socorro
Taosi
12.288
27.20 14.9115
21.41 10.88
Valencia ....10.53
do
win
noted
mat in all exit

...

cept two counties the tax rate has
more than doubled in five years.
(Dy The A.anclntpd TrwO
Now York, Nov. 4. Prices
of That Is the increase in five years
is
greater than the whole tax levy
women's clothing next spring will
be 25 to 33 per cent lower than last in 1916.
spring through immediate return
to piece work In the garment making trades, said a statement today
by the Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufacturers' Protective association.
Their proposal to abandon
th
present weekly wage and restore
the piece work payments Is opposed by the International Ladies
Garment Workers union, .the mem
bers of which are preparing
to
take a strike referendum.
Tho manufacturers' statement
declared the forecasted reductions
answered "charges by Benjamin
Schleslnger, head of the union,
that the manufacturers' aim Is to
hit the buying public by Increasing
Wherever the itching and
prices through a return to Piece
work.
whatever the

The smite

mm pc
from using
Xyy

Washington,

Nov.

4.

Births

re-

corded in the "birth registration
area" during 1920 totaled 1,508,874,
the public health service announced today, exceeding deaths by

672,-72-

Old Price New Price
Per-LbPer Lb.
.

"My monthly spells
gave me so much trouble, sometimes
I!

ifjipPlll two weeks.

1

Milk Chocolates, all flavors
Taffies, all flavors
Cocoanut Kisses, all flavors
Sea Foam Kisses, all flavors.
Nougat Bars, all flavors

If?

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Botlermakrrt
S100

8. Second

ana
St.

Welders.
Tel. 1947--

Peanut Brittle
Peanut Candy

Cocoanut Candy
All Caramels
Salted Peanuts
Chocolate Dipped Brazil Nuts.

Pi

107 S.

I

Fourth,

Wind Shield

Phone

Glass-Lumb-

E

0.

vint

wviiwa

1057--

er

"Jmber

Bireei.

Phon

co.
403

TRY OUR HOME MADE CHILI CON CARNE

New Mexico Candy Kitchen
West Central Ave.
Phone

Oft.

M,

ds

MS. Addrai: Mim Ub.
, Km." Sold
UtU
tvery.

Ointnwnt 25 andfiOe. Talcum 25c.
without mug.

iutm

1520

Mr:

HAW K II
THE SERVICE STORE

FIImm

Green Beanv

Large.

Inch Tim by

lubcara soap

1,25

Remember we have Pistachio Nuts, and carry a full line of Cactus Candy, also Satin Finish Candies with hard and soft centers
In addition to the regular Hot Drinks, we have Hot Butterscotch, and Hot Bittersweet Sundaes.

Green Lima Bean
Endive

Spinach

black-hea-

Botp 2to.

1.50

MANY OTHER CANDIES ARE REDUCED IN LIKE PROPORTION

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCCIiAIt
REFRACTION

'LI ES

"My trouble started with
on my face which later took
the form of hard, large,
red pimples. The larger
and
pimples festered
scaled over, and the Itching and burning were so
severe that I scratched and
Irritated the affected parts,
I lost some rest at night
on account of the irritation.
"The trouble lasted about two
months before I started using Cuticura Soap and Ointment. They afforded relief in two weeks and In one
month I was healed." (Signed) Miss
Esther Clark, Briggsdale, Colo.
Make Cuticura Soap, Ointment
and Talcum your daily toilet preparations and watch your skin improve.
whr.

60 '
.50
.50

,

FRESH VEGETABLES

Lost Rest. Cuticura Heals.

Im1.
rtwrlM.

.

50

Sugared Peanuts

SEVERE IT

On Face. Hard and

.70
.30
.40
.40
.40
.30
.40
.40
.50
.40
.40

$

60
.40
.50

.,

,

204

1919.

BURN NG

80
..M .40

.........
....... :.Y.. .,.50
.... . . .... . ; .50

was

doctors without
relief and they
both said I woulc
have to have ar.
I had
operation.
my trouble four
years and was
unfit to do anything and had
given up all hope
of ever gettinr
any better. I read about your medicine
in the 'Primitive Baptist' paper ant'
decided to try it. I have used Lydis
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills
for about seven months and now I
am able to do my work. I shall never
forget your medicine and you may
publish this if you want to as it is
true." Mrs. J. F. HURSEY.Star.N.C.
Here is another woman who adds
her testimony to the many whose letters we have already published, proving that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound often restores health
to Buffering women even after they
have gone so far that an operation is
deemed advisable. Therefore it will
surely pay any woman who suffers
from such ailments to try it.

The birth rate showed a relative increase of 7.6 per cent over
Tho registration area now Includes twenty-thre- e
states com
prising 68 per cent of the national
population.

E.

Star. N. C

cause
Resinol rarely
fails to stop
it at once

Try it yourseffandsee

bat Lydia

inkham s Vegetable Compound
Saved Her

RSE5IN0L

GRIM REAPER BEATEN
IN RACE WITH STORK

AVOIDS

AH OPERATION

'

0'

I8MAN

tion for state and county purposes
for three years. Municipal and
school district levies are not here
included
1918
1921 Increas?
13.76
29.68 15.92
nfrn'Ui l iu
27.40
Cutron , .
(lope Nearly Gone,

k
n.VSJU U
BY NOON TODAY

1

aaa

IF YOU CAN.

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subscriber, so they will reach us by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 6:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and yoq may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.
O

Ofi

epiiirfiiiiiad

Albuquerque Morning Journal
rhones 13 or 66.

Cauliflower
1
rf

DE LUXE FRUIT CAKES
A

Fresh Tomatoes
Celery
Hubbard Squash
.

Better than Home Made

In

1

and

2-l-

packages

b.

NEW ARRIVALS
Purs Buckwhsat Flour.
Pur Maple Syrup, pint bottles
Purs Maple Syrup, quart bottle
Pure Mo. Sorghum, 24 lb. Una
tins
Pure Mo. Sorghum,
Solitaire Pumpkin, No 3 tins
Iowa Pumpkin. No. 2V tins

25e
flOc

.'$1.10

40c

--

Iowa Sweet Corn, No. 2 tins,
Lambs' Tongues, quart jars
Corned Beef Hash, small tins

W.

2

75c

25c
iiOc

for

35c
45c
.

20c

Sandwich Spread, small tins
, jftp'
Solitaire Spiced Preserved Flan.
Jars. 60c
Solitaire Peach oi Plum preserves,
z
)ars 50c
Heins Apple Butter, Jars..
4c and 80r
De Luxe Fruit Cake
eoo and II 75
boxes
Fancy Chocolates,
$1.00
Angelus' Marshmallows, large packages. . . 8,V
Black Walnuts.
;
40c
Fresh Cocoanuts ,
130 and too
Special Attention Given to Mall Orders
16-o- s.

16-n-

b.

.

L Hawkins Ideal Grocery
c l.

PHONES

393, 394, 395

McMillan.

Phone 256

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

November 5, 1921.
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Pause of Two Minutes in
the Nation's Life Every-

(Its The
Washington,

AnBoclatra
Nov. 4.

rroi.)

The advis-

secommittee of twenty-on- e
where Will Be Asked By lected by President Harding to
with the American big four at
Proclamation of Harding act
the armament conference, will be

(By III Aunclnted FrM.)
Washington, Nor. 4. The call of
an army bugle sounding "attention"
will bring the gathering at Arlington national cemetery to its feet at
noon on armistice day, to stand two
minutes in silence, as a memorial
to America's unknown dead from
France.
For the same period a
similar pause in the nation's life
everywhere by proclamation of the
president will testify to the country's regard for its nameless soldiers
in France.
Secretary Weeks will act as official master of ceremonies.
The detailed program for the
services marking the burial of the
unknown dead at the memorial
amphitheater In the Arlington
cemtery, was made public today by
the war deportment. To conclude
the period of silence, the marine
band will lend the audience in
"America" and the address of President Harding, the only address to
be delivered over the casket, will
then be mnde.
Quartet Will Sing.
A quartet, from the Metropolitan
Opera company of New York, will
follow with the hymn "The Supreme Sacrifice."
Those composing the quartet are
Miss Rosa Ponselle, Miss Jeanne
Gordon, Morgan
Kingston and
William Gustafson.
The honors bestowed by the United States government and by the
allied governments upon the
soldier will, then be conferred. President Harding will pin
on the casket the congressional
medal of honor and the distinguished service cross.
He will be followed by Lieutenant General Baron
who
will
bestow
the BelJacques,
gian croix de guerre. Earl Beatty,
admiral of the British fleet, will pin
the British Victoria cross beside the
other decorations.
Marshal Foch
will bestow the French medallle
milltalre and. croix de guerre;
General Armando Diaz, the Italian,
Dr.
the gold medal for bravery.
Bedrich Stephanek, Czecho-Slova- k
Czecho-Slova- k
war
minister, the
cross, and Prince Lubomlrskl,
Polish minister, the virtuti milltarl.
The audience will join the quartet
In the hymn, "Oh! God, Our Help
in Ages Pant," Chaplain Lazaron
will read from the Psalms, Miss
Ponselle will sing "I Know That
Chaplain
My Redeemer Liveth,"
Frazier will recite a scripture les- osn, and the services within the
amphitheater will conclude witn
the singing of "Nearer My God To
Thee," by the audience.
Will Hood Hurlnl Service,
The casket will then be carried
out to the crypt of the terrace of
the amnhitheater, the president
and Mrs. Harding, the Vice President and Mrs. Coolidge, senior and
foreign delegates to the armistice
Secretaries Hughes.
conference,
Weeks and Denbv. the distinguish
ed foreign officers and General
Pershing, following. As the casket
is placed in the crypt, the burial
service will be read by Chaplain
Brent and floral decorations will be
placed In the tomb by Representa
tive Hamilton nun. or new rom;
Mrs. R. Emmett Pigney, representing American War Mothers: Mrs.
Julia McCudden, for British war
mothers, and Chief Plenty coups.
of the Crow nation, will place his
bonnet and coup stick on the tomb
also as a tribute from tho Indians
of the United States to the unknown
dead.
Three salvos of artillery will
mark the regular triple volleys for
sounded
miitary dead. Taps will be national
by an army buglere and the
guns fired
salute of twenty-onend the
R nearby field battery will
ceremony.

AUTO

TIRE EXPLODES;

OKLAHOMA MAN KILLED
(By The Aniwlated Trew.)

Casper, Wyo., Nov. 4. Orange
Keller, 35 years, was killed here
this afternoon when a pneumatic
automobile tire he was inflating
exploded and hurled tho rim of the
wheel, striking him in the head.
He died a short time later. His
skull was fractured. Keller came
here a short time ago from Oklahoma City, where his parents are
said to reside.

DEATHS

FUNERALS

AND

LEE Funeral services for Ywe
Lee will be held at French's chapel at 3 o'clock this afternoon. Burial will be In Falrvlew cemetery.
JENKINS The body of Henry
E. Jenkins, who died ut his home
in old Albuquerque Thursday afternoon, was sent to Grafton, W.
Va.,

o mornins jeuftnut.,
N. M., Nov. 4.

pteiAi etaPArcM

TO CONFERENCE

yesterday afternoon

accom-

panied by his wife and daughter.
The deceased also is survived by a
tster and two brothers. The funeral service was held at 1 o'clock
Friday afternoon at the C. T.
French chapel.

ory

thr.se
assembled in Washington
days in advance of tha conference
opening, to givs its opinion on the
initial steps of policy to be taken
by this government.
A call for the committee on nex.
Wednesday, November 9, was Issued today by Secretary Hughes,
and at the same time It was revealed that high officials expect
the committee members tp play an
Influential part in shaping the
government's course from the beginning to the end of the negotiations.
A "reactionary agency," was the
way the committee was described
in high official circles today to illustrate the extent to which it will
function in reflecting public opinion on the problems that some before the conference. It was Indicated that some questions might
be submitted directly
to it for
study before being considered nt
all by the big four, while In other
cases
or advisers
would bo asked for by the principal delegates to render opinions on
details.
Although the committee members, unlike the four principals,
will have no diplomatic standing,
a special commission for each was
signed today by President Harding, authorizing them to "advise
and assist" in shaping the American policy. They are, however, given no power of negotiation like
that which goes with the rank of
ambassador conferred by the president on Secretary Huges and the
other members of the big four.

ULSTER PREMIER

MEETS

BRITISH

PREMIER!!! 1
Negotiations Towards An
Irish Settlement Are Understood to Hinge Upon
Scheduled Conferences.
(By Th

Awiwliifeil

Pruw.)

London, Nov. 4 (by the AssociatPress.) Developments In the
negotiations toward an Irish setto
tlement now are understood
hinge on the conferences with Sir
James Craig, tho Ulster premier,
will have in the next few days
with Premier Lloyd George, and
Sir Edward Carson.
A sneclnl meeting was held by
the Ulster cabinet In Belfast today.- prior to the departure of Sir
James for London. Ho will snend
with his son at Eton
the week-en- d
meeting the prime minister, it Is
on
expected,
Monday.
At Irish headquarters today, it
was stated that the British representatives and the Sinn Feiners
had reached a measure of accord
that promised a solution of all issues and that Ulster now was as
great a stumbling block In the
path of the negotiations from the
government's
point of view, as
from that of the Sinn Fein.
Desmond Fitzgerald, of the Sinn
Fein party, in a statement this
afternoon definitely denied a number of reports published in London
newspapers relative to points on
which an agreement is said to
have been reached by the conference. He declared untrue rumors
that the Sinn Feiners had accepted the principal dominion status
and British control of Irish ports
and had agreed to contribute from
the Irish treasury to the Imperial
He refused to disclose
treasury.
any points which have been agreed
upon thus far, but It is stated in
other Irish quarters that the determination of the Sinn Felner"
not to accept the principle of allegiance to the British crown remains unshaken.
It Is Intimated In these quarters
however, that a formula has been
agreed upon bridging that difficulty whereby Ireland would not
he designated as a British dominion, but as an "associate nation. '
It is further stated that a solution
of the Ulster problems must come
If it comes at all. through Ulster's
of the principle of
recognition
unity In Ireland.
J. W, BRASF1EI.D, the Watch Maker
ed

East Las Vegas,

Five persons were seriously
jured late tonight when the automobile In which they were riding
was struck by a Santa Fe freight
train at Romeroville,
about six
miles south of here. The injured
were rushed here and taken to a
hospital, and It was said their condition was serious. The names of
the Injured:
Laura Crawford,
Irene Gage, Blllia Woodruff. Forrester Woodruff and Lloyd Cook.
The party had been to a "steak
fry" and the accident happened at
a grade crossing as they were returning home.

(By Tlie Amwlated Trrsi.)
New York, Nov. 4. New Yorkers today puld tribute to two of
Italy's war heroes, one living and
one dead.

At

GOUNTY TO MAKE
JI

TH

cathedral

Patrick's

St.

a

throng of men and women overstreets bowed
flowing Into four
their heads in homage to that nation's unknown war dead as Archbishop Patrick J. Hayes celebrated
solemn requiem high mass for the
repose of the soul of the nameless
martyr, who at the some hour was
being buried with a nation's highest honors in Rome.
The city's admiration for the living was made manifest when multitudes lining Fifth avenue sent up
thunderous cheers as Ceneral Arms nuo Diaz, commander of Italy's
victorious armies, was escorted to
and from the cathedral.
Long before the time set for the
service the great edifice was filled
to capacity and Italian wur veterans In uniform, acting as ushers,
had to call on police reserves to
handle the immense crowds.
Outside Italian veterans and battalions of Americnn soldiers and
marines in field uniform and trench
helmets were drawn up at attention.
A storm of "vivas" and American
"hurrahs" greeted the approach ofa
the hero of the Piave, who rode o
automobile with
Roland! Ricci, the Italian ambassador, Senator Carlo Schanzer.to
head of the Italian delegation
and
the armament conference,
Mnvor Hylan.
Inside
The martial atmosphere
ia (r,.nnf H,,ii,iini warn nn marked
as without. On either side of the
whlcn oenerai uim
aisle
through
.
.
now were
i
...
BU uue
u tnicni.iit.choseVita
order who
doughboys
snapped to "present arms.
Ai,v,nirVi tha unknown soldiers
body lay in a casket on the other
side or tne Aiinmic, a
Leo
modeled after that of Pope covXIII., sourmounted by a flag
General
near
ered coffin, stood
..a, n,ri it wan tnwQrd this
exthat Monslgnor M. J. Lavelle the
tended his hand as he delivered
euliirv of the dead.
nThir. la nrta IhOUKht and flOpe
and prayer nlmlmating the hearts
of the world tonny, ne sum,
in
Ing first in Italian and then
"That is this that the
English.
war in which this unknown uiu.
fell mav be the last between civil
ized nations."
or elevation
In the ceremony
which preceded the sermon, the
usual silvery peal of a bell was re-a
placed bv equallv clear notes of
muted bugle, and saluted with their
rifles.
At the close of the mass, absopronounced at the foot
lution
. lllf was
.ninfiimia
III ik.
LIIIIUl...V fallowing which
the bugle again was heard, this
time in "taps," me requiem ui
battlefield.
Then a military bind stationed
near the altar played the American
and Italian national anthems and
the service was over.

LEV! FOR

Commission
Approves Plan of Financing
Charity Bureau Through
Half MillTj Levy.

County

.

County commissioners yesterday
to
voted
morning unanimously
mill tax levy to
certify a one-haprovide funds to operate the bureau of charities. The city
members of the directorate of the bureau and a number of other Interested persons
appeared before the county commissioners and explained the great
neod of the county providing funds
with which to carry on charity
work.
Neither the county nor the city
operate any charitable institutions,
such as homes for the poor, the
blind, tho sick or other unfortunates. This work has with but a
few exceptions, fallen upon the Albuquerque bureau of charity. The
bureau has been kept in operation
by small subscriptions from the
county, the city, the Chamber of
Commerce and private donations.
The financial condition of the
Chamber of Commerce has necessitated the withdrawal of chamfer help from the bureau. This
amounted to nearly $300 a month.
Tho situation suddenly became
rrltlcal, as there was much charity
work to be done all once and the
bureau had no funtis with which
to do it.
A committee from the bureau appeared before the city commission
Wednesday night to ask for help
The matter was given a lengthy
discussion and it was decided that
ns the work was of a public nature.
It should be borne by the public
through taxation.
The matter was then taken up
with the county commission, which
decided that a special tax levy was
the proper way to finance the bureau. One-hamill was decided
upon and a wire sent to the tax
commission at Santa Fe, asking
that this additional tax levy he
added to the tax rolls submitted by
tho county commission some time
ago.
This levy will provide approxThis is the sum
imate $11,000.
thought necessary to carry on the
work during the coming year. The
bureau will become more closely
Identified with the public administration and will function through
a board of six directors,, three to
he appointed from the county and
three from the city. The board
will be under the direct supervision of the county health departments.
Exactly what method will be
taken to finance the bureau until
the revenue from the proposed
levy is secured is not yet decided,
but as it is presumed that the tax
commission will grant the request
of the commissioners. It is possible that a few hundred dollars win
be raised to meet the Immediate
need.

Vlt-tori-

flag-drap-

lf

f

OFFICE ABOLISHED.
Greeley, Colo., Nov. 4 .Upon re.
of
celpt today of the resignation
Assistant District Attorney Fanch-e- r
District
Sarchet of Fort Collins,,
Attorney Louis B. Reed of the
Eighth Judicial district announced
that he would not appoint a successor but would abolish the office.
The salary Is $2,700 a year.
Tablets Have Done
Her a World of Good.
Tablets have
"Chamberlain's

Chamberlain's

done me a world of good," writes
Mrs. Ella 1 Button, Klrkvllle, N.
y. "I have recommended them to
a numb.r of my friends and all
who have used them praise them
highly." When troubled with lnr
ittrastion or constipation, give them
J V trial and realize for yourself what
ft an excellent medicine n is.

Try a Journal Want Ad.

.

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing,
e.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Post-offic-

Phone

0--

123 S.

J.

4th St.

WANTED
Must
Experienced
Saleslady.
speak Spanish.
Apply In person.

Julian Dreyfuss Co.
113

North

City Is Being Planned By

Local Automobile Dealers
Clyde E. Oden will' head the Albuquerque Automobilo Trades association durlnjf the coming year.
Mr. Oden was elected president of
the association at Its annual meet-In- s
Inst nisht at Taf hall In the
Alvarado hotel. Ho will assume
the office which has been hold for
some time by C. M. Tlarber, who
resigned last nlcht due to the fact
that he was no longer Identified
with the automobile business in the
city.
Other officers elected are Ouy
H.
lAUderbaush, vice president;
Dalles, second vice president, nnd
E. E. Pllss, secretary and treasurer.
Twenty-fiv- e
automohlle men attended the banquet. Followlns the
dinner several short' talks werp
given and a general business discussion was held. It Wfis decider!
that the association would resume
its old plan of monthly meetings
which will be held the second Tups-daof each month.
The dealers unanimously deckled
to hold an automobile show here
next sprlne and the December
meeting will he devoted to nlnns
for the exhibition, which will be
the largest ever held in the

We Are on the Job
"Yonr Trunk Hauled (or

,

25 Cents
Call Albuqnerqne

Phone

Transfer

842.

Co.

SALE
A

v

WILL ASK CONGRESS
FOR $10,000,000 TO
ENFORCE PROHIBITION
(By The Aaiorlated I'ren.)
4.
No.
Congress
Washington,
will be asked for ten million dollars for the enforcement of prohibition during the next fiscal year.
an increase of $2,500,000 over the
appropriation for tho current year.
Prohibition
Commissioner
Haines, in making this announcement today, said tho increase
would bo sought to enable a more
complete and efficient enforcement
of the prohibition
laws through
enlarged forces and facilities.

AN OLD STORE

$4-9-

5

WITH

NEW SPIRIT

A

Shoe Sale

AT

BARGAIN

Extraordinary Sale of the well known
Queen Quality Shoes, $10.00, $11.00 and
$12.50 values, reduced to

1919 Chalmers
$225.00
Touring Car
1 Simms SU4D
$15.00
Magneto
1 32x3 V2 Amazon
Non Skid Tire. .. .$15.00
1

Golden 'Rule SYor

$4.95

Chalmers

Radiator

$15.00
Ladies' Black and Brown Boots, in the
very latest fashion modes. Take advantage of this sale and save from $5.00 to
$7.00 on a pair of these shoes for

COPPER AVE.
TOP SHOP
414 West Copper
Phone 91 1W

$4.95

Ike

An Amazing

Hartley Shop

Sale

309 West Central

CHARGE WOMAN WITH
FIRINGAT A YOUTH
n The Aimiwlnled Pmw.)
Denver. Colo., Nov. 4. A criminal complaint charging Mrs. Joseph Nicollettl with firing at Edboy, was
win Sachs.
filed by the district attorney's office in a Justice of the peace court
today. It is alleged that the woman objected to the boy, with companions, playinirinheryard.

is showing a lot of Ladies
Dresses, sizes 16 to 44. These
models are in the new straight

TO LIMIT DEBATE ON
TAX REVISION BILL
(By The AiMtriated

lines; smart waist lines; new
brown and blue combinations.

trM.)

Washington, Nov. 4. A unanimous consent agreement limiting
debate on the tax revision bill beginning today was reached at 1
o'clock this morning by the senate
session of
after a continuous
thirteen hours. An earlier effort
to fix a definite time for a final
vote on the bill failed.

Dinner Dresses in the new
colorings

and headings.

Thee dresses have been
"CRISP

CHIPS"

POTATOES

BLANKETS

se-

lected with utmost care both
as to style and workmanship.
They will repay careful and
early inspection.

FOR

ASK

When you buy "Crisp Potato Chips" you know
just what you are getting. They are

AT

Kahn's Store
STARTING

FRIED IN MAZOLA OIL
and every one knows that there is nothing
better than Mazola.
"Crisp Chips" are always fresh because they
are fried, fresh every day in Albuquerque.
Ask your groceryman for "Crisp Chips"
For sale by leading grocery stores
'

Made by

ALBUQUERQUE

CHIP

POTATO
South

College Inn Jazz

TONIGHT

CO.

High Street

bars Palmolive Soap........,.;..'
Flour, 48 lbs. Boss. . . . . .v.
12

Flour,' 24
Flour, 48
Flour, 24
Flour, 48
Flour, 24

ON OUR NEW ENLARGED
DANCING BALCONY

lbs."

Wolf Premium...
G. Soap; . . . . .

bars P.' &
bars Sodate Soap
Fancy Colorado Potatoes.
16
16

90c
............... $2.23

The Finest Hot Chocolate

.......
....... . ... ......$1.15
$1.95

lbs. Boss.........
lbs. Diamond M.
lbs. Diamond
lbs. Wolf Premium.

.'.$1.00
$2.10

Chicken

.... .... .$1.00

..$1.00

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO., Incorporated
No Mall Orders Taken.
- Phone
Corner Broadway and Central.
,

In

......$1.10

. .

,

Ths HiihMt Grade Macaroni
Ef g NoodUs, Spachatti and

sjiSiawwEBSs other Macaroni Product

TODAY

Come with supreme confidence that you will buy
this Blanket for less than the manufacturer has
to pay for the cotton today.

CRISP

Broadway Central Grocery

First

rrM.)
'

Largest Auto Show Ever
Staged in a Southwest

BRACY'S

FOGG, The Jeweler

(By The Amoclnled

San Francisco, Call , Nov. 4.
Alice niake, show girl and a leadin the
witness
ing prosecution
manslaughter case of Roscoe C.
(Fatty) Arhuckle, is being sought
She failed
by the police tonight.
to answer a summons to appear
before District Attorney Brady nnd
explain her reason for leaving the
custody of one of Mr. Brady's attaches at Callstoga yesterday.
Her mother, Mrs. John Westphal
of Oakland, who accompanied her
from Callstoga,
also is being
sought.
announced
that In the
Iirndy
event the girl did not appear by
tomorrow at 10 a. m. he will swear
out a warrant to obtain her under
bonds ns a Itness.
for Arbuckle
today
Attorneys
railed upon the police for subpoenas for Mrs. John Duffy, custodian of Allcu Blake;
her son.
neoree Duffy, police sergeunt; Police Lieutenant Steven Bunner and
a mnn by the name of Rinaldo
Purcinelll.
The matter regarding
which they will be questioned was
not indicated.

Threa

lf

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

CAFETERIA

OF

AUIiOBLEII!

1

f

GIRL WITNESS IN THE
ARBUCKLE CASE FAILS
TO ANSWER SUMMONS

HEAD

ASSOCIATION

TALIAN HEROES

in-

American, SwIm mil ngllih Makes.
"All Work Guaranteed.
117 Sooth Flrt.
phone B17-- J.

NOTICE.
Reynolds and Pollard have disOLGUIN The funeral of Mr. solved partnership. .. E. Nat ReyRafael Olguin, who died at Sando- nolds will not be responsible for
val last Wednesday morning, will and debts contracted by Pollard.
E. NAT REYNOLDS.
he held this morning at 9 o'clock
from the family residence to the
Catholio church, where V. Bervlces
- - L.M
.1, De
a . C.n
l..!n mill
Will
win ucn .1
EAT AT
ueiu. DUlim
doval cemetery, Crollott will have
charge.
PEREA The funeral of Irlneo
Perea. who died last Wednesday,
Special Chicken Dinner Sunday
will be held this morning from the
Corner Fourth and Central.
will
The
funeral
residence.
family
leave the residence at 8 o'clock.
Burial will be at Santa Barbara
cemetery. Crollott will have charge.

Hill

5 ARE INJURED
YORK PAYS
WHEN AUTO IS
HIT BY TRAIN TRIBUTE TO TWO

Paere

the City.

Sandwiches and Chicken
Salads our Specialty.

Our Home Made Pies are the Talk
of the town.

Inn
College
Little Different
:

EATS

A

SWEETS

DANCING

Lot

I

1

Blankets

200 pair Bed Blankets, grey only.
Sale Price, each

Lot

2

..$1.48

Blankets

100 pair Bed Blankets, assorted colors; values up
to $3.50. Extra fine cotton twill.
QQ
Sale Price, each
tDXatO

Lot

3

Blankets

Big quantity Bed Blankets. These blankets are
of extra heavy cotton. Exceptional
QQ
values. Sale Price, each

Lot

4 Blankets

pUO

Dependable qualities, 66x80, heavy wool nap, plaid ;
very desirable quality; all colors; plaids, pink
with white, green, brown, grey, blue,
OA

(IQ

pOOu

tan white. Sale Price, each

Lot 5

Blankets

Barlin Plaid Blankets; pink, blue and grey. Also
d A QQ
broken lots in dark colors. Values
to
each
Sale
$7.50.
up
Price,
Never Such Stock t
Never Such Values I
Never Such Prices!

tPioiO

Kahn's Store

"Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place"
352-35- 3
1
North First

Phones

109-11-
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NEW YORK GIVES TREMENDOUS

PROBE ASSURED
OF CHARGES OF

if

SENATE REJECTS

WELCOME TO MARSHAL FOCI!

SALES TAX

!

'1

SEflOfllT

TIL BEING

FOR

Committee
Into Allegations
Delve
That Soldiers Were Executed Without Trial.

Will

However,

Leaders,

Senate

Bring It Up Later to Raise
Funds for Compensation
for Former Soldiers.

tion by a special senate committee

of the charges of Senator Watson,
democrat, Georgia, that American
soldiers in Francs were hanged
Without trial and shot by officers'
orders, was assured today when the
enate, after three hours' discusthe
sion unanimously
inquiry.
headed
by
The special committee,
Senator Brandgee, republican, Connecticut, win meet next Monday to
determine upon procedure.
Adopts Juesoliillou.
Another bpeech by the Georglu
enator in support of his charges,
over
wrangling between senators
the woruing of the inquiry resolution and parliamentary mixups
inpreceded the final oruer for the
vestigation to proceed. The senatea
'
'
'
tinaily and unanimously aaopteu
new and amendod resolution, dianother
recting the inquiry andconimitteo
to
the special
subpoena persons and papers. The
Marshal Foch (arrow) acknowledging cheers as he rides up Broadway.
program announced yesterday lu."
a. motion to discharge the commitFrench hero as he rode or Broad-wasuch numbers as on the occasion
Not since Dewey returned from
fnsteac.,
tee did not materialize,
of Marshal Poch's arrival In that
smilingly acknowledging
Manila, not since Armistice day,
Senator Simmons, democrat, Noi.
the cheers of the thousands who
have New York's millions turned
city. A greater velcome could
Carolina, jiropsed t lie new resolulined the streets.
in
uot have been accorded the
tion, whicn was adapted with in-m. out with such spontaneity and
amendment charging that theWat-sou
quiry should be into Senatorinvesticharges and not an
himseit.
senator
of
the
gation
G
JfTom the resolution giving the com1.
mittee power to act in the case, another amendment struck out a
statement relative to inviting Senator Watson to appear before the SHOW
AFFORD TO PAY
committee. The committee's course
members said,
In this respect,
would be to determine later.
Watson Is Satisfied.
CDP
III 3
FOR YEAR
Senator Simmons at the conclusion of the debate said that Senator
with the
Watson was satisfied
amendments and would, no doubt,
In spite of the fact that the
submit his evidence to the special Home Shortage is Assigned Lewis Rocco, Who Plead
county commissioners can not afcommittee.
As One of the Reasons for
Guilty to Two Robberies, ford to have the county pay for a
Earlier Mr. Watson had challenged republicans to expel him
WedAdmits Others and Leads motorcycle officer to enforce the
of
Slump
3,000
declared for debate in the open senlaws on North Fourth street
Officers oHiding Place. traffic
ate and asked why an effort should
dings in the Metropolis.
pike where accidents are takinga
be made to "entrap" and "silence'1
place daily, some tf them of
him before a committee. He deLewis Rocco admitted to Sheriff serious nature, the "cop" will be
(By The Annorloted Prei.)
nounced "whitewashing committee
else4.
While
New York, Nov.
Ortiz and his deputies that on duty about Monday morning.
reports" and said they were not where In the country more people Tony
"The situation is serious," ner-ihe had robbed three homes In Alread.
Ortiz stated yesterday
than
married
are
this
year
The war department Is preparing ever being In New York times are buquerque, aside from the two he atterTony
the commission had refused
was
for
arrested
Charged
to give its fullest support to the dullerbefore,
entering.
than usual for the license with stealing a number of articles todu'ovide funds lor the allditiona.UP
senate investigation, taking the po- clerks and
the ministers. Govern- from the Schumaker home a few officer, "and I feel that It is
sition that the accusations of the ment statisticians
conto the sheriff's office to enforce
Rocco was arrested by the
Georgia senator constitute a blot cluded the 1921 croprecently
traftic laws on the pike before
of weddings nights ago. and entered a
of
on the good name of the army unthe
plea
police
several people are killed as a result
would be a bumper one, with Dan
less a full investigation Is had.
guilty when arraigned In police of
BOO,
1.
000
brides
harvesting
A number of the articles
Secretary Weeks has said that he CupidJust
"If the county can not afford to
as many husbands from court.
were recovered. He was bound
hopes the inquiry is carried out un- and
an officer to enforce these
And
unmated.
fields
of
the
the
over to the grand Jury and com- support
til all the facts have been estabNew York City's record w;U mitted to the county Jail to await laws and put a stop to recklost
lished, and is understood to nave of- yet
is threatening ttu
which
driving
fered to put at the disposal of the show at least 3,000 fewer marriag- the Jury meeting next spring.
lite and property of every perso.
than in 1920 or 1919.
committee
Undersherlff
Sheriff
the facilities of the es There
Ortiz,
Tony
who uses the pike, the sheriff's ofare easier tasks than givTornoff and Deputy Sheriff fice will assume
army in arriving at the truth,
the burden," the
an explanation for this nation- Fred
ing
light Ojens Karly.
Banghart have been ques- sheriff declared.
g
in a Charles the
The fight
over the senator"? wide epidemic of
since committioning
prisoner
will
'The
officer
be put on duty
millions
are
unemployed ment to the Jail, and
charges opened today when the year when
af the first of the week and
his feet
senate met at 10 o'clock, an hour and as many more are brooding ternoon he started ayesterday
confession
be turned into the s.ieriif s ofSenator Edge, republican. over decreases in their Incomes. which took in three robberies and will
early.
to
amount
fice.
If
don't
they
New Jersey, began the debate with So say the sociologists and others which the sheriff's officials believe
each month to pay tne ofa criticism of Senator Watson, for with penchants for finding out Is only a part of his criminal ad- enough
ficer's salflry, I'll pay it myself,'
presenting photographs yesterday what they call the why of thlnf!.o ventures.
Sheriff Ortiz slated.
of a gallows, where a soldier
hnr" But It is not distressingly futile
Ho
admitted
the
Juan
Accidents and injuries to persons
entering
been executed, after a court martial, seek a reason for the fact that Cnndelarla home at the corner of
on ti.e Fourth street
the New Jersey senator said, fo. only 66,501 licenses were issued up Copper avenue nnd Seventh Btreet. and property
pike are reported daily to the it. ice
to a recent date this year com- and
"a brutal attack" upon a
d
a
considerable
amount
stealing
and
the sheriffs office.
pared to 69.065 In the correspondgirl. Senator Edge
of Bllverware.
The articles were
"The people seem to fel that
incident could not be ing period of 1920.
found by the sheriff's force lata just because
the road is
thi
In the first place, they will tell
camouflaged," and that the issue
where Rocco stated he can drive as fast as theirgood,
cms will
bureau
that yesterday
01 th9 hnre; you at the license
Tf
cached
had
them
north
of
the
go
and
city.
forget all traffic laws,"
there are fewer immigrants than
hamrlnm.
The rug stolen from the John Sheriff Ortiz said last night. "What
in the past, bPcause of the restricSenator
on North Fourth the people need for their own
Beaven
home
Watreply
a,?P'rIted
son aid, his Information
tion laws. Unmarried males al- street was also found In the cach is a
good
regarding ways had a habit of
campaign of education on the
twenty-on- e
coming over and Rocco admitted he had stolen
alleged hangings of
and a motorcycle officer wil,
dlers, without trail, came from a here to enjoy freedom, and then it. Silverware and other articles pike
do more In a week to educate the
former soldier who eaid he had almost immediately flinging part from the Farr home, on Second drivers
to the need of conforming
of
it
at
the
altar.
away
Many
ana
had
been told
street, were also recovered. Rocco with the laws and prevent
,al,owg
more
by a gallows
guard that this num-. young men who might otherwise stated that It was he who robbed accidents than any other
method
wed aver that when the landlord the
ber was hannert. Tn
that
at
could
be
Roney
grocery,
devised.
If the peo
Senator Watson said, would face would get through deflating their street and Mountain road,Eighth
but pie learn that if they don't conform
tne senate and answer all quea- - pocketbooks not enotich would re- claimed he had eaten the grocer-to
the
:
laws,
will
a hcavv
they
pay
main to calm the butcher, the bak- ies.
fine, they will soon Ret into thi
er and those who deal in silk
Franco Is Criticised.
He
has
been
habit
of
under
for
suspicion
conforming with them
The Frei.ch
government
and stockings, cosmetics, subway tick- some time by both the city and the accidents will be greatly and
deGeneral La. Favetle
ets, coats, suits and the other county officials, but
creased."
unwere
they
by the Georgia senator in com- things needed by housewives, such able to connect him with any of
The
motorcycle to be used In
menting on a statement bp Newton as needles for darning the hus- the recent robberies until police the enforcement
arrived a few da
D. Baker, former secretary of war. band's socks and rolling pins to
from
a
ago
traced
brooch
which
had
been
highway departthat the senator's charges were fashion biscuits and maintain or- taken from the Schumaker homt-- . ment and theis state
now
being
''preposterinus and Incredible." Re- der.
with a tested speedometer.equipped
Rocco
admitted
stolen
it
having
The
to
Mr. Baker's
Even when the Npw York suitor and sold 1( to a woman In
ferring
statement
will
speedometer
Old
probably be fixed
that France was a "civilized coun- has the money he often seems un Town. It is believed
on
the
machine
officials
by
by Monday and the
try and that word of any illegal able to locate a home. This condi- tnat rocco will
Fourth street
executions
tion Is common. Because of the er robberies and plead guilty to oth be on the Job, pike speed cop will
would have
spread
tellwher:
possibly
quickly. Senator Watson said that home shortage, many young things the
goods can be found.
France had charged America for after their conventional dizzy honSTUDENTS BUILDING
irencnes and playgrounds used
eymoon, return to live with the
troops.
girl's family or the man's. Perhaps
MORE BLEACHERS AT
"Oh, yes, France is not a howl- from this will come a new field
CANCEL
ing wilderness but a civilized coun- of humor, the
and
UNIVERSITY
FIELD
try, the Georgia senator contin- daughter-in-laJokes that would
ued, "from which La Fayette came give mother-in-lad
a
The masculine portion of the
upon a written contract made with relief.
student body of the university
GAME
Silas Dean, pledging this country
out en masse yesterday afturned
to make him a major general beternoon to work on the
construcfore he would leave
and
France
tion of the six new bleacher seccome to America; and he did not
tions at the university field. The
OF
have sense enough to drill a comwork will be completed this afterpany of soldiers, besides which he
noon. With the addition of the
sniffled. Some of these days, when
six new sections, the new grandsomebody gets up hers and blows
stand will have accommodation
off about La Fayette I mean to SAYS
Sent
Telegram
Yesterday for about 1,600 spectators. .The old
take him down a peg or two. I
know La Fayette and Washington
No Rea- ableachers held 800 persons, so thai
Afternoon
Gives
total of about 2,200 persons can
knew him, and it was not Washington who had him released from
son for Cancellation on now be accommodated In the
STARVED
F
stands.
that Austrian prison Into which he
was put when the French army
Day Preceding the Game. The work of construction Is under the direction of Thomas T
chased him with the intent to kill.
hours be- Eyre, dean of the engineering colthan twenty-fou- r
Grills 1a Fayette,
188
starv-Inwas
she
g
Declaring
actually
"It was Napoleon
game with lege, and C. E. Carey, an instructor
in
to keep from suffering awful fore their scheduled
of New Mexico, the In the department.
the treaty of Campo-Formi- Bonaparte Yes,
Mrs. Amy Peterson, wife of the University cancelled the
misery,
know
game
La Fayette.
I
He betrayed a prosperous farmer of Lakevllle, Texas Miners
every French government
yesterday afternoon,
that
rave out a remarkable state- by telegraph
reason
action.
no
the
for
trusted him and the only independ- Mass.,
giving
recently. In connection with
ent command he ever had in Amer- ment,
The varsity team had already arica came very near getting bagged her relief through the use of Tan-la- ranged for transportation, planhere at 10:10 o'clock
by Benedict Arnold and It was only
"Sometimes I wonder how I lived ning to leave
the James river that saved La Faylast night. The short time left will
it
she
said.
would
"I
through
all,"
ette and his command from being have attacks of acute
make It
to schedule a
indigestion substituteImpossible
game for today.
captured."
nearly every time I ate anything.
After this and a parliamentary Those
Immediately upon receipt of the
terrible cramping pains and
dispute or two the senate made no the distress from
telegram from El Paso, Coacn
and
gas
bloating
wired the school of mines,
change in the resolution mention- were
unbearable and I JuBt Johnson that
had aling Senator Watson's charges gen- thoughtalmost
was no hope for me. stiting been transportation
ther
Committee
members
said
erally.
arranged and asking
"But now I'm eating anything readysome rcanon
be given for the
privately that they intended to and I feel as strong and well as 1 that
limit the inquiry generally to the ever felt in my life. I've
cancellation. At a late hour last
gained
principal charges made by Mr. back all t! e weight I lost and six night he had received no reply.
Watson, without going into a gen- pounds besides and I know from The first telegram stated that a 500 Army Overcoats, in
eral Investigation of conduct of my experience what Tanlao will do. letter would follow.
A- -l
condition. dCT
exmy officers.
game of the varsity
It's the best medicine In the world." willThebe next
I
Only
here a week from today,
Is sold In Albuquerque by
Tanlac
How Not to Take Cold.
when the squad will meet the Fort Large and short lengths
the
Alvarado
all
and
by
Pharmacy
Bom persons ere subject to freFollowvng will com?
and every size in stock.
leading druggists everywhere. Bliss officers.
quent colds, while others seldom, if other
the game with Arizona on NovemAdv.
You
a
have
cold.
ever,
will find
ber 19, and the Aggies' game on
Army Wool
that the latter take good care of
DELINQUENT TAX Thanksgiving day, both Of them on
th.mselves. They take a shower or NOTICE OP SALKS.
Sweaters
field.
the
university
cold sponge bath every day in a
All property on which taxes are
warm room, avoid over heated
and unpaid will be sold
rooms, sleep with a window open or delinquent
and
November 15, 1921.
partly open, avoid excesses, over
(HitoTaMMiiebim
B.
E.
SWOPE,
eating, becoming over heated and
Treasurer and Collector.
CATARRH
then chilled and getting the feet
ef the
wet. Then, when they feel the first
The
action
of
Boston
the
arena
BLADDER
Indication of a cold, they take
1
I
llll
management In setting aside 2,000
MM, aataufcl
hjrmberlaln's Cough Remedy
seats to be sold at a dollar each
and it is Soon over.
thCaoftule AjmJk
for their boxing shows must mean
that the hiirh rnt nf lmrln. In
323 South First St.
UmartofeouMerfetin,
Try a Journal Want Ad.
slipping.

mm

m fimmj. wmk f
fteSi

y.

mm
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ARTICLES T

DECREASE

PIKE SPEED

ROBBERIES

1921

ff

knot-tyin-

Aocit(d

Frttt.)
Washington, Nov. 4. The sales
tax as a source of federal revenue
at this time was definitely rejected
was
today by the senate, but there
further evidence that It was the
purpose of republican congressional leaders to bring it forth later as
a means of raising funds to finance
the proposed "five way" plan N
adjusted compensation for former
service men.
The majority today against the
Smoot amendment to the tax revision bill proposing a business sales
of one per cent was
tax of
even larger than was that last night
one per cent
against the Smoot
manufacturers' sales tax. The vote
25 as compared to
to
46
was
today
43 to 26 last night.
Democrats Vote Against.
As was the case with the manufacturers' tax, the democrats voted
tx.
solidly against the business
reThey were Joined by twenty-tw- o
whom
of
three
Fernald,
publicans,
of Maine; Gooding, of Idaho, and
voted
Keyes, of New Hampshire
for the manufacturers' tax. Six revote
not
last
did
night
publicans
Calder,
Connecticut;
ilrandegee,
New York; Dillingham, Vermont;
Hale, Maine; Ilarreld, Oklahoma,
nnd Johnson, California supported
the amendment today.
Three republicans who supported
the manufacturers' tax did not vote
today. They were Edge, New Jersey; Ernst, Kentucky, and Warren,
Wyoming. Counting senators who
were paired, it was estimated that
the maximum vote which would
have been cast for the sales tax
or some six less
was thirty-fouthat it has been estimated would
senators thought
it.
Some
support
that the debate resulted In the loss
of some votes.
Night Session Held.
The senate continued consideration of the tax bill at a session tonight, but with the soldier bonus
and other lm: ortant amendments
yet to be disposed of, republican
leaders announced hope for passage of the bill this week. They
sought to obtain unanimous consent
for a final vote at 3 p. m. Tuesday,
with debate limited after 3 p. m.
Monday, but the plan fell through,
after some debate.
Several senators who want to go
home to vote In local elections objected to a vote on Tuesday and
asked that some hour on Wednesday be fixed. There seemed prospects of an agreement on this, but
New
Senator Jones, democrat,
Mexico, pre' sting against the lim
it
ting of debate, objected to the
ngreement as drafted. This ended
the effort to obtain unanimous consent for a vote but negotiations to
this end probably will be renewed
tomorrow.
Smoot Urges Sales Tax.
Urging his sales tax. Senator
Smoot told the senate that since a
sales tax was to be adopted in connection with the soldier bonus he
thought It would be a wise plan de-to
put it into effect now, so as to
termine what rate would I e necessary to yield the money needed.
Senator Reed, democrat, Missouri, said he saw no reason for
(By The

(By Thf Asuncinlod Prf )
Washington, Nov. 4. Investiga-

one-ha-

lf

r,

delaying enactment of the bonus
legislation, and in this connection
paid his respects to Chairman Ford-n- i
of the house ways and means
committee, and other house leaders,
who, he said, were undertaking to
dictate to the senate what It should
or should hot do.
Johnson Assails Bill.
Announcing his support of
the sales tax, Senator Johnson,
republican, California, assailed
the pending bill as one seeking
to continue "a tax scheme,
whloh requires an army of experts to teach honest people
how to pay wha. is due the
government, and which creates
another rmy of experts to
how to
teach the dishonest
cheat the government."
Senator Walsh, democrat, Masopposed the Smoot
sachusetts,
plan as one which not only would
fall to relieve the people of the
nuisance taxes now in force, but
would multiply them many fold.
Business men, he said, had misunderstood the Smoot plan !n that
they had thought It would replace
old other taxes.
An unsuccessful effort was made
tonight by Senator Townsend, republican, Michigan, to have the
three per cent tax on automo-bll- 2
trucks and wagons repealed.
Adopt Jones' Amendment.
Without a record vote, the sen
ate adonted an amendment by Sen
ator Jones, democrat, New Mexico,
making
requiring corporations m
out their Income tax returns to
show the dividends declared during the year for which the return
is made. Its purpose, the author
explained, was to prevent the possi
bility of concealing prolits.

.

I

of Waste Products
Teams Have Gone
we
If
could keep our human
Throuqh the Season With- bodies clean
of the poisons which
out a Defeat and a Spirit- accumulate In them daily, and give
them the full benefit of proper
ed Contest is Predicted. diet, we should live far beyond the

(By Tbe AMoclatcd Press.)
Chicago, Nov. 4. Victor of

two
Intersectional football battles, Chicago was prepared tonight to
plunge again Into the "Big Ten"
race tomorrow,
championship
meeting Ohio State here In the
most Important game In the midwest.
Both teams have gone
through the conference season
without a defeat and the game
aswill blast the championship
pirations of one of the contenders.
While chief interest centers in
conflict, considthe Chicago-Ohi- o
erable Interest also is attached to
the meeting between the undefeatt
ed Iowa eleven and Minnesota
Lafayette, but both of these elevens have been upset In previous
contests and little Importance Is
attached to the outcome.
Illinois, beaten In three 'of its
conference games, will clash with
De Pauw at Urbana.
Michigan,
Wisconsin and Indiana will rest
a week
games
up for important
hence.
Football observers were unwill
on
ing tonight to hazard a guess
the outcome of the Chicago-Oht- a
game, which will bring together
two undefeated teams, both highly
trained In the forward pass and
fortified with powerful lines. Iowa,
however, with victories over Notre
Dame, Illinois and Purdue to Its
credit, Is expected to triumph over
Minnesota.
Chicago will be without the ser
vice of Johnny Bryan, a spectacu
lar half back, who was operated
on for an infection.
Hurlburt Is
expected to start In his place

i

vnv
AHIutant Gen
c.ni.
reeral Henry Rolf Brown, who toturned from Fort Bliss, Texas,
day Bald the showing made by the
New Mexico national guard at the
encampment drew unstinted praise
from Brigadier General Robert L.
Howze, commander of the First
cavalry division, and his officers.
Upon his return here he found
the following letter from Howze:
Headquarters First Cavalry Division, Fort Bliss, Texas, October
&

creun um
lieve
.given us more
.
You
n receive.
a a nntlHoH
mention
omitted
have In your letter
U. .Jnn1l anlftt With Which
your entire personnel approached
the task In hand and without which
achievement of success wouia nui
have been possible.
ivu. ...i-- it nf annruMfitlnn nnd Of
the sense of fraternity
p
and brotnernooa ana mo s'-lowshithat permeates your lettor
indicates clearry that the relations
of the national guaro oi nsw
end of the regular army are and
will continue to be of the most
friendly and cordial character. And
that is as It should be.
Very Sincerely,
ROBT. L. HOWZE.
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SHE ALMOST

Read This and
Come to the
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ARMY

AND

NAVY STORE
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$2.25

ARMY

,

$3.50
AND

NAVY STORE
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LEGAL NOTICE
4

84MD

(REPUBLICATION.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Office, at Santm Fe, N. M Oct. i,
1831.

Notice

!

riven

hereby

that Salome

Montoya y Chavez, of Alameda. N. M
who, on December 7. 1917, made home- atead entry. No. (134838. for EVi BEti

Theaters Today

el

d

all-st-

,

STRAIGHT

TO

You are hereby notified i
suit has been filed against v
the said court and county bv
,o
above named plaint' 'f, In which iho
said plaintiff prays for an absolute
divorce on the grounds of abandonment, and for the care, custody
and control of all the minor children. And you are further notified that unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in
said cause on or before the 7th
day of Pcember, A. D. 1921, Judgment will be rendered In said cause
against yon by default nd the relief prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's attorney is F. O. Wester" Md, whose
postofflce address Is Room 3, New
Armilo
Albuquerque,
Building
New Mexico.
Hon.
the
Witness,
Mayo E.
Hickey, Judge of said court, and
seal thereof this 21st day of October, 1921.
FRED CROIX.OTT,
(Seal)
Clerk,
By HAR3Y F. LEE, Deputy.
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SALE

ENDS

TONIGHT
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On Your Winter Suit and Overcoat
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and
"B" Theater
"Room
Board," a Realart picture, is beins
last
repeated today for the
tim;
the management Is also repeating
the "Circus Heroes," the interest
ing two-rePercy and Ferdie
comedy.
For the last time
Theater
Lyric
today the picture, "Stranger Than
Fiction," with Katherine MacDon-aland other stars. Is being readded attraction, 'The
i peated:
,
with Tom Santschl, !s
Tempest,"
Interna
tMrtv
vpnrs
nv,.
also being repeated.
beeni
has
Tonic
tional Stock Food
Pastime Theater If you want to
In use by thousands and thousands see "Dream Street," with an
or larmers. u mane
cast, attend the Pastime today
this is the last chance. Also refat. thrifty and profitable. Try it.
imui
ih
Sold by Valo Bros., sui
peating the Interesting added at'
street.
tractions.

long-awaite-

WIFE

average Bpan of human life.
But alas) We realize only too
often that we have an excess of
waste products In our system. This
poisonous waste matter not only
causes a lowered vitality and many
forms of skin disorders, but It also
causes rheumatism a disease that
has no equal for pain. Genuine relief from the agoniea of rheuma-titscan be had only by correcting
the basic trouble waste products.
. Thousands and thousands of men
and women during the past 60
years have cleared their blood of
waste products with S. S. S. It Is
the Ideal remedy for rheumatism,
because It removes the poisonous
waste matter which Is causing the
trouble. There are no bad after effects and the result Is wonderful.
Begin taking S. S. S. today and
write for 66 page Illustrated booklet, "Facts About the Blood" free.
Personal medical advice, without
charge, may also be had by sending a complete description of your
case. Address Chief Medical Director, Swift Specific Co.. 733 S. S.
8
Laboratory. Atlanta, Ga. All
drug stores sell S. S. S.

SUll BE. Ei BEtt NWli SEK.
action 87. tdwnahtp t N., range
f
M p. meridian, baa filed notlrt
f
.
Intention to make three-yea- r
proof,
eitabllah claim to the land above
'
crlbed. before U. S, Commlielonrr
'
buiuerque. N. M., on November 14,
.
O- Claimant namea aa wltni-M- ,
30 1921.
Coulter.
will
witnessed
be
Jacnbn
The
Medina,
AuKiiatln
.
A!fu'
game
by
Rolf
General
Henry
Brigadier
the biggest crowd that ever at Neetor Pachech'i. all of Ch'lllll, N. J!Brown, Adjutant uenerai,
A. M. EEROER12.
Pilitrtended a football game In Chicago.
Fe, N. M.
All of the 80,000 reserved seafs
NOTICE
SUIT.
Or
by the were sold a week ago Scalpers are
No. IS'
pleased and greatly affected
asking $10 and $15 for $4 box In the District Coi'
spontaneous testimonial contained
Coimtv r.f
Bein the letter of October 28, and seats and $8 for $8 tickets.
Bernalillo.
State of N w ?.'mim.
are
D. Osburn, 1 '"'miff, vs.
signed by yourself and the officers tween 8,000 and 4,000 Ohloans
Kathryn
of the New Mexico national guard. coming for the game In special
iNoan s. osburn Defen ;mt.
Tou and your officers have, I be trains with a varsity band of 110 To the Above Named Def'
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TODAY'S

To Get Genuine Relief You
Must Clear Your Blood

Both

ARE PRAISED BY
BRIG. GEN. HOWZE

TENUIS

w

By Rheumatism

GRIDIRON TODAY

N.M. GUARDSMEN

urn oh
TAKE

And Joints Caused

ORIO STATE ON

seven-year-ol-

tiw?

Pain In Muscles

CHICAGO MEETS

AT

LOOK

THESE

PRICES!

Suits and Overcoats

Suits and Overcoats

MADE TO YOUR MEASURE

READY TO WEAR

$35.00 Values.
$45.00
$50.00
$60.00

.$24.50
. .$34.50
Values. ..x.,.,.:.:...-..Values.
.$38.50
. . ., .$48.50
Values. . .
.

.

.,,.0,,,.

Includes All tho New Fall

Suiting, Just Arrived

$30.00
$35.00
$40.00
$45.00
$50.00

Values

Includes

a Complete New Winter Line,

Values.
Values

Values.

..

value

6.00 Velour
$7.60 Velour

Price
Sale price

SAVE ON SHIRTS

$8.65
$4.85

$2.00 value

Bale price! .95.65

$3.00 value

CAPS
$2.00 value
$3.00 value
$3.50 value

Sale
Sale
Bale

price... 05c
price... $2.15
price... $3.65

.,

Values

SAVE on HATS and CAPS
$4.00 value Sale Price., $1.85
S. 00
Bale

$23.50
.$26.50
$31.50
.$36.50
..$3QR0
in AH Sizes.

..

114 W. Central, TWO STORES Branch Store
Amarillo, Texas
Albuquerque, N. M.

Sale

Sale
$4.00 value Sale
15.00 fibre Silk,
$7.50 Pure Silk,
$10.00 Pure Silk,

price....

85c

price. . .$1.85
price. . .$2.85

at. . . , . .$3.85
at
at

$5.85
$7.45

fir
w ornan s Daily Magazine Page
MORNING GOWN OF BROCADED
SATIN, PRIDE OF DESIGNER

Social Calendar

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.
CLEANSING
POWDER.

A BLACKHEAD

If the skin la not well cleansed
or if the system Is not In good
working order so that the body
does not eliminate properly,
The
heads are sure to result.

blackhead Is usually preceded by
a pimple. This is nothing but
waste matter from the system
which, not being eliminated in the
ordinary way, finds its exit through
a pore in the skin.
Ordinarily a pore Is so tiny as
to be invisible, except under a
But
powerful magnifying? glass.
after the eruption has appeared on
the skin, cleansed itself and disappeared, the pore is still very much
enlarged and frequently filled wltn
an oily and waxy substance. Where
this comes to the surface of the
skin it absorbs the dust and dirt
from the atmosphere and acquires
a blackhead. Hence its name.
Ordinary methods of washing
the face will not eliminate blackheads. You must get down into
that pore and get out the substance that clogs and enlarges it.
The most effective means I know
Is to use the following:
Blackhead
Powder:
Cleansing
Wheat or cornstarch, 2 ounces;
powdered borax, 1 ounce; almond
meal, 1 ounce.
This is mixed and used instead
of soap. Hold hot, wet cloths over
the face, then take a little powdir
on the fingers and rub thoroughly
Into the wet skin; repeat until yon

have used quits a bit of the powder, which the skin readily absorbs. Wash out with hot water
and massage in a little cold cream.
Miss Patience: Massage the bust
gently each night, using warm cocoa butter; dash cold water over
the chest in the morning, and follow by friction from a coarse towel. Practice deep breathing also
as this strengthens all the muscles
of the chest, including; those of the
bust.
Bteady Reader; Tou are twenty
pounds over weight. If you reduce
to that extent your hips will not be
coo large.
S. T.: Bleach the freckles with
l.emon Jules or the Juice from cucumbers.
Sklnnles: A girl of 18, five feet
three inches tall, should weigh 110
The boy should weigh
pounds.
about five pounds less.
Reader: The corset goes on first
and then the brassiere, which fastens down over the corset with a
strap. The camisole is worn over
the corset and brassiere. The girl
of 15 is not too old to wear her
hair bobbed,
H. M, M.: The electrlo needle la
the only thing o destroy this superfluous hair ' permanently, but
you can keep it from disfiguring
by pulling out all the coarse hairs
with tweezers and bleaching the
finer ones.
Mrs. D.: Send a stamped ad
dressed envelope for the formul
of the hair tonic; there is not
space at this time to print It.

Saturday.
Miss Margaret Hubbell will

en-

tertain Afternoon Bridge club.

No applications for blanks for
examination appointments in the
children's health conference which
the Red Cross will conduct November 8, 9 and 10, will be given
out after noon today, it was announced last night by Miss Gladys
Harris, public health nurse, who
will conduct the conference.
All parents who have taken out
application blanks and who have
not yet returned them for an appointment, are requested to telephone Miss Harris at 258-- J
al
once, so that appointment cards
be arrange and sent out.
Children Between the ages of six
months and five years will be admitted to examination during the
conference.

SCREEN ACTRESS IS
ITALIAN COUNTESS

,.,T0U wlu Bee tt familiar face when
-Theodora," the great Italian wilm
spectacle, Is shown on the local
screen. The leading part is taken
n
by none other than the
Rita Jolivet, star of
and
screen in this country a stage
few years
ago.
Miss Jolivet is the French actress
who was among those saved in the
Lusltanla disaster. It was she who
brought back Charles Frotiman's
lust words, "Why fear death? It
Is the most beautiful adventure in
life."
Miss Jolivet 'appeared
in the
By JANE PHELPS
leading role in Metro's "Lest We
Forget," a war picture, and she
also had the lpnrltnfr rtnrt 1m tUa
This photograph Just received la leading designer of the world's
n
JOAN HAS HER HAIR BOBBED. est and
at all time. oriental
spectacle, "A Thousand from l'arls shows one of the very fashion center. It is made of
She was kind and generous to in- Years
Ago."
mourning gowns produced by caded satin.
CHAPTER 8.
feriors, even though she might be
Joan had beautiful hair. It was insolent to her equals.
She had
thick and heavy, like spun gold. many of the virtues girls in her
Margaret had been Inordinately position are supposed to have, also
proud of the two heavy braids that many of the faults. That the virhung below the child's waist, and tues outclassed and outnumbered
had bestowed great care upon it. the faults was due .perhaps, to her
One day Joan had gone to play blood-clea- n
ancestry.
By WA1T MASON.
tennis with one of her yountj
at her age, Joan did
friends.
It vas an oppressively notNaturally
reason out what Bhe did or
warm day and Margaret had wor- did not do along the lines she folfrom their cars. You say it would
THE WARNING.
ried a little for fear the heat would lowed. Her actions were almos.
be wise, indeed, to place such
affect her.
She
if not entirely Involuntary,
wherever mania for speed
The road turned sharply to the
Later than usual Joan came In. wanted to do something
she
right, and, as my flivver rolled, my has killed poor dippy gents. "Slow
Around her face was a thick halo did it!
we'd
a
buhold
that
startled eyes
read, upon our way.
down,"
sight
ot soft yellow curls,, gleaming gold
Margaret often smiled as she
made my blood run cold. A brand "Three perished where you ride;"
above her big blue eyes, and curl- sat thinking of Joan after the child
,
new siKi. with message drear, 1 "Take carol" another sign woull
She could count on
ing upward from her white neck in had retired.
there perused, aghast: "Beware! say, " 'twas here two speeder:
bewitching fashion. Margaret was the fingers of her bands the times
man was killed Just here,
A
died." And thus you'd keep our
startled, hurt. She longed to cry, when Joan hf.d really needed
ha drove too fast." I had thoughts intent on doom and biers
and did nothing.
Alw.-.y- s
followed
the
been ripping off the miles at quite and shrouds, and spread a whole"You don't mind, do you, Mum-ale- ? thought:
a reckless pace; my flivver scorch- some sentiment among the whiz-ilu- g
I was so hot. And all the
"How wise I have been to not
crowds. But soon the signs
ed, in many styles, as though
Interfere." Then she would think
girls are being bobbed."
'twere in a race. Tint I was startled would overlap, and what would
She looked so like a tiny child, of her own girlhood, how she hal
by that rede, that message star! then botall? You can't expect the
nearer 8 than 12, with her big been obliged to fight for the
t,
and dour, and so I then reduced speeding chap to pause to read
blue eyes staring out from under
the most elemental rights.
my speed to fourteen miles an them all. If warnings would abolthat mass of curls, so like the babv Phe had not been supposed to behour. And if it so affected me, I ish speed, one warning should sufshe had been only a few short lieve anything save what her parwagor that it Jars a hundred oth- fice; wo shudder as the first W3
years before, that Margaret felt ents told her, what they believed.
ers when they see that warning read, the second cuts no ice.
the tears starting. But it would If they said a thing was wrong
sadden Joan if she cried. So she she was expected Immediately to II
.
winked the tears back and ad- believe it wrong, and never to figBLACKSMITH AND 12
mired the soft curls, running her ure anything out for herself as
hand through them caressingly.
Joan did. If they told her she
HORSES ARE CREMATED
"I brought these back as a pres- must not do this or that, s'le was
ent for you, Mumsle." Joan laid not supposed to auestlon why. She
(Br The AskocIMkI FretO
the two shining braids in Mar- was, in fact, to have no mind, no
Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 4.
garet's lap.
will, of her own.
Rita Jolivet
to
Michael Frapser, civilian blackIf the mother had held back
Margaret had longed to go to
smith, and twelve horRes were
her tears when with Joan, she college, to think along other than
Papa
Miss
Jolivet
Is
known
in
burned to death in a fire which
private
made no effort to do so when she
l.
dried lines. But her moth- life as
Dl Cippico. She
destroyed stables at Fort Douglas
laid the two golden braids tender- er believed a governess was better married Opuntess
the Italian nobleman two
military post, near here, last night.
ly away. It was months before for a girl that It kept her from years ago.
to release the
she ceased to regret she was no becoming tainted. Now Margaret
I'rapscr attemptedwas
horses when he
trapped by
longer need d to brush and braid smiled when she recalled that exClose
cause
of the fire
Ups.
The
flames.
tho
Joan's hair. It had been, like all pression her mother had used
Rush Hughes, nineteen-year-ol- d
is
unknown.
she did for the child a real labor "tainted." Bhe remembered how son of
Hughes, has a part
of love.
she had rebelled that day In the in his Rupert
father's newest
It was typical that Joan had not privacy of her own room
she had for Goldwyn, "The Wall photoplay
COMMANDER MAC NIDER
consulted her mother as to cutting likened herself to a fish or other Rush was out at the studiosFlower."
Ma
a
made
lemmln
during
mcrrang
plj
SEES DISABLED VETS
her hair. Really it was not her food that was so stale It became his school vacation when the picture this
being my favorite
mother's business. It was her hafr. tainted.
was being made, and he begged for kind morning,
of pie Including cakes, and
She was the one to decide whether
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 4 (by the
It had been such Incidents ns a part. After he had gone through this aftlrnoon
I was on my way Associated
she wanted It long or short.
The first ofPress.)
these, still fresh In her memory tne usual screen test he was cast as out to the kltchin
drink
to
a
get
There was no disrespect for her when she had been left alone with a college student.
ficial act of Hanford MacNlder,
wat
of
watter
on
was
the
and
mother In this attitude of Joan'. Joan, that had determined her upnew national commander of the
sldebord in the dining room but American
She was only following out her on the course she was
legion, was a visit yespursuing
Virginia Valll will be leading the lemmln merrang
remindplo,
mother's teachings. She was a hu- with the child.
woman tor Dustln Farnum in his
terday to the United States public
man being, independent, actionary.
Her child, her little Joan should new picture being made under the ing me of it, and I stood there Ha service hospital to see disabled
She must carve out her own life, never live the repressed life she temporary title "Cursed," at the wile watching it and wondering
The new commander,
veterans.
as wat it looked, who accompanied the Foch party,
follow any bent she wished In her had lived she had
arrived at this Fox Hollywood studio. It is from it taisted as good the
to
way
actions.
Well,
ony
thinking,
conclusion after much conscientivisited the wounded soldiers for
a novel by Oeorge Allen England. settle the
Joan had a nice sense of honor ous consideration, much reading
argewment is talst it and some time, while Marshal Foch
out.
Inculcated by her mother's conver- upon the subject of allowing
was resting at a hotel.
chilRita Jolivet, well known French find
Wich I did, cutting out a skinny
sation and example. She was hon dren
actress who played with Otis Skin- slice
with a dining room knKo and
ner in "Kismet"' in this country
is
some years ago, has the title role eating it, taistlng even better than
in "Theodora," the great Italian-mad- e wat it looked and settling the ar- y
me thinking, G, It
photoplay that Goldwyn is gewment,
made a hlg looking hole for
soon to release.
Nov. 4. ReducWashington,
sutch a skinny peece, G, I could tion
In the rediscount rate of the
without
cut
another
pcece
skinny
saw
little
fine
the
Fans who
Cleveland federal reserve bank
By LAURA A. EIRKMAN.
sctor, Breezy Eason, Jr., in "Two out making the hole look mutch from 5 2 per cent to 6 per cent,
Kinds of Love," a Universal pro- blgeer.
next Monday, was anWlch I tried It to see and It effective
motion, will be mighty sorry to
nounced by the federal reserve
as
twlse
look
hole
made
the
to
A CASSEROIR GtTEST RUPPEIt little menu and a most delicious hear of his death.
bl, board.
According
IXMt SUNDAY NIGHT.
rate
one. I believe that the two hot report, he was struck down by t;n and I ate the 2nd skinny peece
of of Reduction of the rediscount
went
and
and
firfct
the
out
got
At
glass
his
home.
near
automobile
casserole dishes are the only part
the Minneapolis federal reserve
accident would watter and on my way back I look- bank from
On a cool Sunday night, when of It for which
the
5
was
it
cent
to
6
thought
per
per
my readers maj
not prove fatal, but the little feliw ed at the hole agon and it looked cent, effective Monday, also was
the air has a crisp tinge to it and need a recipe:
2 more skinny peeces
was
so
I
took
He
hours.
big
a
few
know
I
a hearth fire feels good,
announced by the federal reserve
Chicken en Casserole: The meat died after
to give it something to reply look board.
of no better supper to offer "the from two cooked chickens will be eight.
big about, and then I went up to
stranger within thy gates" than needed if more than four persons
ma's room and ma was imbroldor-In- g
the following:
are to be served. Cut the meat NEW MEXICO AGGIES
imbroldery, mo saying, Hello
Btuffed Olives
into pieces small enough to saute
ma, wats the news?
Chicken en Casserole
AND WILDCATS PLAY
Is, to fry In butter or drip(that
Ma not saying wat It was, and I
Piccalilli
pings), and put the bones In 1
FOOTBALL SATURDAY sed. Hay ma, I taisted that lemPimento Cheese Sandwiches
of water to simmer with X
quart
mln
merrang pie, G ma, thnts the
Hot Coffee
Buttered Apples garlio clove, 3 stalks of celery
to Tbe Journal.) swellest lemmln merrang pie yon
CorrMPonddKce
Cup Cakes, Orange Icing
and salt and pepper to suit (Special
4.
diced,
ever made, gosh ma, its swell, O
State College, N. M., Nov.
In this menu all the food prop- taste. When the chicken
The New Mexico Aggies will meet boy. Is It all rite for me to of
erties neoessary to health are are warm and slightly brownpieces
and
of Arizona on Miller taisted it, ma? I snd.
found carbohydrates In the sugar when the
stock the University
O well, I slppose so, considering
and rice, fats In the butter and Is reduced to one pint, arrange the field here Saturday afternoon for
,
In
oils, protein In the chicken and fried chioken pieces in the bottom the southwestern championship.have that your report is so compllmen-trysed ma.
cheese, and vitamines in the fruits of a buttered casserole, pour the the past two years the Aggies last
on
And she keep
beaten by the Wildcats,
lmbrolderlng
and pickles. It is a
hot stock over them, eliminating been on
the Arizona field withbe-a Imbroldery and prltty soon I sed,
the bones, and cover all with a year
41 to 0 and the year
score
ma.
I
I bet I
of
taisted
certeny
it,
layer of cooked rice. Add a little fore on the home field with a score taisted it for about 10 minutes.
more ot the hot stock which has of S3 to 0. The
In
is
team
Tou go and bring up that pie
Aggie
been saved out. Bake In a moderfine shape and having no msn Immediately till I take a look at It,
ate oven for 1
hours, covered crippled
in the game with the New sed ma. Wlch I did, almost dropat first, then without cover so that Mexico Military institute, they are ping it twice but
it jest
It will dry on top.
The In time both times, catching
than ever before.
and the neeror
Buttered Apples: 'Peel ten large stronger
ColMexico
to
New
of
room
the
students
it got
ma's
the bigger tho
Be Better LookingTake
apples and cut them In eighths, lege of Agriculture and Mechan-l- o hole looked, and ma gave me a
cores.
these
discarding
Arrange
Olive Tablets
fearse crack and told me not to
Arts will stage a flag rush
pieces in a buttered casserole,
the game and between the dare to ask for cny pie for dlzzert.
cup halves. The college band will be
If your skin is yellow complexior sprinkling; over them 4 of 1a teaWlch I dldent and nobody ofof brown sugar and adding
along and preparations are being fered me eny.
pallia tongue coated appetite poor
extract.
of
vanilla
spoon
Covr made to take care of the largest
you have a bad taste in your mouth
the top with small pieces of but-te- r, crowd ever seen at State College
a lazy,
feeling you ehoulc
cover on the dish, and with the exception of "Pep day."
place
take Olive Tablets.
bake In a moderate oven until the
We will deliver milk
2 p. m.
PerfectShoilderi and Annd
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets a sub apples are tender (this will be In The flag rush will begin at
will be called
to
the
stitute for calomel were prepared b) about 1 hour). Serve hot with the and the game
Kothlna
eqnab
your door 365
promptly at 3 o'clock. After tho
bcoutilul. sort, pearly
Dr. Edwards after 17years of study.
following sauce:
game, In the evening dances will be
in the year.
white
appearniKe
days
Cream Sauce for Buttered Ap- held In the college gymnasium and
Oriental
Courmud's
Dr.Edwards'01iveTablet8areapurel
Cream render to the
vegetablecompound mixed with ouveoil ples: Cream 4 cup of butter and in the armory in Las Cruces.
shoulders and arm.
You will know them by their olive color add to It gradually 1 cup of powCovers skin blemishes.
'
million dollars Is the
Tohaveaclear, pink skin, bright eyes dered sugar, stirring it smooth
Twenty
Will noi ruo on. rar
each
time
of
is
the
little
sugar
like
months
sum
twelve
of
handled
a
no pimples, feeling
every
superior to powders.
buoyancy
Flavor with 2 teaspoon by a young woman of Oklahoma,
childhood davs vou must eet at the causa added.
Send He. for
4
of
vanilla
of
last
and add
cup
Miss Nannie Beatrice Roach, who
Trial SIM
. .towards Olive i ablets act or
stiff.
cream
heavy
whipped
is cashier of the state land
,rXR0.T.H0PIlH3
er Had bowels like calomel vet
housethe
Although
average
sun
ve no daneerous after effects.
351
.
I
New York
. keeper cannot afford the heavy
.
V
rrt
u:f
uuc
auu
uvowmc
nuii
vuiv
i
I
iuc
cream
ney
on
for whipping purposes
i
her table for every-da- y
use, she ing that gives a meal a gala apnote the pleasing results. Millions of nevertheless
makes an effort to pearance more readily than whipboxes are sold annually at 15c and 30c have it when a guest Is present. ped cream no matter how It Is
For she realises that there Is noth- - served.
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THE NEW GENERATION
plain-spoke-
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ARMISTICE DAY TO BE
CELEBRATED AT RATON
8piUI Corretpondence to Tbe Journnl.)
Raton, N. M., Nov. 4. The Armistice day program for Raton has
finally been completed by the Colfax County
Men's association. The special committee in
of
the
charge
program state that it
is one of the largest and best programs ever arranged for the city.
The parade committee has been
busy and obtained automobiles for
those who cannot walk. The parade will be formed at the Library
park in the following order: Civil
war veterans in an automobile;
n
war veterans;
mothers and fathers of boys who
died in the world war, mothers and
fathers of
men; the lied
various
Cross; Salvation
Army;
lodges, and lastly school children.
After the parade there will be
speaking in the Shuler auditorium
by the Rev. Father Roger Aull, a
former chaplain in the army, and
A. H. Darden, a prominent attorney of the city.
The afternoon festivities will Include motorcycle races, for which
the association has secured prizes.
At least four entries have been assured. These will be hold on the
fair grounds race track. A bicycle race (free for all) end a foot- abll game between the Colfax coun
ty high school ana some oiner
It has
team not yet designated.
been suggested by the president of
is
it
if
possiassociation
that
the
ble, there will be an exhibition
drill by a picked company of
men at the race track immediately after the races and it is
hoped that this will attract many
who would not be Interested in the
The
regular program of the day. been
use of the fair grounds hns
donated for the day by the Northern New Mexico Fair association. InThe motorcycle races will
clude both solo and sidecar races,
anthe distances not yet being
The bicycle races are
nounced.
for
open to everyone and are tootboPatprizes put up by the firm
disThe
Sullivan.
terson and
tances for these events have not
yet been deckled.
Spanish-America-

APPLICATIONS
CLOSE
TODAY FOR CHILDREN'S
HEALTH CONFERENCE

Ttte

Pasre
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600 BULLS WILL BE

(lij

IN

EASE LAME BACKS

I

The ABKoelnted Tren.)

Mexico City, Nov. 4. More than
601 native fighting bulls representing an aggregate value of $425,000.
will be used, in the various bull-

can't do your best when

YOU

back ana every muscle
aches with fatigue.
Apply Sloan's Liniment freely, vrilk
cut rubbing, and enjoy a penetrative;
th5
fights to be held throughout
glow of warmth and comfort.
republic of Moxico during tho comGood for rheumatism, neuralgia,
G.
Jacobo
Don
season,
says
ing
aches and pains,
and
I'rantI, agent of ono of the largest sprains sorestrains,
muscles, stiff joints and
in Mex- sciatica,
breeding establishments
the after effect of weather exposure.
ico.

Senor Prantl declares that the I For forty years pain's enemy. Ah
national sport Is Increasing rather your neighbor. Keep Shan't handy,
than decreasing In popular favor.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40. j
Although an enthusiast for the
"the
terms
he
which
grandsport
est of all In the world," Senor
Prnntl Joins In the objections
raised almost unanimously by for---'
f(Pair
eigners here against the use of
VerunmJ
J.
horses which now are pushed
blindfolded and shivering Into the
path of the infuriated bulla.

i

--

I

GROCERY

KAKIi'S

4iIC1 II
ill

BULLETIN

REMEMBER
I'll Always Do Better

at

KAHN S

GROCETERIA

SElF-SE- Hi

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

109 North First Street

Phone 353

MATHEW CORBETT, 68,
SPORTSMAN, IS DEAD
The

USE SLOAN'S TO

FIGHTS IN
MEXICOJTHIS SEASON

USED

Saturday Specials!
SATURDAY SPECIALS!

SATURDAY SPECIALS!

Awlntd Pre.)

(By
New York, Nov. 4. Matthew
MetCorbett, 68, president of the and
ropolitan Racing association
one of the best known sportsmen
in the country, died at his home
here last night.
For more than forty years Mr.
Corbett was' a thoroughbred horso
owner. He also was prominent in
circles for
New York political
many years. Ho leaves a widow
and a son.

Lux Washing; Powder, each pkg
Atlas Oats, small pkg
Atlas Oats, large pkg
National Oats, small pkg
National Oats, large pkg
Quaker Oats, small pkg
Quaker Oats, large .pkg..
SPUDS!
SPUDS!
Sack
Each 100-lBelief lower Apples, each box
Peas, Fort Brand Sweet Wrinkled, can
Peas, Pinnacle Brand, each can
Peas, Pinnacle Brand, 8 cans for...
Beans, J. S. B. String, each can
Beans, Essex Brand of String Beans, can
Tomatoes, Solid Pack, No. 2 can
Tomatoes, Solid Pack, 8 No. 2 cans

Exhibition baseball games played by Texas leaguers In Mexico
hom-bre- s
proved a mighty frost. The
couldn't Rot the idea of paying real money to see a ball game.

b.

If

.8c
;.12c
c

...12c
...;.29c
...13c
30c

A

j).le4:U

..$2.98
25c
15c
$1.00
29c
17c
13c
$1.00

slm-nles-

;4

8

SATURDAY SPECIALS! SATURDAY SPECIALS!
SOUPS Tomato, Chicken and
1 Of
Vegetable, each can
.. .29c
Sunkist Pineapple, large No, 2i2 can
..24c
Sunkist Pineapple, small No. 2 can
t..27c
Puyallup Loganberries, each can
..27c
Puyallup Blackberries, each can
(I "J
Our Every Day Price on Sugar
A
Is 16 Pounds for
..$1
Soap, P. & G. Naptha, 16 bars for
$1
Soap, Sodate, 16 bars for
$1
Soap, Crystal White, 17 bars for

Bakers Cocoa

LITTLE

BENNY'S
lee

AND

Bakers Chocolate

cut-anf-

rediscount'rate

ccr-tcn-

reduced

1- -2

per cent

Appeal strongly to the
healthy appetites created by
vigorous exercise
in the open air.
(They are the
most satisfactory
of all the food
drinks, as they
have a most delicious flavor and
u.. ,n. " aroma and are
nutritious and wholesome.
MADE ONLY

bo-fo- re

MILK

m

no-go-

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.

1

Phone

ecause It's "Rich and Hellow"
'

Established

Sell

We

BY

CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE

1780

The Highest Grade Macaroni

DORCHESTER, MASS.
Booklet

of Choice

Recipes sent

Egg

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products!

fret

Where Quality Boots and Shoes Are Sold For Less
IN

EVERYTHING

Women', and
Grown Girl', Boots

$5

S

Brown or black, Eng.
lish and broad toes.
low or Military Heels;
S
au mirm 2

WoiWs
ronr

1

MANUFACTURERS SALE

choice of brown
nd srey
Kla. brown
Kid and Pattent- - Louls Heel; all
! 1

z-8-

8

SHOE
301 N.

$4 Boys'

Sh'

Dress

or Blucher
English
ityies; brown or black;
all sizes,
6.

$2-4-

Come in Black Kid
with Military Heels, all
sizes

jr

JT

fxlJ

$2.49

9

$6 Men'. Dress

nrofirri zjii&ri
W AWB

1 II I
H
Brown and black Calf- fJShJSAXAffSitf
akin. Goodyear welted
aZfcTTW E
soles, rubber heels; all
1
ttyles; all sizes,

f
LJ

1.

S3.98

50.

to

$4.00 Women's ' Oxfords
2-- 8.

I

$3.49

STORE

First St., and Save 25

'

rJHA

T

l

"

R.

T

V

Lj V

jXyJn

in

.

grown or black calf- ikIn and sun metal:
broad or En&lsh toea
111

slzes-

-

$2.49

shoes
sfer
imi
"iri
V
Bsmi flbaJS
lr
J&jKmA-w-

TTASk"

301 NORTH

'

$2'50 Children's

flki HT r
1

Dre

BtS

O ES

M

FOR MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
Buy Your Footwear from the

bones-and-wat- er

1- -2

Washing Powder, Star Naptha, large pkg...... .23c
23c
Washing Powder, Gold Dust, large pkg
29c
Washing Powder, Pearline, large pkg
Watch for next Thursday's Paper and cut out your
Crisco Coupons. Bring the coupons to us. They
represent a THIRTY CENT allowance on each
can of Crisco. This a real saving.

WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

1- -2

Specials!

Saturday

Pt7

W?

1

1

M

Cfi

4

FIRST STREET

Come in black and
brown; extension welt- ed soles; all sizes to

S1fi0

4.

Albuquerque Horning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
.lOlR.NAL PIRIJSH1NO COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAOEE.
President.
Secretary.
. ...Business
D. A. MACPHERSON.
Manager
CARL C. MAIiKhi
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Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.
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matter at the postofflce
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Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c:
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Directory.
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
in tne year.
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of all news credited to
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
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be rescued

matter what the cause
of Its present condition, the fact remains that a
pulmotor Is needed.
A director is credited with the statement that
plural memberships have nothing to do with the
present apathy. How does he know that to be true?
Ask ten men the cause of their lack of Interest.
Nine of them will Fay that It Is because the chamber is controlled by a few men. Is It an excuse?
Then remove the excuse by abolishing the plural-vot- e
and resuscitated at once.

II?

6, 1921

CHAMIlKR OF COMMERCE AGAIN.

The Clinmbcr of Commerce should

i

r

Till:

No

system.
True, these plum! memberships are voted only
when balloting for directors. But the directors control the whola organization. It Is useless to claim
that there Is not a disaffection on this subject. If
the commercial body must die on their hands before these men release their hold on it, time is all
that Is necessary to produce the needed result.
The men holding these plural memberships are
our leading citizens. The Chamber of Commerce
can not get on without them and their financial
support. But they are too busy to be the active
force in doing things. Younger men will not work
unless they have a deciding part in the policy which
is to be carried out.
If the present directors, who are distinguished
citizens, could command the support of tho rank
and file under the present system, we would be content. It is proven that they can not. The same
men, elected by a popular and democratic vote, have
the ability to make the club a success. It is tho
system, not the personnel, which is at fault.
There should be a canvass for new members on
the basis of one vote per member with the balance
of the contribution given to a service fund. It
should be understood that a new election of directors will follow the canvass so that all new members may participate.
Popularize this body and it
will command the support and sympathy of the
people.
It is not dcslrablp that the present holders of
plural membership withdraw their financial supThey are needed. A change
port and
by addition instead of by substitution Is what 13
desired.
If there are eleAlbuquerque need3 team-worments In tho community which can not
for the public good, their difficulties should be sufficiently reconciled so that they can work together
e
concern. It Is
in matters of mutual and
unbelievable that men, whatever their personal differences, will refuse to work together to build Albuquerque.
We need a revival of city pride and civic enWe are in fine shape,
thusiasm and
to take on a rapid growth and an early return to
prosperity. A little hcadwork and a fair degree
of unselfishness is all that is needed.
Gentle reader, resolve Individually this glorious
November morning, that you will lend a hand In
community building. Our city will be any that 200
men, working together, may decide that they want
It to be.
city-wid-

J

i

ii

THE BUREAU OF CHARITIES.

FLIMSY FOUNDATION.
The recent portrayal by a former vice consul
general of the sufferings of 500 former American
soldiers who were alleged to be languishing
French prisons appears to have been based mainly
on imagination. An Investigation reveals that mere
are eight men in French prisons who served with
the American army, but why, under the circum
stances, the fact should be made a matter of horror,
u not natent. The names of the men are given
tnirethpr with the offenses for which they were
convicted and the sentences Imposed. All the crimes
were committed in 1920 with two exceptions, u is
evident that these men were discharged from tho
army before they engaged in crime. It is regrettable
If men who had rendered patriotic service in time
of war should so depart from rectitude as to engage
in robbery, the offense with which the major portion
chm eed. hut if thev did. why waste pity on them?
w do not excuse a soldier's crime. Should we cen
sure the French for a like attitude?
A man who bared his body to the bullets of the
Germans should possess character that would ,cause
him to shun crime. If such a one is weak and falls
Into temptation it is right that a penalty shoull
be paid. The offense of these men is the worss
n thnt it was committed In the domain or our as
sociate In the war. Their acts tend to cast reflection
on the millions of American soldiers who were in
vit dirt not transgress the law. Were Anteri
or.., former soldiers unjustly imprisoned in Franco
reor elsewhere such an Incident would arouse our
sentment Justly, but we fall to discern on the evidence presented why the matter is worthy of notice.
It seems to have been an instance of erecting a tale
What
of horror on a flimsy and unstable foundation.
not
could have been tho actuating motive is

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
THINK HOW HARD THEY TALK.
GOSH!
.
t
.nmo,i, (ho linemnlovmcnt
II CUltKICSB 111'-....."j
situation It should Imitate charity and begin at
home. Nashville i'ennessean.
JUST HAND IT TO LILLIAN!
doesn't look to be a
They say Lillian Russell
20 years
day over 35, and they were saying that
ago. Minneapolis Tribune.
4

nERE'S HOPING HE WILL.
The health of Clemenceau is reported excellent " "The Tiger" is so hale and hearty he may
last until the next war. Birmingham
LET'S BUY A DOZEN.
Prices certainly are coming down when scats on
the New York stock exchange have dropped $10,000
to a paltry 180,000. Indianapolis Star.

HE'S NOT SO FRAGILE AS THAT.
Senator Glass is proposed as chairman of On
democratic national committee notwithstanding that
they handle the chairman roughly sometimes.
Pittsburgh

Gazette-Time-

s.

tax commission should Immediately
confirm this levy. It does not impose an added
burden on the people of Bernalillo county. They
already carry this expense. This levy properly distributes the burden.
The above is predicated on the presumption that
this levy can be made legally.
"WHOM THE GODS WOULD

DESTROY"

A series of mistakes often results in men's undoing.
Perhaps they have been rich, Influential
and compellingly powerful. They have grown accustomed to having their own way, even If it required tho annihilation of those who crosset them
in their purposes.
Then, of a sudden, an obstacle has crossed their
paths which seems to offer resistance to being annihilated. At once they see red. With nose close
to the ground and horns extended they charge the
enemy as a mad bull charges a railroad locomotiva.
All sense of proportion Is gone; all the carefulness
which built them up is thrown to the winds; all
ideas of prudent conciliations are forgotten. To
crush and mangle the object of their anger is the
only consideration.
"Whom the gods would destroy, they first make

mad."

GOOD

NEWS FROM WEST VIRGINIA.

Many persons throughout the country must have
grained the impression from the accounts sent out
of the recent labor disturbance that the mining
counties in the southwestern part are a benighted,
lawless region. It is with pleasure, therefore, that
one notes the wide publicity which Is being given
another kind of story which has been sent out from
the same section a story of enthusiasm for good
roads and good schools.
Good roads are of the first importance.
Once
they have been established schools will naturally
follow. Moonshlnlng, feuds and other forms of
lawlessness have flourished in the mountains largely because the people living there were cut off from
communication with the remainder of the country.
Isolated, they were out of touch with the trend of
modern thoupht and came to be more or less of a
law to themselves. Now the trails are being transformed Into highways, and new railroads are reaching into the mountains to tap the rich coal deposits.
With this broadening of their horizon, the people
have lost sympathy with lawlessness, as is attested
by the fact that 1.239 citizens volunteered for service to preserve order in Logan county during tho
late miners' troubles.
There has been considerable Illiteracy because
tho West Virginia compulsory education law does
not require a child to go to school if the nearest one
is more than two miles away, and there are many

MARSHAL FOCH.

(From the Chicago Tribune.)
The welcome which Marshal Foch receives in
merlca is a spontaneous tribute to a great patriot
emiand a great soldier. He, after all, is the most sided
nent figure of the world war, the hero who wl
the sword of victory. As commander in chief of a.l
the allied armies, as the strategist and tactician
whose genius directed the onslaught which brought
concepvictory, as the great theorist of war whose
tions dominated the military leadership which finalhisly prevailed, Ferdinand Foch will go down in
tory among the greatest of soldiers. Professionalas
exact
his
to
as
place
students of war will differ
Napothey differ even as to Caesar, Hannibal, or
leon. But in history and In that legend, which is
than hisperhaps more potent over men's minds
tory, his name will shine down ages with the brightness of a star of first magnitude.
To Americans, Foch is not only the greatest soldier of the war, he is also the patriot who never for
a moment yielded to discouragement, the patriot
whose passionate devotion to his country is without
flaw. It is our perception of moral qualities, of
supreme strength, conquering resolution, profound
lovo of country, and faith in the Invincible might
of the moral nature of man which raises him higher
in our admiration than any Intellectual genius in
the science of war could do.
Foch Is with us and those who are able to see
him in the flesh will pass the memory down to their
children and children's children, as did those who
saw Lincoln and Grant. America appreciates the
fact that the great soldier has been willing to make
the long Journey to see our ..America, to greet the
soldiers of whom we are proud as his comrades in
and to receive the spontaneous
the great
tribute of our admiration and gratitude.

veg'e,

u.

43.

43;

....

92.

Boston, Nov. 4. The Commer
cial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
The government wool auction
has been the center of attention this
week and the strong; sale which resulted
shows the fundamental
soundness of the American market.
The business privately has also
been of fair proportions and at
fully firm prices, with medium to
ow grades tending to strengthen.
In the goods market there Is little
change.
Scoured basis:
Texas Fine 12 months, 45
75c; fine 8 months, B560c.
Territory Fine staple choice, 80
ff!85c: half blood combing, 68
blood combing,
2c:
0(fP55c: quarter blood combing, 38
r.
pocket tho sharp, pointed apple-core- (wizc: fine and fine medium clotn
ng, 60 65c: fine and fine medium
"How do you use it?" asked the French combing, 65 70c
Pulled Delaine, 80in85c; AA,
'Gator, letting go of the bunny and
leaning closer, so anxious was he 70fi80c: A supers. 60i370c.
to see how a core could be taken
Mohair Best combing, 26 0300;
out of an apple.
best carding, 22 25c.
"This is how it is done," went
DUN'S WEEKLY REVIEW.
on Uncle Wiggily.
Taking tho
corer firmly in his paw, Uncle
-- Dun's
toNew
York, Nov,
WlKgily leaned over, but, instead
of gouging the core out of the ap- morrow will say:
Response to the constructive
ple the bunny gentleman stuck the
corer in the soft and tender ribs forces In the economic situation
not come aulckly but evl
does
of the Skillery Scallery chap anl
The
began to twist and turn it. Just as dences of revival multiply.
recovery would be moro rapid If
Nurse Jane would have done.
were
present, yet
"Oh, wouch. Oh, smouch! Oh, fewer restraints
what are you doing?" howled tho the gain is fairly steady and there
A
'Gator. "Oh, ha! ha!" and he had is promise of its continuance.
to laugh, though he didn't want to. further lowering of money rates
"What are you doing?" he howled. this week, reflecting the strength
"Just trying to take the bad core ened banking position, is an enout of you!" chuckled the bunny. couraging factor, and a lessening
And before the 'Gator could stop of price unsettlement makes ior
in dif
laughing and grab him again Un- more confident operations
cle Wittily caught up the apple, ferent quarters. While all statisti
do not reveal the
and, with the
away cal barometers
he hopped safely to his bungalow, Imnrovement in business, records
inwhere Nurse Jane baked the apple of production in several basic
dustries are distinctly better, and a
in the oven.
"But I certainly had a great ad- larger employment of manufacturreduce the
said the bunny that ing capacity tends to The
venture,"
latter is
of idle labor.
night. And if the letter carrier volume such
still
of
nroportlons as to exert
doesn't put a postage stamp on our
on the public
front door mat and send it to the a potent influence but
retail distrimilkman to let his horse sleep on, purchasing power,
stimulated as
I'll tell you next about Uncle Wig- - bution is somewhat and
offerings
winter approaches,
guy anu tne leaves.
of goods at prices satisfactory to
consumers are being absorbed with
freedom.
Weekly
considerable
bank clearings, $6,831,650,000.
three-eight-

apple when It fell, or I might hava
sneezed," thought the bunny. "So

Bedtime Storieb

far

For Little Ones

all is well.

Now for the

It did not take him long to hop
store where they
to the
ten-ce- nt

sold everything for nine cents, and
soon he had bought the shiny,
sharp, tin apple corer.
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
"Oh, what fun I am going to
Newspaper Syndicate.
have!" said Uncle Wiggily to himself, as he hopped over the fields
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
on his way to his hollow stump
APPLE.
bungalow.
more fun than I am going
'What do you say, Uncle Wlg- - to "No
have!" suddenly growled a
asked
gily, to baked apples?"
voice.
harsh
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy ona
"I beg pardon! What was that
morning, as the rabbit gentleman
asked the bunny.
was putting a little stove polish last"I remark?"
you weren't going to
on his tall silk hat, to make it have said more
any
fjn than I am golook shiny.
to have," went on the speaker,
ing
to
baked
apI
say
"What do
"for I'm going to nibble your
ples?"
repeated Mr. Longears. ears!"
"Why, I always say, 'pleased to
With that, out from behind a
meet you! Do you mind if I sprinrock, crawled the Skillery
kle a bit of sugar on you? Call big
with humps on
Scallery
after
And
saying his tall. Alligator,
then,
again!'
He grabbed the bunny
that. I generally eat the apple."
by his ears, and, In doing so. the
"Well, you can do that now, if big apple fell out of Undo
you will bring me the apple and
pocket,
a thing to take the core out of the
"What are you going to do
middle," went on the muskrat lady play ball?" asked the 'Gator. "If
housekeeper,
"What do you mean take the
core out of the middle?" asked the
rabbit gentleman, puzzled like.
"Why, I never leave the hard
core and seeds in the apples I
bake." explained Miss Fuzzy Wuzstore you can
zy. "At the
buy an apple corer. It's a thing
like a cookie cutter, only longer
and thinner. It is hollow and is
sharp on the edges, with a handle
to hold It by. You stick the sharp
edge down the middle of the apple, turn the handle and out comes
the core In one piece."
ex"Oh, now I remember!"
claimed the bunny. "And in the
hole left in the apple, when the
core comes out, put cream and
By Howard B. Gaiis

Vv'ig-gily- 's

ten-ce-

nt

sugar."
"That's It!' laughed Nurse Jane
"Trust you to remember when
there's any sugar in It."
That's itriauhfiiNttKefoa
"Oh, this is going to be Just perfectly scrumptious!"
laughed the
can
tell
"I
that!
I'll hop
bunny.
along at once and get you an ap- you are I don't mind having a
game before I go to my den to
ple to bake."
"And don't forget the
take my long winter sleep. 1
at the
store," should have gone some time ago,
went on Nurse Jane.
but I'm glad I waited, for I met
"I'll get that, too," promised Mr. you. Do you want to play ball?"
"That isn't a ball," sadly said
Longears.
His first thought was to get the Uncle Wiggily. "It is an apple,
no
for
without
matter
and Nurse Jane was going to take
apple,
that,
how many
he had, the core out for me and bake It.
there would be nothing for him to But now alas! Boo boo!"
ut

ten-ce-

ts

eat. So along hopped the bunny,
over the fields and through the
woods, until, after a while, he
came to a farmer's yard.
As it happened there was one
fine, big apple left on one of the
trees, and Uncle Wiggily, knowing tho farmer did not want it, or
he would not have left it out in
tho cold so long, threw stones at
the apple until It fell down "ker-

"Oh, don't feel badly!"

begged

the 'Gator, crying false tears as
large as plums. "I'll roast the apple for you myself and eat It when
I nibble your cars. But what is
this about takin.-- r out the core?
Can you do that without cutting
tho whole apple?"

"Very easily. Let me show you,"
spoke the bunny, as a sudden plan
came into his mind for playing a
,
trick on the bad chap. "This Is
thump!"
"It's a good thing my pink, vhat I use," went on Uncle Wigtwinkling nose wasn't under that gily, as he took from his other

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

Boss wwo ttllV
fLits
T TOttiDLe.
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Now the wild aster, purpling hill and plain,
Flings boldly Autumn's bannerets amain,
Flaunting her gage to reign.
Below the bluff where Summer set her loom,
And prodigal marsh lilies spent their bloom,
The cattail waves its plume.
Down all the quiet alleys of the wood
The fallen leaves fly In a gusty brood,
As Dlan draws her hood.
And in her light, reflected manifold,,
Are set great nuggets in the stubbled mould,
Rich Autumn's hoard of gold!
Maurice Morris in N. Y. Herald.

4s,

4s,

THE PUMPKIN.

GREEKS TALKED IN THEIR SLEEP.
The board of county commissioners Is to be comThe Greeks claim to have destroyed 15 Turkish
on
mended for placing a half-mithe
county divisions In a battle of eight days. Were the Turks
levy
for the maintenance of relief and charity work in all asleep? Pittsburgh Dispatch.
the county. Voluntary contributions do not equitably distribute the burden of caring for the unDAY
fortunate. All should contribute in proportion to EDITORIAL OF
their ability to pay. A tax levy accomplishes thia
The state

3s,

4s,

VERSE OF TODAY

THE

in

Issues in which the short Interest! More attention was given to the
was believed to be dominant moved movement fostered by bankers and
hesitatingly, but became heavy in government officials to aid farmthe final hour, when call money ers in holding corn for better
rose from 5 to 5
per cent. Sales prices.
Provisions reflected the firmness
amounted to 575,000 shares.
The foreign exchanges were fea of hog values.
Closing
in
prices:
tured by another slump
German
Wheat Dec, $1.01; May, $1.08.
marks to .43 cents, and weakness
Corn Dec, 46c; May, 61 c.
in Greek and central F.uropean reOats Dec, 31 He; May, 36 He
mittances.
and
British, French
Pork Jan., $15.00.
Italian bills were firm. ImproveLard Jan., $8.90; March. $9. IS.
ment in sterling being associated
Ribs Jan., $7.60; May, $7.90.
with latest aspects of the Irish sit
uation,
NEW YORK COTTON.
Closing prices:
29
American Can
New York, Nov. 4. Cotton fuAmerican Smelting & Ttef'g.. 89fc
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 85H tures closed barely steady. Dec,
18.40;
Jan., 18.22; March, 18.16;
109
American Tel. & Tel
American Zinc
8ij May, 17.88; July. 17.42.
42
Anaconda Copper
LIBERTY BONDS.
85
Atchison
37
Baltimore & Ohio
New
York. Nov. i T.lhortv
66
Bethlehem Steel "B"
bonds closed:
$93.70; first 4s,
13
Butte & Superior
$93.90; second 4s, $93.90;
43
first
California Petroleum
$94.14;
second
114
Cnnadian Pacific
third His. $96.56; .fourth $94.38;
29
Central Leather
?94.42; Victory
55
$99.92; VicChesapeake & Ohio
$99.94.
tory
23
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
26
Chlno Copper
NEW YORK MONEY.
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64
Crucible Steel
New
York, Nov. 4. Call mnnew
7
Cuba Cane Sugar
Firm. High and last loan. E(
M
Erie
per cent; low and ruling rate S per
12
Great Northern pfd
cent; closing bid, 5 to 5V4 per cent.
36
Inspiration Copper
iime mans easier. Sixty days,
49
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
to BV per cent: 90 davs
and 1t
23
Kennecott Copper
5
to 6
months,
Per cent: tirlma
&
107
Louisville
Nashville
mercantile paper, 5
to 5
105
Mexican Petroleum
per
cent.
22
Miami Copper
18
Missouri Pacific
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
54
Montana Power
71 TA
New York Central
New York. Nov. 4. Foreltrn
74
Northern Pacific
Great Britain,'
Irregular.
., 34 change
Pennsylvania .
demand,
$3.93; cables. $3.93.
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 84
France
demand,
7.38;
69
cables,
Reading
50 U 7.38.
Italy demand, 4.08:
Republic Iron & Steel
4.09.
cables,
Belgian
22
Sinclair Oil & Refining
demand,
7.14. Germany de78
Southern Pacific
7.13; cables,cables,
mand,
Holland
18
Southern Railway
demand, 84.60; cables, 84.86. Nor74
Studebaker Corporation
13.65.
Sweden' deway demand,
42
Texas Company
mand. 23.10. Denmark demand,
59
Tobacco Products ,
18.60.
Switzerland demand, 18.66.
121
Union Pacific
Spain demand. 18.60. Greece de80
United States Steel
mand, 4.15. Argentina demand,
Eg
Utah Copper
32.50. Brazil demand 13.12. Montreal,
BOSTON WOOL.

OUTSIDE THE DOOR OF THE JURY ROOM

places where schools have not been established
within that distance. But the state superintendent
of education, a mountain man himself, is working
energetically to remedy conditions, and in some localities bus lines have been established to transport
the children.
These things will tell. The mountain people
have heard the call of progress and are responding.
Lawlessness cannot survive In such an atmospner

ll

:
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THE MARKETS

(B.t The AsRorialrd
New York, Nov. 4.

'reas.)

Trading in
bonds again overshadowed dealings
in all other securities on the stock
exchange today. Various domestic
and foreign issues floated during
the war registered highest prices
for a year or more.
Liberty bonds and Victory notes
continued to move forwards under
the Impetus given the investment
demand by nationwide Indications
of easier credit condition.
Most
of the Liberty series at their new
higher records, showed extreme
gains of ten to 100 points. Victory
were at their maximum for
the year and Victory
duplicated yesterday's record quotation
of par.
Among the foreign bonds many
of which suffered acute depression
while the war was in an uncertain
stage today's strength was most
marked in French government 8s
these gaining 1
and Belgian
and three points, respectively.
Other European bonds, including
many municipal issues, displayed
notable strength and Chilean government 8s sold at premium over
yesterday's subscription price.
Railroad bonds and similar issues
of domestic companies were only
moderately better, reflecting the
uncertain tone of the stock market.
Total sales, par value, $22,275,000.
Dealings in stocks were altogether
govorned by technical conditions.

3a

4s

7s,

CHICAGO BOARD

OF

TRADE.

NEW YORK METALS,
New
Steady.

nearby,

ko cw.ivur

nor f nwt'w

later,

13c;

4

1313.o.

69v

CHICAGO PRODUCa
Chicago, Nov.

..

Potatoes Mar78 car.
Receipts
Total U. S. shipments, 782. Northern white, sacked and bulk, $1.60
1.75 cwt.; North Dakota, $1.60
1.65 cwt.; Minnesota and North Dakota Red river Ohios, $1.551.65
cwt.; South Dakota round whites,
1.35 cwt.
$1.00
4

ket unsettled.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
-- Butter anfl
Kansas City. Nov.
eggs unchanged.
Poultry Hens lc lower, 16
21c; springs and turkeys

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 4. Cattle ReMarket slow, gener3,000.
ceipts
Beef
plain.
ally steady, quality
steers of quality selling largely at
veal
calves steady to
$6.508.25;
strong, best vealers to packers
around $11.00 11.25; to outsider,

$11.7512.00.

Market
Hogs Receipts 28,000.
fairly active, steady to 10c higher
than yesterday's
average, mostly
10c higher; light lights and pigs
10c to 15c higher.
Practical top,

$7.85; light lights up to $8.15; pigs
up to $8.30; bulk, $7.407.85; pigs
mostly 10c to 15c higher; bulk desirables, $8.16 8.25.
Native
9,000.
Sheep Receipts
lambs mostly
and fed western
no ranifers here; sheep
steady;
dragging. Fat lambs to packers
mostly at $9.00; some held higher;
fat ewes early mostly $3.504.60;
no choice lights here.

Denver Livestock.
Nov. 4. Cattle ReDenver,
ceipts 800. Market steady to weak.
Beef steers. $5.60 6.00; cows and
heifers, $3.50 0 5.00; calves, $5.60'
9.60; bulls, $2.00 3.00; stockera
and feeders. $4.606.00.
Sheep Receipts 17,200. Market
steady. Lambs. $7.50 8.25: ewes,
$2.60
4.25; feeder lambs, $7.00

Chicago. Nov. 4. Upturns of the
price of wheat took place today,
helped by Victory bonds at par and
by predictions of frost In Argentina. Closing quotations of wheat,
to
although unsettled, were
net higher, with December 8.00.
and May $1.06 to
$1.01 to $1.01

lc

2c

$1.06.

c and oats
o to
Corn gained
c to
c. Provisions finto
ished unchanged to 20o higher.
At first the wheat market showed a downward tendency)Sthe result of an accumulation of overnight orders to sell. The fact, however, that values had broken 11
cents a bushel within
a week
caused a reaction to be looked for
in many quarters, and the question
was raised whether any considerable part of the United States exportable surplus remained to be
disposed of, estimates being current that 20,000,000 to 50,000,000
bushels sold to the seaboard were
yet to be shipped. Par for Victory
bonds gave the wheat market a
decided stimulus at thia Juncture.
Dlspatchos saying the Argentine
wheat crop was at a critical stage
and that frost was looked for tonight counted also in favor of the
bulls. On the other hand, gossip
about disturbed foreign financial
conditions appeared to be acting
as more or less of a check on the
advance.
Corn and oats rallied with wheat.
Rural offerings of corn were light.
o

Good Health.
If you wish to enjoy good health,
keep your bowels regular. No on
can reasonably hope to feel well,
When needed.
when rnnntlnated.
take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
are mild and gentle.

ClnsiM
WANTED
JSSVSW'
WAM'mu Wv warn

Ads

House.

pruyer.y lu Hll; it
worth the money, we can move It. '
See our edvertieement under Reel Eitete
column; If your property were thus
It would move, wouldn't it t
J. L. Phllllpe. Ilea Eitate, lit South'
Third, phone JM--

MATTRESS RENOVATING
Hue cleanlns, rurnlture repairing furniture packing. Pboue 471. Errln Bed- din Company.

WALL PAPER CLEANING
EXI'EHT CLEANERS of wall paper and
Interior decorationi.
Houae
a apeclalty. Call Jonea, !03-- palntlnc

By Gene Byrnes

1

'

7ZJ7

I

nnr
"

"

nnn.
spot and

Tin Steady. Spot and nearby
$28.25; futures, $28.62.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 4. 19.
Zinc Steady. East St. Louis delivery, spot $4.70 4.80.
Antimony Spot, $4.76.
Foreign bar silver,
Mexican dollars, 53 c.

Trade Marie Registered U. 3. Patent Office)

f

York. Nov.
Electrolytic,

J
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MAWE b RlCHT- SHOULDN'T RUN
9 AObOOT THE HOOtE

.vO

I

fl.iA.

dOtT OREWs UP TON14HT
FOR DINNER AN" URPRljE.
I'LL

I

f

by the International News Bervloe.
O 8 Patent Office

1921

HER-IT'L-

NA.KE HE
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By

Rclptrwd

FEEL
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HA HUM,'!
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50! YOUtE
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George McManut

WELL VOO'LL. NOT
CET OUT OF THIb

)

'

HOUSE. TONIGHT ANO

4-

furnished.

- Room

house,

nished

fur-

... .$65.00
(55.00

apartment,
furnished
apartment,
furnished
.
5-

- Rooms

nished

j

j

135.00

A

furnished,
brick,
sleeping; porches to accommodate
for a
12 beds. Ideally located
rooming house. Will pay big per
on
cent
the investment. Priced .to
sell quick, $5,250.

Lowlands.

furnished

$100.00

house, fur-

SOME

REAL GOLD MINE

Seven-roo-

$25.00

$55.00

apartment,

ACH.KRSON

furnished

...,$25.00
Tell us what you want we may

Phono 414.

&

(JKiFFITH,
120 S. Fourth.

Realtors.

SHELLEY REALTY CO,

have It.

210

Chicken Ranch to Trade

D. T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
W. Gold.
I'hono 907--

Dandy place, close In, for chicken
business.
Yard
coops,
raising
brooders, laying houEe, plenty of
water, wind mill, a three room
house. A chance to beat II. C. L.
J. P. GILL.
115 S. Second
Phone 723-J.

FOR SALE
Double frame cottage, I rooms,
bath, glassed porch on each side, comrents for 180
pletely furnished;
month: East Central.
cement block bunga$0,000 Flvo-roolow, modern, fault In features, fireplace,
furnace: Fourth ward.
$6,300 Five-roowhits stucco bungalow,
modern, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fins location;
Fourth ward.
Soma good ranches for sals. Houses
and lots In all parts of the city. Business property and business opportunities.
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR.
Fire Insurance,
Automobile Insurance,
rlnle Clous, Burglary, Fublle Liability, Compensation Insurance.
Surety llondi.
Phone (71.
ftl South Fourth St.
$4,000

WE SELL THE EARTH
Call and see us before you buy.
We are sure to please you.

J.

110 S.

L.

PniLLIPS,
Real Estate.
I'hono
Third.

854--

V

AUTOMOBILE
Fijr"saLE

Convertible truck body for
Ford car. 411 South Fourth.
A-- l
FOK BALE Smith
condition. 607 South Second.
FOR BALE Ford touring car and Ford
truck. Inquire 710 Iorth Thirteenth.
FOR SALE Bulck light six, recontiv
overhauled: bargain. 016 North Third.
5
Bulck touring car;
FOR SALE
first-clas- s
Co.,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
city.
SALE
FOR
Our Nah six demonstrator,
Hoover Motor corrpany, 418 West Cop
per.
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 608
West Central.
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model,
will sell for 11,80
worth 13. J 00,
Phone 490-FOR SALE Chevrolet touring, "model
490" 1320; first-clas- s
condition, lot
Xorth Sycamore.
FOR SALE Oakland Six. 1910 model,
$2r,0.
Inquire Viaduct Oarage, Coal
avenue and Second.
Stmlebaktv
FOR SALE
touring car: good condition; rriced
r
right, for quick sale. Phone 1323-W- ,
call 114 Yale avenue.
new
car
with
SALE
1918
FOR
touring
top nnn uacK curiam; kiwu him, mm
mechanical condition, $250. See it at
tUll'Kei Auni noil rrupiJij vm
FOR BALE Ford
truck, driven
Moving
1.000 miles; priced to sell.
plant,
picture outfit: also a lighting
Phone lini-Delco. large sue.
I VILL completely overhaul your car
for 9S5.00. Work absolutely guaranFour
teed. I have no overhead expenses.
61-or
Fhons
expert mechanics.
637--

FOR FALE Two Bulck light sixes. 181
models, $760 snd $860; Ford truck.
Ford truck, worm drive.
8200; one-to- n
$400; Ford speedster. $200; Dodgs tour11
West Oold.
car.
$450.
ing
FOR SALE 1920 touring car with starter and lighting system; good tires, two
cords on rear; new top and back curtain;
excellent mechanical condition. $425. Bee
It at Qulckel Auto and Supply Co.

'miiNcEir

Foil

l

K

Garsga

best

location

"

flee.

FOR SALE OR TRADE A money-makin- g
store in ft booming town, not far
from Albuquerque; it will cost you about
$3,000. What have you? Address Mer
chant, rare .journal.
brick rooming
FOR KALE Two-stor- y
house snd residence combined, on large
lot near business section; room for
business building; a bargain at $M0O;
part terms. J. A. Hammond. 82$ East
Silver.
WANTED Lady or gentlemen partner.
for cracker-jac- k
with small capital
Can work
canvassing.
business. No
Excellent
profits.
Til Paso all winter
or address
Call
Worth Investigating.
Harry J. Rea. 605 North Second, city.
tabllshed
SALE Old
B7jifNEsTFOR
mcrcantll- - business. located on railroad.
alone.
nents
of
value
Improve
Will sell for
Good reason for selling. If Interested in
s
addr-postofflce
good-slxe- d
proposition.
bit 63S, Albuquerque.

"CARPENTERING

"

PETTlVoRD THE- - ODD JOB MAN.
Anv k nrt or worn, moots
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, painting and roof repairing. Phone
ROOF PAINTING;
HOUSE OR
reasonable pnoes.
flret-clse- s
work;
Houtn Hrosowav
1Q2Q
T
Brown
Oeore
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
so-vur
house repairra, can
right. No lou too large or too small.

WANTED
-

Rooms

"ro.,ni with
V'ATED Sy"- Decemb .r
home, T.lth
sleeping porch, in prlvats C'u-'er.rc
garage; reasonable. Addnss
Journal.
WANTED By young coupls, two furnished rooms for light housekeeping,
or ons sleeping room, cioss In; must bs
J. A. 8., cars
reasonable. Address
'

I

For

Rent-Room- s

with Board

ROOM AND

BOARD; also tnnio board;
home cooking. 209 North High.
NICELY
furnished roon. with board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Furnished room with table
board; rates for two people. 217 South
Fourth.
FOK KENT
Room
ana o.ierd. wilTi
41'
boord
sleeping porch: first-clas- s
P.nst Central.
FURNACE HEATED sleeping rooms,
close In; board if desired; rates reasonable. Phone 322-MIRAMONTES
ON THE MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persons
Phone 50o-J- l
FOR RENT Board and room fur one or
two gentlemen, on the Sawmill car line
820 North Twelfth.
FOR RENT Desirable room and porch,
with board, for gentleman convalescent.
105 Bouth Cedar
FOR RENT Nicely furnlsned r.iom with
board.
618 West
Lady preferred
Fruit. Phone 1472-W- .
JAMESONS RANCH Ideal location tor
few reservations
now
healthaeekers;
available
Phone 2238-- J
FOR RENT
Sleeping porch and room,
adjoining bath, with board; rates r5
month, loss East Central.
FOR REIJT Furnished rooms with or
without board; bath and phone. 315H
South Second.
Phone 820-FOURENT Room and board, with
sleeping porch, eastern exposure: tornv
210 South Walter.
reasonable
F R RENT Room anf slecplnij porch.
vlth board for convalescent'; genle-me- n
only; private home. Phone 2148-FOR-- RENT
vor.-n
Room and
with
board. 702 North Fifth; gold h.me-conke- d
meals. ROc each, or $9 er wek.
FOR RENT Sunny sleeping porch and
bed room, with board, for two; in pri- vate family; also garage. 623 South High.
FOR RENT Nicely
rooms
furnished
with steam heat snd first-clatable
1327-hoard. 110 Pouth Arno, noon
FOR
HEAI.THSEEKEHS Modern acnurse service.
with
commodations,
Casa ds Oro. SIS West Oold. phone S14-ONE OR TWO healthseekers can flirt
home-like
accommodoti ns in University Heights. Phone 216s J.
F'lR HENT Nice rooms with elecpliin
porches with board, for convalescents
Mrs. Rerd. 612 Soutb Brosdwsy. phon

"

CAN ACCOMMODATE
two men patients;
bed or convalescent: nurse's care; first-claboard; moderate. 1122 East Cen-

tral, east apartment.
DELIGHTFUL flf.EEPINOPORCH
and
bedroom, with board. In furnace-heate- d
home; reasonable; also table board.
1420 Eat Silver. Phone 1422-WOULD QtVE board, room and laundry
to office girl, high school girl or lady
otherwise employed for a few hours
work mornings
Call
end evenings.
2040--

in

Phone S7.
town.
FOR SALE Grocery store; good locat'i n.
cheap rent; doing good business. An
swer H.
!aro tfuuno.
FOR SALE Ons of the best business
properties In Albuquerque. Ill South
First street. Inaulrs si Ssvoy Hotel nf.

V

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
)n befors 11 a. m. mailed same day
Work In before 8 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
TUB RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(Ws want
representative Id TO'JH
territory.)

FOR CONVALESCENTS
One beautiful
apartment, sitting room, dressing room
and large sleeping porch, southern exposure, suitable for two people: steam
heat; excellent board: graduate nurse In
attendance. Rates 865 per month. 60D
West Oold, pl.ona 614-RESERVATIONS may now be had at
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates; 120
to 626 par week. Includes private room
with sleeping porch, connected with hath
and toilet.
General nursing, medical
care, excellent meals, tray service. All
rooms have steam heat, hot and 3ld
running water Phons 401. Dr. Murphcy.

FOR SALE

Poultry-Eff-

8

FOR SALT!
wenty R, I. Red Hens.
cos South Edith.
FOR BALK Nice fat
pullets, 80o to
si. an earn. B'ja onuin liroaaway.
does
SALE
FOR
and frying rab-- .
Bucks,
bits; hens and frying chickens. 710
Lead
West
FOR SALE Barred Rock fryers, pullets
and hens, 83o per pound; ducks, 4Cc
616 North Sec
pound. Phons 1615-J- .

ond.

FOR SALE Thirty-fiv- e
White Leghorn
hens, twelve Ancona and seven Black
Mlnorcso; also some mixed. 1500 South
High, phone 2301-A SPLENDID flock of bronse turkeys.
breeding birds; also young turkeys for
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dinuer,
H. IS. WatKlns, phons 241S-JRED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
cocksrels, pullets, hens and pens for breed
416 West Atlantic phons 148)-ing.
MY ENTIRE stock of S. C. It. I. Reds;
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels;
breeding pens or singles; purs bred C. P.
Hays stock, backed by generation of
prize winners in the best shows In the
country. H. B. Watklns. phons 5416-JLIVE or dressed poultry; come in snd
do your own picking:
always have
plenty on hand; our .ilao9 Is centrallynvolocated Just two blocks off Cent.-nue.
603 South' Brosdway.
Fat licnj.
0o per pound:
springs. 82o: yearling
roosters, 20c; fins stock of pullets, 86c.
Your turkey orders for Thanks giving ars
also solicited at reasonsble prices. Two
head of poultry or mors delivers,. II. e
Albuquerqus Poultry company, where
poultry Is sold right, 0J Sout.t

BUY

two extra
Six rooms, hallway,
large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
shade, close In, Highlands. This
place is an Ideal home. It Is so
for
arranged that it can be Used
two flats. Only $5,000 on reasonable terms. Don't overlook, this,
it's sure a buy.

Phono

459--

216 W.GoId.

J.

Mr. and Mrs. Healthseeker,
Small New House
In Highlands,
$2,460.00.

Nice living room with plenty of
kitchen with
convenient
windows,
built-i- n
features, oath room complete; idesl sleeping room where one
can get good fresh air and sun;
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the best; make a substantial payment down and move in. The house
la mads of adobe and Is stuccoed
wlme. It will be good snd warm
for this winter. See us without delay, as it will not last long on the
market.
D1ECKMANN
REALTY COMPANY
Realtors.
Heal Lstnte, Insurance, Loans.
Phone 670
809 IV. Oold Ave.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
Four room

modern
house,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n laundry tubs,
fa rage, full size lot, all for only
(3,800. Reasonable term.
--

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
2S W. Gold.
Phono 158.

60-fo-

BRAND NEW

FINE HOME SITE

new home of five
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, large living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure
Can you believe the price is
only $4,500?
Six room modern house to rent,

beautiful
lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to seo them? Call
3. A. IIAMMON'D,
821 E. Silver.
Phono 1522-R- .

A beautiful

$45.00.
$1,500
$1,200

J,

D.

211

V.

"A

to Loan
to Loan

BARGAIN"

Two-roo-

Keleher, Realtor,
Gold.

Two

Phone

410

Shingle Bungalow with
built-i- n
features; good coal and
chicken houses; large lot;
complete, only $950. Terms

WE INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.
If you knew the protection wo
can give you on your auto
policy for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would not be without it. If our salesmen do not
happen to seo you ask us
about it.
Second and Gold.
Phone
Let's Serve You Toduy.

McDox.u.n & wonsnAM,
Iteal Kstate, Insurance.
HOME
FINE
A REAL HOME
Phone 0B6-108 8. Third.
S rooms furnished,
glassed In porch The best one. four blocks fromn
On Luna Boulevard, five rooms
large frunt porch, fireplace, lawn. postofflce; eight rooms, glassed-iand sleeping porch, furnace, fire etc.
Good location
and priced
porch, steam heat, hardwood
place, hardwood floors, built-i- n
with termr
floors, two garages one homo.
FAMILY OP SIX
features, Garage, lawn, trees, for right
H. F. QILMORB
214 W. Gold
Fhone

Good terms.
R. McCT.I'GHAN, REALTOR,

$6,300.

204

Y.

Gold.

FOR RENT

Phone

4 12--

A

442--

J.

Rooma

FOR RENT
FOR RENT

$1200

170.

BUSINESS depression makes available
acoountant-book-keepAmerican
capable
FOR SALE Ranches
and stenographer, with thorough
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house,
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship:
detailed qualifications on request. Adseven rooms, stesm heated, electric
dress Results, Fostotflcs box 241, phons lights; on ten-acranch: In alfalfa and
286.
orchard. Address Postofflce box 377, or
"MONEY TO LOAN
pnons M07-RSPECIAL NOTICE
TO LOAN On watches,
IF LOOKING for a comfortable home
MONEtf
and a pleasant and profitable Estabguns and everything valuable
First.
918
South
Marcus.
lished
CO.
B.
Mr.
buslnsss, you osn secure same s,t
GILDKHSLBEWB JJLECTRIO
a
due
kinds,
til
bargain; four acres, two miles from
ELECTRICAL
of
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
supplies
FOUND
AND
LOST
osn
ws
postofflce, on main ditch, douoi. r usj,
to our low overhead sgpis,
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,W. 1st.
LOST BUI book, containing receipt
flottlleb Jewelry Co., 108
give yon bstter pricsa on fixtures, lamps, garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
also furniture;
car license and auto dray license; n wiring, supplies, etc Ws deliver. Fhons chickens and turkeys;
l.iana nn trfwalry. dia
T;L.it,iiMTIlt
will ssll on terms to responsible ..sopls.
1720-17 2D West Central.
ward If returned to 216 South First.
monds. watches. Liberty Bonds, plani.
Phone S416-Jon
a
Rothman
cord
One
FOUND
rates,
Lowest
casing,
Ooodyear
automobiles.
the stats highway, near the town of
7 south
First, Bonded to Jhs state.
SEWING MACHINES
Bernalillo: owner may call for Identifi
TYPEWRITERS
m
at 901 West Oold. City Realty Co.
cation
"FOR RENJ-5torrooMACHiNiSii
snd
TYPE WRITERb All makes overhauled SEWlNfl
repaired
.
store riTomT good"
and repaired, Ribbons for svery macleaned; psrts and supplies for sll
FOR
RENT
Miscellaneous
ExBurwork
all
chine.
C H
makes;
short or long time lease.
gusrsntssd.
Albuquerqus Typewriter
122 South Fourth, Morehead, phone HO-- J
411 W. Copper.
FOK HENI Garage, 710 West Lead. change, phone fOI-roughs Adding Machine Co.

voTfIl'Las

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
Somebody
good
money in this section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy paymcntg.
W. O. THAXTOX,
70S W. Mountain Road,
1 to 6 p. m.
8 to ( a. m.
Phone 761--

f

A HOME

616 West Copper.
Room.
Large front room. I488-K- .
FOR RENT foeverav unfurnished rooms.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 121 SuuUi
Walter, phone 2072-CASH BUYS
FOR ilENT Three
furnished
rooms;
modern. 1011 North First;
Five-roomodern house, furFORRENT Two furnished rooms. 1727
nished or unfurnished; fireWest Central, phone 1749-place and sleeping porch. NewFOR
RENT
Furnlsnea rooms. 218
out.
and
inside
decorated
ly
South Walter, phone 1867-Balance monthly
Close in.
FOR KENT Two or three rooms for
A. C. STARES
light housekeeping. 423 West Iron.
Heal Estate Insurance
FOR RENT Nicely furnlstied bed room.
Phone 168
319 W. Gold Ave.
close in. Phone 15S5-420 West Coal.
FURNISHED rooms, hot waterheat; no
'
414 West Sliver.
sick; no children.
FOR RENT -- Dwellings
FOR RENT Large furnished front room.
steam neat; suitable for two. Fhons
Two-rooF'oit'uEN"i,
house, furnished'. U76-W- .
Call 1318 South High.
FUR RENT Nice front room in mod
FOR RENT Five rooms ano, two gla
ern home, adjoining bath: no sick.
porches. 621 North Thirteenth.
Phons 1114
FOR RENT Two-roohouse, furnlsheaT
FOR RENT Clean, large room, private
1300 South Walter.
Call In rear.
entrance, next to bath; reasonable. 601
furnished house. South Edith.
FOR RENT Five-roo308
8outh First.
Oarage. Inquire at
J FOR
RENT Front room, private enom
Foil RENT Completely furnished-five-rotrance, adjoining bath, close in, 806
apartment; modern; quiet resi- N'Tth Edith.
dence district. 604 West Marble.
FOR KENT- - -- wj nice sleeping i..f.nifc,
four-rooFOR RENTifl-furnlshe- d
Pit ne ru3 J. 405
private
South Seventh.
h"U.ie, at 328 North Fourth.
Dr.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished oom, outThree-rooRENT
FOK
side entrance; also garage; no sick.
furnished
house, sleeping porch, 826; key at 706 1116 North Second.
Eost Santa Fe,
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch
Three-rooFOR
KENT
rurnlshed
114 North Edith,
adjoining bath.
house and bath, large sleeping porch. phone 2278-1117 East Central.
rTMniT"for
FOR RENT Twofu7nlshed
FOR RENT Five-roo61o
modern house,
light housekeeping; rcaiM.tole.
furnished. 804 South Walter. Inquire S'uth Arno.
814 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Nice room
with private
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bungalow,
family; with or without board. 807
very modern; glassed-i- n steeping porch, Nnrth Fourth.
fine place for sick. 803 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three modern furnished
rooms for light housekeeping.
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping
423
rooms wit sleeping porch, 634. Oil. West Santa Fe.
dersleeve Electric Co., phone 1720-FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
FOR RENT Five-roomodern brick
porch for housekeeping. Phone serv
house, unfurnished; basement, gas gar- - ice,
zii south High.
age. Apply 701 New York, phone 1462-FOR RENT Ronin end glassed-i- n
sleepFOR RENT House in south highlands;
ing porch: gentleman only. 224 South
three rooms, canvas sleeping porch, Wnlter St
Phone i272-furnished or unfurnished.
Apply 1206 FOR RENT Nicely
furnished room.
South Arno.
modern home.
Mrs. Fred Ham, 623
FOR RENT By December 16. to respon- North Second.
sible tenants completely
furnished, FOR RENT
Rooms, by the week; Ijr-nsfive-roohouse; garage.
Inquire at
heat. 118 4 Wsst Bilvor, jh ne
220 North High street, city.
FOR RENT Four rooms and slseplng
porctr, completely furnished; modern. FOR RENT Furnished rooms for ilght
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping
622 Smith High, call at 701 South High
porch. 318 West Silver.
or phons 12B1-after 8 p. m.
FOR
RENT Pleasant front bed room,
FOR RENT House; three good looms.
suitable for two; no sick, lie North
one glassed in for sleeping; modern,
except heat; garage, eoal hsuse, t28. Eleventh, phons 170-J- .
water paid; vacant November i. Inquire FOR RENT Two clean, well ventilated
406 South High.
rooms; water and
light furnished;
FOR RENT Five-roobrick home. close In. 40 West Iron.
bath, screened sleeping porch, window FOR RENT Nicely furnished
front
shsdes snd cosl range In house, newly
room, adjoining bath; prlvats sntrsncs;
201 South Arno.
decorated, garage, 80, water free. Call no sick.
at 220 North High.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
FOR RENT Bungalow of four rooms
sleeping porch, for two persons; oo
and two porches, located In Third children. 110 South Walnut. .
ward; will rent unfurnished on one FOR REM- - Well ventilated front room.
year lease to right party at 135 per
furn&cs
convenient to meals; no
month, city Realty Co., 207 West Oold, sick. 10J hsat,
Sout' Arno.
phone 607.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
WANTED Position
Theater, 211 j West Central.
EXPERIENCED stenographer desires
FOR RENT Modern nicely furnished bed
Phone 1168.
room, for young lady, employed, $10
WANTED Stenographlo
olerloal per month. 60(1 South Broadway.
and
work. Call 1666-FOR RENT OlaSBed-l- n
porch and two
WANTED Situation,
ej.uorUuced
by
airy rooms; board across street. 114
rn me B6&-cook,
North Maple, phone 1886-WANTED Laundry work to taks home, FOR RENT Nice
dressing room, steam
or by ths day. Phons 2101-- J.
heat .hot and cold water, with large
WANTED High sohool girl will csrs for sleeping porch. Phons SSGO-children aftsrnoons or svsnlngs. Phone FOB RENT Glassed sleeping porch with
1267-J- .
dressing room; board if desired; no
TRAINED NURSE will care for patient. objection to sick. 611 South High.
do light housswork; reasonable, Phons FOR RENT
Newly furnished room, pri1894-J- .
vate entrance to bath; furnace hsat.
WANTED Experienced cook, pastry and close In: reasonable. 415 South Third.
meat cutter, wants position. 816 South FOR RENT Display room, 87x70 feet:
First, Albuquerque Hotel.
all or any part of It. Apply to Fred
WANTED Lady wants good home; will Crollott. phone 678. 41S South Second.
help with lrousework, and cooking. FOR RENT Two furnished
ooms for
Address N. R, care Journal.
light housekeeping, to couple without
EXPERIENCED man cook wants camp children. 716 South Arno, phono H:"-,T- .
or hotel work: will go anywhere. Geo. WOODWORTH
furnished, moo
Newly
McCarty, 204 South Second.
clean rooms and housekeeping spsrt
WHITE WOMAN wants work, chamberments, by day, week or month,
tl!
honsawork, nursing. South Third.
maid, cooking,
Address B. M. Vf care Journal.
FOR RENT Two
furnished
modern
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and
rooms for housekeeping; no sick; nesr
WILLIAMS ft ZANO, high school.
208 North
keep books.
16 80 J.
Phons
room 8 Mellnl building. Phone 701-Arno.
NURSE with two ysirs' experience In ELGIN HOTEL
Sleeping rooms snd
and
hospital, wants position nursing
housekeeping apsrtmsnts. by ths dsy.
410
kee; :ng houss for hsaltbsssker.
wsek or month. (01
Wsst Csntral.
Scuth Edith.
In good
WHITE MAN wants Janitor work, mar- FOR RENT To gentleman
health and smployed; furnlshsd front
ried, good health, experienced church room,
Bouth Edith, a short distance
and school; taks anything. Call 668-rrom central,
Phons 1461-Jas. J. Votaw, ask for Kelly
WANTED Experienced girl wants to FOR RENT High-clas- s
room, north,
cook and do light housework for famsouth and ssst exposures, southesst
ily of adults; highlands preferred. In- sleeping porch; privets home; best resiquire at 417 South Arno, or phone dential district; horns privileges. Phons
IUZ1--

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

FOR SALE.
A bargain,
621 North Thirteenth street, $500 cut In price.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat.

It Is a bargain. Fart Terms.
W. IT. McMITXION,
2(16 West (Jold.

FRUIT

Houe

bALE
brick houss.
Norm Edith. Phons 3401-HFOR BALE OR TRADE Good Income
property. See owner, 61 West Copper.
Folt SALE Four-rooframe house,
and two sleeping oorches. at rfiu mt
Santa Fe; reasonable.
FOR SALE Sun house, almost new; first
wasa lumoer; can be used as sleeping
porch. Call at 101 South Walter.
FOR SALE Near car line and school,
four-roohouse, bain and sleeping
porch, garage. Phone 1308-Five-rooFOR
SALE
brick, barn,
chicken house, fruit trees, 143 feet
frontage. Inquire 1217 North Fifth.
I'Olt SALE Flvs-roomodern stucco
house, screened-l- n
sleeping porch, bock
an frun. porches, bath, lights and gas
B - owner, ts:l South Arno.
FOR SALEOR TRAmjDandy large loL
house. Juts of fruit, new hen
houss; real bargain for quick ssls; terms
aown.
1&20 North Second.
iuj
FOR SALE Furnished houses from J50
up; old houses, new houses, cl sri m
anJ tar tut, plenty of lota. 1'h me
ID14-215 K.irth Elm.
FOR BALE liy owner, 7U West Coal:
Frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, two
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms If desired. Phone 1S03-FOR SALE
New four-roomodern furnished cottage, on Bouth Walter, Jj'.'u
down snd
J. A
monthly payments.
Hammond, 824 East Silver, phone 1622-- lt
FOR SALE
Si OWN ER Five-roostucco, hardwood floors throughout;
large living room, extra large garage;
excellent condition,
tot West TIJeras
FUR

road.

FOR SALE At sacrifice, as ..wn.r is
modern
leaving city; my
home; all conveniences; West Central;
terms It desired. Address M. X, cars
Journal
FOR SALE OR TRADE By owner,
modern combinstlon brick snd
adobe house, well located in Fourth ward;
might tuke vacant lots in highlands or
good car; terms It desired. For appointment phone 1675-FOR SALE Furnished or unfurnished,
well built frame house, five rooms,
bath, two screened porches, esst front,
nicely arranged for two families, lllgli- lands. phone owner, '1669-W- .
FOR SALE By owner: four roomed
modern brick house with two large
porches garage, full lot, nice shade;
furnished or unfurnished; good location;
easy term. 806 South Edith.
NIOE SANTA FE'HOMJS"
FIVE rooms, large well-oul- lt
odern,
full basement, furnace, sleeping porch,
802
fruit, hundred feet by 180 feet cV-p- .
Hillside avenue, Santa Fe. Mrs. Prar.a.
IF YOU HAVE $1,000 you can get a nlca
home with ait city advantages, yet free
from the dust and noiss of ths downtown district.
Deal with owner and
save commission.
1708 North Fourth.
FOR SALE By owner, at bargain price,
new five-roostucco bungslow; good
location. Fourth ward; firs ptsce, oak
floors throughout; all wood work In ivory
enamel, only (750 cash and balance like
rent. Phone 1389-FOR SALE
brick, fins location, corner
lot, screened porches,
cemented cellar, large shads trees, sidewalks, street csrs: for quick sale $4,000
net to owner; $1,600 cash, balanca like
rent. This Is a bargain. 6!3 Wsst New
York.

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAFROM ALBUMENTALS
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order irr Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

SALE

FOR
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

High.
2413-R-

211

p. m.

0

PROFESSIONAL

HELP WANTED
Male.
WANTED

843.

NICE ROASTED
PINONS, 16 cents per
Robert Macpherson, 1114 West
pound.
Central.
FOR SALE Cabinet phonograph with
records; cheap; fine tone, 820 North
Twelfth.
FOR SALE Banner Hot Blast heater.
823 North Eleventh.
Inquire mornings

only.

SACRIFICE Man's complete evening
dress outfit new; medium site. 1309
North Seventh.
A few choice Navajo rugs,
FOR SALE
reasonable.
right from reservation;
208 South Arno.
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs. 75o per
dosen. at Ely's Poultry Yards, 623 8outh
Eighth, phons 1168.
and 6
FOR SALE Used tractocs,
wun gang plows.
iiwuwin wow
ment J. Korber A Co.
FOR 8ALE Home-mad- e
sausage and
fresh country pork, delivered to your
door.
Phons 1916-FOR SALE $90 cabinet
phonograph;
twenty-fiv- e
records, $60. Phone 1424-J- ,
or call 400 South Seventh.
BliV Y6UR Gltto
before the season
opens: fifty shotguns snd rifles to
select from. 116 West Gold.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. Theie
Is only one place to obtain it. Albuquerque Dairy Association. Phone 851.
and calFOK BALE
brut, buttermilk In
gallon
lage cheese; also fresh milk 1916-Phone
lota Swayns's Dairy.
lot
48x110;
FOR BALE Tent, 14x28,
pries $300; $70 cash, balance $10 per.
Sea me north end Seventh street this
week,

Kellyf

FOR SALE Ivory wicker baby stroller
and whits snamel baby carlole, with
mattresi, both good as new; half price.
1420 East Sllvsr.
FOR BALE A few selected Navajo ruga
and Oermantown
pillow tops direct
from reservation; good designs; bargains.
1005 East Central, phons 1419-"
SOFT SPOTS Heoland arch cushions
prsvsnt fallen insteps, cures all foot
troubles. II. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
Phone 1067-- J.
Co.. 408 West Central.
FOR SALE Good black coat, medium
sits and hat, suitable for elderly wom-salso large slr.e nurse's blue serge
uniform coat. Ill North Elm. Plrone

FOR BALE Five hundred shares of City
Electric Hallway, bslow par. Dr. R.
U Hust, N. T. Arroijo building.

"

Suits.

9.

Barnett

Building.

K. B. C. CLARKE,
Rye. Ear, Noso

and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phons 111.
Offlcs Hours
to 18
, and
i to I p. m.

am

IIl.

iMAKGAKhT

LfrRitTHfT

"

Office Grant Iiliig., Room 16. Phone 171.
Residence 1123 East Central
Phons 671.

W.

M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practlra Limited to
ws
GENITO . URINARY DISEASES
AND
News
DISEASE
Apply
OE THE SKIN
Agency, Santa
Fe Station.
Hassemian
Laboratory In Connection.
WANTED
Bank Bldg. Phono 88.
Young man st n igrapher, out Cltlens
town.
of

Annlv Mciiflfr.v

WANTED

Man and wife to work on
.......... ....... ,,n...
muruinK".
Call for Mis Preslar, nvvij
221 West Oold,
I'll.ifJB

CHIROPRACTORS

irrTt ARM E fN''W,S,V
hlroprnctor.
IB and

t.

WAN I ED

WANTED

Man and wife (Am.'rlean
to work on ranch, ab v Cuha;
house and cow furnished. See
t U!b-so- n
at 408 West Lead.

Armijo Hulldlng.

Miscellaneous

WANTED Puppy, male. Ill Roosevelt.
Wanted Carpeutei work. Job or days.
Phone 1032-I
WANTED Q oats' milk, dally, by ths
WANTED
Counter girl. Bracy's
quart. Phone 2400-JWANTED
Girl for housework, mornings. S' OVBS POLISH EL) ond set op. iOrvlo
705 West Lead.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
WANTED
housscleanlng work, floor
Experienced collar girl. Ex- - JANITOR for
waxing. J. W. Lowe, phone 1972-cminr uaunory.
WANTED
Exoerienced saleswoman. FOR PAINTINO. papor. hanging, tinting and fnrolturo refinishlnx cull 666.
nppiy at me Economist
Your garlugo.
ne 20-RWANTED
OirWnr g'one'ral housework. WANTED
or write C W. Hunter, general delivery.
oi'iy ait isorin Fifth.
WANTED
cook.
Experienced
Apply WANTED Washing by ths doien, to
take home, or to rough dry. Call
Mrs. Weinman, 706 West Copper.
1204-after 6:30 p. m.
WANTED
Maid for general housework.
WELDING AND CUTTING ot metals;
APPiy mornings at 823 West Copper.
welders'
also
snd carblds for
V, ANTED
Strong, practical nurse; must sale. N. M. Bteel supplies
Co., Inc., phone 1947-be thoroughly
Phons
experienced.
504-J- ,
414
WANTED TO LEASE Office rooms.
Rust Santa Fe.
suitable for professional office.
AdWA NTED
Cook, out of town; good
dress reply to "Professional," care
Apply morning. Call for Miss
Preslar. 221 West Oold, phono 720-STORE, at 81R South
EARN BOARD
Room and $10 month MAX BARGAIN
First, will pay ths highest prices for
while attending school; catalogue free.
second-han- d
your
clothing, shoes and
Mackay Business Collegs.
0614 Bouth furniture.
Phone 158.
Main, Los Angeles,
RUG CLEANERS
WANTED
Competent woman for light MATTRESSES renovated. 13 50 snd an,
housework and cooking: must be qualifurniture repairedand packed. Ervin
fied to act as companion for health-seeke- r.
Apply 805 East Central, after Bedding Co.. phone 471.
7 p. m.
BETTER KODAK
FINISHING It la
bstter.
Return postsgs psld on mail
EXPERIENCED ladles In
I have a proposition that orders. The Barnum studio, 21 9 H West
cartasslng;
win easily make you five to fifteen dol- Central, Albuquerque, N M,
lars a day. Act quick. Rea, 606 North WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Second.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction
Male and Female.
guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hsnna
WANTED
Solicitors.
Call in person. & Hanna.
Master Photographers.
Hanna's, 40F West Central.
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
CO. Windows cleaned
and
floors
FOR RENT Apartment
offices and houses
scrubbed; stores,
rates
reasonable
cleaned;
and
honest
i,
FOR RENT Furnished
at Postofflce box 101. phone A. Granone.work.
J52.
616 South Edith.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment, close
208
North Blxth.
Jn.
ROOF" WORK of all kinds Repairing
FOR RENT Apartment.
and painting, roofs built up, work guarCall at 616
South Edith St. No children.
Call 642, for man.
anteed.
FOR RENT Desirable rurntsned apartclose
no
ment,
sick. 316 N. Fifth
In;
FOR RENT Large, sunny housekeeping
DRESSMAKING
apartment., no sick taken. 603 North
Fourth.
WANTED Bowing at home or by the
mod-er- n
FC:t RENT Furnished
day. Phone 1916-314 HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Miapartment;, hot water heat
West Coal.
llinery, 200 South Broadway, ph. 107J-FOR RENT Modern rurnlshed apart- PLA1S
sewing mending or darning, by
ment at 618 South Edith.
Phone
day or take work home. Phone 1351-1429-l- t.
WANTED Dressmaking, by day or at
FOR RENT Desirable two-rooaparthome; children's sewing a sreclal- ment; no sick; no children. 1104 North ty.my 600
North Second, phone 1130-J- ,
Second.
DRESSMAKING
Ladles' tailoring; evenFOR RENT One large and ons small
ing dresses, beading and embroidering.
modern
216
furnished
apartment.
1823-Phone
Notth Seventh.
PLEATING, accordion, side ana bog;
FOR
KENT
Furnlsned
apartments,
N
mall ordera
Crane. SIS Nortfc
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque Seventh:
Crane Apartments, phone SI 4.
216 V,
Hotel,
North Second.
ORIGINAL INDIAN designs for emFOR RENT Two-rooapartment, 1'i.r-- stencilling; blouses, smocks
nlshed; hot and cold water and steam or broidery
1801
children's clothes. Phono 3S1-421
heat,
South Broadway.
East 8Hver.
FOR RENT Two rooms with glassed
LONE STAR AITO LINK
sleeping porch, for ilght housekeeping,
321 South Walter, phone 1670-The orange eolored cars, Engle, EleButts Dam and Hot Springs, N.
FOR RENT Apartment,
furnished or phant
M.
trains at Engle. leaving
unfurnished; two
large rooms and Hot Meet allat 11:30
a. m. and 2:S0 p. m.
8prings
410
Sixth.
North
sleeping porch. Apply
Dam drivers, best Dam ears on
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely theOldest
Dam
line.
We drive our own oars.
furnished for housekeeping; gas and
Writs for reservations at our expense,
coal range, desirable location.
616 West
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Props.
Coal.
Hot Springs. N. M.
FOR RENT Very desirable furnished
apartment, at Woodlawn apartments,
lt:a East Central. Call at 1315 or phone

ROOF AND IRON PAINT. 1575-Roof Kolsr; Roof Cement, stops leaks.
RENT Three large rooms, nicely
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottsgs FOR
furnished
good location;
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles. no sick. 221apartment,
North
Beventh, phone
Floor Paint. Satisfaction 2309-Homestead
FOR SALE Furniture
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co..
bed, oil stoves 408 West Central,
FOR RENT Furnished modern apartFOR SALE Three-quartphons 10E7-snd tables. 60S West Silver
ment, three rooms and bath, steam
heat. Averlll Apartments, 208 Vi North
FOR SALE A bed. mattress snd spring
PERSONAL
Second,
820-Boutlt
second.
Phons
8I6H
homes. Phone FOR RENT Two
private
with BARBERor
bed,
rooms, bar and largs
FOR SALE Double Iron
1481-- J
glassed sleeping porch, for housekeepsprings and mattress. 1124 East Cen- - STTTnv vniTMCU with
IT parish lnphflr!
two
1004
trsl.
ing;
prlvats entrances.
Either class or private Instruction. For
FOR SALE Oak tabls and thrss chairs,
South
call
at
Broadway,
(22
suitable for office or horns.
FOR RENT Ons small light housekeep-ln- g
Apply particulars
or phone 1R61-room 8. 81 8 H West Central.
apartment, or well furnished bed
WANT
To make trip by auto, Novemroo t with board; also garage. 1010 ForFOR SALE Wardrobe, dressers, roll-to- p
ber 11 or 13, with someone going to rest
new
phone i690. R.
desk, chiffoniers, beds, springs, first-claEatsncla (no Ford); reforences required. FOR RENT
cotton mattresses; complete line of
Nicely furnlshsd
used furniture, rifles and revolvers. Address Miss 10.. care Journal.
for housekeeping: bath,
apanment,
328 South First.
H HEMSTITCHING
and plcotlng attach- large scrcened-l- n porch;
two blocks from
ment, works on any sewing machine; business district; rent reasonable; no
FOR RENT Office Room easily adjusted; pries $2.60, with full In- sick. Inquire 806 West Kwl.
1081.
Uem Novelty Co., Box
Three-rooFOR
FOR RENT Office space or desk room. structions.
KENT
furnished
Texas.
apartment, with bath and two sleepvjuee in; rsasonaois.
auumi 4)i Corpus Chrlstl,
cara Journal.
ing porches, newly decorated Inside and
FOR
Livestock
SALE
out; water and lights pa'd, 828 East
FOK RENT Attractive
offlcs, steam
710 Coal.
Phons 159-furnished. FOR SALE Frosli Ilolstein cow.
and water
heat, light
North
Thirteenth.
Wright building, opposite postofflce.
FOR SALE Real Estate
FOR RENT Three very desirable offlcs FOR CALE Two fresn milk cows. 1423
Bouth
George Blake.
Rmadway
rooms, light, heat and water; will rent
FOR SALE Cheap. 60 foot lot. with
Cull between I
separately or as a whole. A. B, Mllnsr, FOR SALE Rabbits.
eight fruit trees, on Virginia boulevard.
and 11 a. m., 1724M West Central.
8131, West Central, phone 823.
Inquire 318 West Mountain road,
USE VELVA

1

DB. S. L. BURTON,
Mlseases of toe Sfomarfu

FOR SALE
Healing stove.
Hue, Gi.ilup, New Mexico.
Beer. 105 Norm First
- WANTED
Young man for'Train-neFOR SALE
Pigeons, red and yellow Carservice.

nsux. 1700 East Silver;
machine, $75.
FOR SALE Threshing
Postofflce box 4iz, city.
Water niotoi
inquire a
FOR SALE
Morning Journal office.
FOR SALE
Bicycle.
Apply Herman O.
Chavez, nzo eouin ncconn.
FOR SALE Reed baby buggy,. in good
conuuion, idp. rnouc ipio-yr,
like new.
FOR BALE Large
811 West
phone 1D70-J- .
61- Adobe to build house.
FOR SALE
mon Garola. 1202 North Arno.
e
high-gradrugs.
in
BARGAINS
Navajo
117 Mulberry, phone 1730-J- .
DENVER HOST delivered ' your door,
tie per month Phone 1048-FOR SALE 730 calibre rifle; price right
for quick sale. Phone 1428-Good Underwood typewrlt- FORKALE
Cl'dflr Tree Lunch Room
or. $;0.
FOR S.NOW Wtill'E CLOTHIJa and
spots try the Mantano Company Bluing.
FOR SALE One large size Base Burner
heater In good condition, cheap. Phone

CARDS

10KNE18.
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Ro rns 15, IT snd 19, Cromwell Building.
Phons 11 53-PHYSICIANS AM) BPHOBOMg.
A

KOLLIN E. GUTHRIDGE,
Thone 1023.
314 W. Gold.

Western Union day and night
over is years.
Gottlieb and WANTED Tailor at once. 217 Coal ove- -

BEST IN TOWN

J.

FOR SALE A real bungalow, pries and
place worth Investigating: hard wood
floors, firs placs, buffet, window ssat,
linen closet; every built-i- n
feature of an
idesl kitchen;
largs front and rear
porches; stationary tubs, sxtra number
of windows; largs lot; three largs
suitable for business or garage: can arrange terms, Phons 1968-- J

after

South

FOR SALE by owner: new small stuc-o- o
bungalow, with haeement; modern
In
every respect;, furnace, sleeping
Owner on premises each
porch, etc
day from 10 a. m. until noon. Priced
right for quick sale. Easy terms. Corner Eighth and Fruit.
BT OWNER,
modern houss in 2193-J- .
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
screened
porches, three GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gal
place, Isrgs
Ilght airy bed rooms with extra large
lon.
The Mansano
Co., no soutn
clossts. fronts east on largs lot with Walnut, phons 1834-Try a built up
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In sxoellent roof, will last as long as the bulMIn.
It desired. Phons
condition; terms
197T--

Would bo entirely comfortable
in this modern bungalow of
five rooms, sleeping porch and
large screened front porch. Has
fire place, built-i- n features
and
is located in fine section of
Fourth ward.
Very small cash payment and
balance like rent and make
appointment to see this place
1:00

Miscellaneous

Largo size Jieater.

TRY BODDVS MILK.

Phone

f 19.

EXTRA WELTj BCILT
ALMOST NEW BRICK
Hardwood floors, garage, sidewalks, lawn, etc. With or without furniture. Close In, good
terms. Fine location. Lowlands.
Immediate possession.
TWO BANDY HOMES
IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Extra well built, both on large
lots and close In.
Have built-i- n
features, fireetc.
places, heating plants,
These must be seen to e appreciated.
Whoever buys any of these
three homes will be a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve You Today?
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
ARE SELLING DAILY.
No better place for a Savings
Account and Investment. Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and $10 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at our office.
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.

appointment.
IX UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
frame house on one of
the very best streets In UniverIs arranged for
Heights.
sity
two families; has four large
rooms; two can vase d in sleeping porches; large screened-i- n
front porch; garage; chicken
yard and shade trees. Can be
bought on good terms, with
good monthly payments.

RE ALTO

Oin

MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC
We give special attention to locating .the stranger in a home.
Our autos are at your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

IX THE HIGHLANDS
Good small frame house; all
kinds of built-i- n features; two
screened porches; small basement; lawn and shade trees.
This is a beautiful little home
and Is extra well built. A look
us for
will convince you--c- all

A good

S OMIPAOT

TIME CARDS

WESTBOUN.-

-

Dally.
Arrlvs.
The Scout.... T:S0 pm
I Calif. Limited. lu:30 am
7 Fargo
Fast. .10:60 am
I Ths Navajo. .12:35 am

Train.

No.
No.
No,
No,

Na

1

Depart.
pm
am
am
am

1:50
11:00
11:20
1:00

SOUTHBOUND.

ID

El Paso Exp
El Paso Exp

10:10 pm
11:30 am
EASTBOUND.
No. J The Navajo.. 1:10 pm !:40 pm
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6:40 pm
No. I S. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 6:10 pm
7:20 am 7:50 am
No. 10 The Scout
FROM SOUTH.
No, SI From El Paso s:!6 pm
No. SO lYom El Paso 7:00 am
No. 10 connect at Tslen with No. Jt
for Clovls, Paces Valley. Itsos City and
No. S7

Coast
No. 29 connect, at Belon with No. 21
from Clovls snd points east and south

O
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OHLY

HERE

THE CANDY IS

$85

FOR SALE UV OWNER
modern
lust finished
oress brick nd new
modorn exoept heat. Both in
mod-srHigh'unr's. Also
house on West Gold, lust
nmpleting. Call at
Phone IIMO-821 W. Silver.

F!0W

BAICE TQHIGH1

five-roo-

jix-roo-

SATURDAY

FOR

OHLY

Hand Dipped Cream Center Chocolates in a nice box for SOc
Saturday only.
We should have more Relloflnwer Apples today; have plenty
extra Jonathans and Grimes Colden.
Nothing in town to match our bulk green olives 23c for a
pint of ripe olives.
Those sweet Midiret Pickles arc fine; dozen 10c; 3 dozen 2"c.
Lettuce, fresh express stock; house celery.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD
SIB Marble Arena

Phone

Easy Payments If Vou Wish
No Interest Charged.

CRESCENT GROCERY

ROTIIMAN'S

ROBERT JONES

Music and Jewelry Store

.........

Coal and South Walter
676
Phone

117 8.

First

St.

Phone

917--

1
m
WwWm

I3ell

RAZOR BLADES.
Send or bring your dull blades for

other Macaroni Product

.m go pflSTIIWE

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
in attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
Call for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop.
?hone 85-508H W. Central

out of

Griffith

Portrays in Ills Masterly Production of

"DREAM

STREET"

HOUSE
South First. Phone

319

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal SuddIv Co. Vhone 4 and 5.
J
Four dollars, fu'.i wagon ioao
amoun'
limited
factory, wood;
Pahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
School.
s Pay Poll Tax at High
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolworth lildg. Fhone 644W
r. The hardware firm of Raabe &
llauger just received another carload of Lucas paints and varnishesthe second carload of thes?
famous paints received by Raabe
& Mauger, since January 1.

WRTflHT'S

158

Taxi & Baggage

b.

10-l- b.

School Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1921,

High

8 .30 P. M.

Second concert of the series
offered by the Fortnightly
Music Club for the season of
1921-192-

2

real

To illlike the .trip by auto, Nov.
It or 12, with someone golny
to Estancia (no Ford;, liefer-ence- s
required. Address Miss E

Large Lemons, today only; per dozen

Horlick's Malted Milk
Hospital size

$3.20
39c
77c

50c size
$1.00 size

KLIM
2l2 lbs., Whole Milk

$1.66
80c
23c
$1.19

lb., Whole Milk
Trail size
2V2 lbs. Skimmed Milk
1 lb. Skimmed Milk
1

EOYS

Carnation, tall can
Pet Milk, tall can
Armour's Milk, tall can
Red Cross Milk, tall can
St. Charles Milk, tall can
Hebe, tall can

12Vc
12V2c
12V&C

13c
13c
9c

Skookum Jam,
tins
$1.15
Brer Rabbit Sorgum,
tins.. $1.15
Brer Rabbit Sorgum,
tins
76c
Domino Sugar,
.28c
pkg
Domino Sugar,
56c
pkg
Prices Baking Powder,
can.. 20c
Prices Baking Powder, 212-lcan. 65c
Prices Baking Powder,
can. .$1.15
A Dr. Prices Cook Book for the asking.
11c
Poley Corn Syrup, No. 2 can
None Such Mince Meat, cond. pkg. 18c
None Such Prepared Mince Meat
No. 2'3 can
51c

lb. size
$1.78
size
.
$1.19
size
61c
ll4-lsize
31c
1- - lb.
size
21c
Bring Us Your Crisco Coupons
6-l- b.

3-l-

b.

b.

SILVER LEAF LARD
size
size
2- - lb.
size
10- - lb.

88c
38c

Wheaco, pkg
Monarch Food of Wheat, pkg
Cream of Wheat, pkg
Farina, pkg
Pearl Barley, pkg
Ralston Food, pkg
Carnation Mush, pkg
Carnation Mush, pkg

H

23c
25c

.28c
15c
6c
15c
39c
19c

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leavs-- s

Arrives

In

DIME

12-o- z.

Naptha Soap
22 Polar White Soap
25 large Lenox,
bar
16 Crystal White Soap.
3 Fels Naptha Soap
z.

.......

Post Toasties, pkg
Corn Flakes, pkg
Grape Nuts, pkg

Cigar

(entral

DAfSCE

ftrFrrfry-ForShortz.'t-

n

JsJ
h

Coke

fciKy

The Morning Journal.
Thursday, Nov. 10, it saves
us , your
30c.
you
Bring
,
.
"i,.
ii

j
mem
cuup una, we 11 reuBem
arid don't forget our prices on Crisco are right.

199

FORKHALS

CREAM

COFFEE

&J.KIPfMERS

The Hlgheet Grade Macaroni

Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Products
Egg

V

i

LYRIC THEATER
(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

VEAL
HOME-MAD- E

SAUSAGE
FRUITS
GROCERIES
VEGETABLES

North First Street.
Phone 199
Phone IT
Tonr Ordei We
Will do me Rest.
.

CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.
we sen

Skinner's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products,

FROM

1

TO 11 P. 41.)

GROCERY

We Deliver The Goods
Highest Quality Lowest Prices
1124 South Edith
Phone 1517
Tha

Grade Macaroni

Highest
Spaghetti and
SuSKINNEES3 otherNoodles,
Macaroni Product
Egg

.Catherine McDonald
In

"STRANGER
THAN FIC1I0N"
She's a butterfly.

She's Carmen. She's a gangs-tres- s.
Four roles in one for
the American Beauty, in
"Stranger Than Fiction."
She's a stunt-flyeKatherine MacDonald,
r.

Assisted by Wesley Barry

IIAHII COAL COMPANY
PHONE 91

YOUR

SPRINGS
HENS
BEEF
MUTTON
PORK

"Percy & Ferdy" Comedy

rt

REGULAR PRICES

quality.
Cerrillos Coal Insures Economy and Satisfaction

PHONE

Two-pa-

LAST TIME TODAY

Gives a degree of personal satisfaction that cannot
be had from any other coal Because of unexcelled
preparation and long burning, heat producing

17c

205' South First Street

A

HEROES"

in

SAND STORM JAZZ
Hall will be heated

201

May Be Had At This Store In
Order Today
One, Two, Six Pound Sizes.
We
Sell

ffif?
DTC
Ki, A

The Use of Cerrillos Coal

........ 17c

Y

"CIRCUS

New Prunes, lb
New Peaches, lb
20c
New Walnut!-- , 3 lbs
$1.00
15
lbs
$1.00
Sugar,
Belief lower Apples, box. .$3.00

ARMORY

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
.$1.00
25c

.17c
Puffed Wheat, pkg
;.:.13c
Shredded Wheat, pkg.. ... . ... f . . . . .15c
13c
Shredded Krumbles, pkg
12Va, 14c
Oatmeal, small pkg
30c, 32c, 34c
Oatmeal, large pkg

J. A. SKINNER

CHOCOLATE

.25c

TONIGHT

FOR

SOAP

run-dow-

10-4-

SINGER
TAXI
Office Singer
store.
West

n
The story of a girl who inherited a
castle, blur'
blood, and an imposing mortgage. Being Irish and
plucky, she changed the castle into an asset, the mortgage into a memory, and herself into the happiest bride
in Erin.

I

Phone 600
210

AND

$2.40
30c
...l."c

.

Fe...

Constance Binney
in "ROOM
BOARD"

ADDED ATTRACTION:

7:46 am
am
4:30 pm
Albuquerque 7:30 pm

Albuqueroue.

Arrlv. In Santa
leaves Santa Fe

1

WILLY-NILL-

35

Let Us Send a Man

b.

We deliver your order for 10c; why pay more. Orders over $8 delivered free
For over a quarter century Skinner's Grocery has been known for their square
dealing, high quality and low prices. The largest stock of nationally adver-.hise- d
goods in the state.
;

COAL COMPANY

Lenox Soap, 7 for
25c
P. & G. Soap, 16 for. . . .$1.04
16
for
Bodate,
$1.00
25e
Large Star rcaptha
Cloverbloom Hutter, lb.... 50c

2-l- b.

15 P. & G.

..$1.70

5-l- b.

THIS

AND BOARD

REALART PICTURES PRESENTS

Put more:

Sugar Cured BACON, slab or 12 slab, lb.
Colorado White POTATOES, 100 lbs
Swift's Premium HAMS, per lb

b.

b.

9- -

M T

5-l- b.

b.

CRISCO

Putting: But if the

.

Tianos and PhonoDifferent Makes.
ALBUQUERQUE MUSIC CO.

b.

10-l-

If the

Phone

Used

APPLES

These Prices on
Items You Reed

CANNED MILK

Phone 328
'RrtOM,

NEW STATE

Several bright, wide - awake
boys wanted. Good pay. Part-tim- e
work. Apply this morning
804 PARK AVENUE

To replace thai broken wlnrtou
class Albuquerque Lumber V
Phone 421
423 North First

Our stock of apples is complete, all
Washington apples and carefully selected so as to insure you good keepers.
C Grade Jonathans, box
$3.75
Fancy Jonathan, box
$4.25
Extra Fancy Jonathans, box
$4.50
Winesaps, box
$4.25
Rome Beauty, box
$4.00
Arkansas Blacks, box
$4.50
Newton Peppins, box
$4.50

..35c

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.

Corner Coal and Arno.

and get 1,000 lbs. of coal free. The first person bringing
the correct answer to our downtown office, 115 South Second,
will receive 1,000 pounds of Coal FREE. No answers received after 9 a. m., Saturday, November 12. Coal will be
delivered Monday, November 14.

Some Good Buys

35c

.

Hiffhlanrl Ca"firnppru

READ

rare Journal.

1727--

bargain; Each.,

ft

SAe
I

Season Tickets, $4.00
Single Tickets, $2.00

graphs

a

We

b.

Baritone

In

Brooms,

She had already had to report the chauffeur to him.
This life of domestic service wasn't being quite so easy
as she had thought it would be. All the men kept offering kisses for tips.

IT TOO

WANT

RUGS

Mrs. Nell Morris purchased a
nice building lot yesterday on Co- Moccasins, Baskets,
lumbia avenue, south of Coal.
Jewelry. Gems, Lnces.
Mrs. Ida E. Glenn yesterday
Trading Post,
o,mIlnn UudinK
bought a vacant lot on Stanford
Opposite Postoffiee.
avenue, south of Coal.
Prof, 13. F. Haight, member of
the state university faculty, and
WE STORE YOUR PIANO
family moved into their new houw;
FREE
just completed yesterday.
H. A. Kennard started the conGive
it
good care; no small
struction of a California type bunchildren. Will store in our
galow yesterday on the corner o
home for its use.
Coffman,
Stanford and Silver avenues.
1224
North
Second.
Phone

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
Fannie S. Spitz, 323
158
North Tenth.

802.

A87--

"I'LL REPORT YE TO YER CHAUFFEUR!"

Large

221--

CURIOS
NAVAJO

.

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
818 S.uitb Sfcond.
Frre Call Mil Oeliverr.

DO

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Fruits are here and the quality is excellent
Juicy Prunes, per lb
20c
Extra Fancy Apricots, per lb
iWc
Extra Fancy Peaches, per lb
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"aoc
Extra Fancy White Figs, per lb. ,....' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' ,' .'
'zuc
Dromedary Dates, per pkg
!.!!!!'. 2ttc
Sunmaid Raisins, per pkg
WW.
'.'.'.'.'.WW 25c
Silver Hand Raisins, per pkg
!!"!!!!!!!!!!!!
3c
Comb Honey, per rack
'.'.I'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ."0c
Strained Honey, 2H-l".".!'.".'. 1 '."'."! "45c
can
Strained Honey,
can
'.'..'.!'!!!!" 850
Strained Honey,
'.'.'.'.'.'.' ,'.'.'.', '.'.'.'.'.'.'..'$ 1 65
can
of
Fresh Cookies and Crackers Ju'sV arrived.'
Shipment
Hienz Goods just in.
Full line of Glass Jar Brand of Fruits on hand at new prices.
e Can t Begin to Tell It Here. Come and See

1

All tickets exchanged for
reservations at Matson's.
Records may be heard at
ROOMS
Albuquerque Music Store

BITTNER

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

4

CITI
Phone

LAST TIME TODAY

."

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

EEN

'

Orchestra

Save by trading at the Highland Grocery.
give you the "best" at "better" prices.
New Pack Dried

RICHARD BONELLI
Brunswick Artist

Rossiter - McConnell

SNAPSHOTS" Sec your
Also SOMETHING
Favorite Stars at the Studio.
ADMISSION:
Matinee. Night.
2,'iC
25c
.
.
Adults
1."C
10c
Children
NEW-"SCR-

If

35c
25c

(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS,
At Ruppe's Drug Store.

je.

Life Is not whnt it seems It's but a thinfr made
dreams nml it's dreams of real life that

D. W.

Double KtlKO
Single Edge

CA

YOU

d

R.THEATRE

Hall

ADMISSION FREE
10c A Dance
Music by
Step Lively Syncopators

In our store can be bought
on easy payments.
Wiseman's Watch Shop
215 South Second

t

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and

Colombo

in

Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality

Footwear for men, from...
$3.50
Footwear for women, from. . . .,. .$3.00
Footwear for boys and, girls from $2.85
Footwear for children, from..... . .$2.00
Footwear for babies, from.
.75c

.....

Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

Every shoe price we name is as low as the good
quality of the shoe will allow. May we ask for
your consideration.

ATTRACTION t

TOM

SANTSCI1I

"THE

TEMPEST"

A Drama of the Romantic West

Quality Footwear
We ask the consideration of every man, woman
and child who desire the best in Fall Footwear.
Faultless shoemaking and a careful selection of
the newest models mark our shoes as being way
above the average.
These are Street Shoes, Dress Shoes, Oxfords and
Pumps. There are choice black leathers and new
browns as well as satins and silver cloth, Louis
Heels. Baby Louis Heels, Military Heels and Low
Heels; plain toes and vamps as well as the perforated effects.

ADDED

REGULAR PRICES

COAL
GALLUP DAWSON CANON CITY
Full of heat, little ash and no clinkers

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home

Let Onr

0. K. MARKETS
501

North First

Phone

29-- J

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY

Pork Ham Roast, lb
Pork Shoulder Roast, lb
Fresh Side Pork, lb
Good Pork Sausage, lb
Veal Steak, lb
Veal Shoulder Roast, lb.

30c
25c

....25c
',20c
30c
20c

,

.

Veal Rump Roast, lb
Veal Stew, lb..
Beef Shoulder Roast, lb.
Rib Boiling, 3 lbs. .for.
,
Good Hamburger,, 2 lbs. for
Smoked Hams, lb.
Free Delivery to All Parts of Town'

.25c

i5c

isc

, ,

25c
3SC

f3oc

